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Linear lndependence of Iogarit hms of algebr aic '''''b'''\
. i

\
L~t (II, ..• ~am be positive rational integers and b1, ••. ,bm be rational integers; assume ii

thatth-e rational number ab
1! ••• abm is not equal to 1 ; how close to 1 can it be? Our goal "\. m ;

is to give an estimate from below for this distance. The trivial estimate is

ii

where A = max{2, al, ... ,an} and B = max{2, Ibll, .. : ' Ibnl} ; this' is a kind of Liouville
estimate: the absolute value of a non-zero rational number is at least the inverse of a
denominator. This estimate is sharp in terms of A and n, but not in terms of B j there are
many cases where a better dependence in B is required. We give a short historical survey
of this question in Chapter 1, and we quote the best known results to date in Chapter 12.
In between, we give complete proofs of non-trivial estimates.

During a workshop which took place at Leiden in October 1990, E. Thomas and
N. Tzanakis noticed that there is no introductory text for the non-expert on this domain;
the non-trivial measures of linear independence for logarithms are used as a black box by
several people, especially in connection with Diophantine equations. Therefore a simple
introduction was needed. However, simple depends on the reader: for those who know a
little bit of commutative algebra, Chapter 5 below will look unnecessary complicated, and
they will prefer to replace it by Chapter 8, which yields a stronger result. On the opposite,
those who dislike the words "algebraic geometry" will have better to skip Chapter 8 and
just take for granted the "zero estimate" given in Proposition 8.l.

These notes grew out of lectures given at the Matscience Institute of Madras in
January 1992. The initial goal was to give a proof of Baker transcendence theorem on linear
independence of logarithms of algebraic numbers, which is supposed to be simpler than
previously known proofs: no derivative is involved, and the auxiliary function is replaced
by Laurent's interpolation determinants. Once this purpose was achieved (Chapters 2 to
6), we started looking at the effective aspect of the question, which is the most important
one for applications. A first non-trivial estimate was proved, for linear combinations of
logari thms

{3110gO:'l +...+ {3m 10gO:'m,'

where O:'i and {3i are algebraic numbers, under the assumption that the logarithms log O'i

are linearly independent over Q, and also the coefficients {3i are linearly independent over
Q j the assumption on the log O'i involves no loss of generality, while the condition on the
{3i is really strong, since the most interesting case is when the (3i are all rational integers.
However, the argument which is used to remove the assumption on linear independence of
the log O'i enables one to remove also the condition on the {3i, but at a rather heavy cost.
Nevertheless this is sufficient to provide a non-trivial estimate, which is given in Chapter
~ ,

The three next chapters are devoted to a refinement of this first estimate. We do
not give the sharpest known results (which require to introduce one more variable with
derivatives, and also to use Fel'dman's polynomials), out nevertheless our estimate is not
very far from the best known. A refined zero-estimate is required; this is a consequence
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of a general result due to P.Philippon; the corresponding chapter has been written by D.
Roy and was the subject of three lectures at the University of Pondicherry.

Baker dealt also with non-homogeneous linear combinations of logarithms:

The non-vanishing of such linear combinations (Chapter 11) has been the sub ject of lectures
at Hyderabad (Central University) in February -1992. Finally, the sections devoted to the
six exponential theorem (in Chapter 1) and its generalizations (Chapter 13) were developed
at Bombay University and at the Tata Institute of Fundamental Research.

I have the pleasure to thank R. Balasubramanian who invited me to deliver these
lectures at Matscience, and suggested that they would be published in the Matsciencc
Publication Series; Venkatararnan and Adhikari, who attended the Matscience lectures
and made the first remarks. Later C. Jadot, M. Laurent, M. Mignotte, M. Huizing and A.
Sert proposed some corrections. Then D. Roy sent me many pages of comments, corrected
several inacurracies and improved some results.

My journey in India was supported by the National Board for Higher Mathematics.
I am very thankful to S. Seshadri from the SPIC Foundation (Madras) and M.S. Raghu-
nathan from Tata Institute Bombay who arranged this visit.

Paris, September 1992.

M. Wald,~chmidt.
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It is convenient to write £ = log a when a = el, but of course for a given a E Q* the set
of £ with a = ef is a whole class of C modulo 2i7rZ.

It's plain that E is a Q-vector subspace of C ; however it's not a Q-vector space: the
product of a logarithm of an algebraic number by an algebraic number is usually not a
logarithm of an algebraic number. This remark, which goes back to Euler, is the root of
our subject.

The main (if not the more general) statement of these lectures is the following:

Theorem 1.1 (Baker). - If £1, ... ,em are Q-linearly independent elements of L, then
tlJeY are {i-linearly independent.

This result was proved by Alan Baker in 1966. The first part of these lectures is devoted
to a complete and comparatively easy proof of this statement. However the present tex is by
no means an introduction to Baker's method: the main new idea in Baker's transcendence
proof is an ingenious, rather involved, extrapolation argument, which is performed on the
derivatives of an auxiliary function. Here you will see no auxiliary function, no derivatives,
no extrapolation. The proof of the first part is quite elementary; the only analytic argument
which is used is Schwarz lemma for a function of a single variable. The most sophisticated
tool is Bezout's theorem which is used in the following form (see lemma 5.6 in Chapter 5):

if PI, ... ,Ph are polynomials in C[Zl,'" ,znJ of total degree ~ D, and if the set S of
common zeroes in CII of these polynomials is finite, then Card S ::; D'",
Apart from this result, everything is very easy: we use an argument of Michel

Laurent to estimate a determinant; an analytic estimate (Chapter 4) provides an upper
bound, an arithmetic estimate, namely Liouville's inequality (Chapter 3) implies that this
determinant vanishes, and a zero estimate (which relies on Bezout 's above mentioned
theorem) provides the conclusion.

In the second part of these lectures we repeat the proof more carefully in order to
prove explicit measures of linear independence of logarithms nf algebraic numbers. The
first estimate we produce (Chapter 7) is rather crude, but the proof follows closely the . ,
arguments in Part I and is rather transparent. The result we achieve iF; certainly far from
the best known, but it is good enough to be useful for solving explicitly certuin dassel; of
Diophantine equations (we do not develop this aspect here).

We refine this rough estimate in Chapter 10; the refinement involves a better
zero estimate, clue to Philippon (Chapter 8, by Damien Roy), and improved results

1-1

1.- INTRODUCTION

We denote by Qt.he algebraic closure of the rational number field Q into C; hence
Q is the field of (complex) algebraic numbers. Further, let £, be the set of }ogarith:ns of
non-zero algebraic numbers, that is the inverse image of the multiplicative group Q* by
the exponential map:
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1·2 Linear independence of loga.rithms of algebraic numbers

on interpolation determinants '(Chapter 9, where al~ argument dual to Baker's one is
developed, and also an idea of M. Laurent is used). The best known measures of linear
independence of logarithms of algebraic numbers are stated in Chapter 12.

There is an extension, also due to Baker, of Theorem 1.1 to non-homogeneous
linear combinations of logarithms: under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, the numbers
1, log al, ... , log am are linearly independent over Q (Chapter 11). This statement does
hot include all that is known on the transcendence of the values of the usual complex
exponential function. Specifically, it does not include the so-called six ezpotieniuils theorem
(see §4 below). Chapter 13 is mainly devoted to a general result, the linear subgroup
theorem, which generalizes at the same time the six exponentials theorem, Baker's theorem,
by Schneider's method and Baker's theorem by Gel'fond-Baker method. vVe do Hot Y

give complete proofs (nor ev=» do we state the result in the most general form); this
will be postponed hopefully for another more advanced monograph. Chapter 14 deals
with conjectures, including Schanuel's conjecture and the conjecture on the algebraic '.
independence of logarithms of algebraic numbers, together with some consequences.-·'

{
In this first chapter we give some historical background on Baker's theorem, both in "

the qualitative and in the quantitative foriu , (\,,,i.l we describe the six exponentials theorem.

§1. Historical survey

In his "Introductio in analysin infinitorum", L. Euler defined the exponential and
logarithm functions, and said: -

From what we have seen, it follows that the logarithm of a number will not be a rational
tiurnber unless the qiuen. tiurnber is a pouter of the base a. That is, unless the number b,
is a power of the base a, the logarithm of b cannot be expressed as a rational number.
In case b is a power of the base a, then the logarithm of b cannot be an irratio.nd
nicmber. If, indeed, log b = Vii, then avn = b, but this is impossible if both a anci·
b are rational. It is especially desirable to know the logarithms of rational numbers,
since from these it is possible to find the logarithms of fractions and also surds. Since
the logarithms of numbers 'which are not the powers of the base are neither rational
nor irrational, it is with j-ustice that they are called transcendental quantities. For this
reason, logarithms are said to be transcendental. .

(Reference: Euler, Introduction to Analysis of the Infinite, Book I, Chap. VI, N° 105,
Springer-Verlag 1988, p.80.)

Later in 1900, D. Hilbert proposed this question as the seventh of his problems:
The expression af3 [or an algebraic base a and an irrational algebraic exponent /3,
e.g. the number 2-12 01' e" = i=?', always represents a transcendental or at least an
i-rrational number.

Theorem 1.2 (Gel'fond-Schneider). - If e1, £2 are Q-linearly independent elements
of L, tlwn tile)' are Q-lincariy independent.

This problem was solved in 1934 by A.O. Gel'fond and Th. Schneider, independently
and simultaneously:
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Introduction 1-3

This means that the quotient £1/£2 of two non-zero elements of E is either a rational
or a transcendental number; it cannot be an algebraic irrational number, like V2. The
connection with Hilbert's problem is most easily seen by stating Theorem 1.2 as follows:

if f and fl are two complex numbers with f i= 0 and fl rt. Q, then one at least of the
three numbers e1, f3 and eP1 is transcendental.
Hence, if a is a non zero algebraic number, log a any non-zero logarithm of a, and f3

an irrational algebraic number, then aP = exp(fllog a) is a transcendental number. The
transcendence of e" is obtained also by the choice of a = 1, log a = 2irr and f3 = -i/2.

In his book [G], Gel'fond emphasized the importance of getting a generalization of
this statement to more than two logarithms (see below). This problem was solved in 1966
by A. Baker; the qualitative aspect of his result is Theorem 1.1. From Baker's theorem,
one deduces that if a number of the form

(with algebraic aj and f3i, aj =1= 0) is algebraic, then either the numbers log oj , ... .Iog o,
all vanish, or else the numbers 1, f31, ... ,f3n are linearly dependent over Q.

§2. Equivalent statements

Baker's result obviously generalizes the theorem of Gel'fond-Schneider (just take n = 2).
As pointed out by J-P. Serre in his Bourbaki lecture on Baker's work (*), it means that the
natural map from Q ®Q.c in C, which extends the injection from .c to C, is still injective
(see exercise 3). We shall say that E and Q are linearly disjoint over Q.

The only linear dependence relations, with algebraic coefficients, between logarithms
of algebraic numbers, are the trivial ones, like

log 24 = V3log9 + (1- 2V3) log3 + hlog4 + (3 - 2h)10g2.

Roughly speaking, if Baker's result were not true, then a vanishing non-trivial linear
combination of elements f of E with algebraic coefficients fl and minimal length would
.have the property that the coefficients fl's are linearly independent over Q, and at the
same time the f's also are linearly independent over Q. More precisely one can state
Theorem 1.1 in several equivalent ways: ,.

Lemma 1.3. - Let k C J( be two fields, E be a J( -veciox space, and M be a k-vecior
subspace in E. Tile three following statements are equivalent. .
(i) Let m 2: 1; let £1, ... ,.em be elements of M which are linearly independent over k;

tllen these elements are also linearly independent over J( ill E. .
(ii) Let m 2: 1 be a positive integer. Let £1, ... ,.em be eiernenrs of M, not all vanishing,

and let f31, ... ,f3m be k-linearly independent elements of J(. Then

f31f1 + ... + f3mfm =1= o.
(*) Travaux de Baker, Sent. Bourbaki 1969/70, n° 368; Springer Lecture Notes 180
(1971), 73-86.
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(iii) Let m 2: 1 be a positive integer. Let .e1, ••• ,.em be k-linearly independent elements of
M and f31, ... ,f3m be k-linearly independent elements of K. Then

f31.e1 + ...+ f3m.em =1= o.

When these properties are satified, M and K are said to be linearly disjoint over k.
Proof. We first remark that the implication (i) => (iii) is trivial.
a) Proof of (ii) => (i). Assume that for some m ;:::1 we have a relation f31.e1 +...+f3m.em = 0
with f31,"" f3m not all zero. Let f3~, ... , f3~ (with 0 < s ~ m) be a basis of the k-vector
space they span; we can write

s

f3i = LCij f3j
j=1

with Cij E k, which do not all vanish. Then

(l~i~m),

Since f3~, ... ,f3~ arek-linearly independent, we deduce from (ii)
IIILCijR.i = 0

i=1
for 1~ j ~s.

Therefore f1' ... ,fm are k-linearly dependent.
b) P~oof of (iii) => (ii). Assume f31fl + ... + f3mfm = 0 with f31, ... , f3m linearly independent
over k in K and f1, ••• ,em in M. We shall argue by induction on m andiconclude
i} = ... = fm = O. Renumbering f}, ... ,fm if necessary, we may assume that f1, ... ,.er
(for some r with 0 ~ r ~ 1n) is a basis of the k-vector space spanned by .e1, ... , .em:

r

.e. - ~c··f)·1-6 IJ<-J,

j=l
(r + 1~ i ~m),

where Cij are in k. We deduce
rL "fj.ej = 0

j=1
with

III

Ij = f3j + L Cijf3i, (1 ~ j ~ 1').
i=r+1

Using (iii) (with m replaced by r), we deduce from the linear independence of .e}, ... ,.er

over k that the r elements 11, ... , "[r arek-linearly 'dependent in K ';"however, since
PI,· .. , f3m are linearly independent over k, the only possibility is r = 0, which means
il = ... = .em = O. 0

When k = Q, J( = Q, M = .c and £ = C, assertion (i) is nothing but Baker's
Theorem 1.1 (see §11.1 for another application of this lemma 1.3). Other statements which
are equivalent to Baker's Theorem 1.1 are given in exercise 5 (and will be used in Chapter
13).

----- ---------'-"'- --' --.------ ...--- -----_--.-- .....__ ._-_..
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of §3. Lower bounds for the distance between 1 and a product of powers of rational
integers

Baker's theorem shows that numbers of the form

131log al + ... + 13m log am

(with algebraic f3i and ai, 1 ::; i ::;m) can vanish only in trivial cases. The most important
o aspect of the theory is that the proof provides explicit lower bounds for such non-zero
)r numbers. We explain these results in the easiest case, namely f3i E Z, ai E Z, aj :::::2.

Let ai, ... , am be rational integers which are::::: 2 and bI, ... ,bm rational integers. We
assume

and we ask for a lower bound for the distance between these two numbers.
There is a trivial estimate: a non-zero rational number is at least as large as the inverse

of a denominator:

labl ... abm
- 11> IT a~i1 711 - I

bi<O

2: exp { - ~ Ibi1loga;}

:::::exp{ -mBlogA},

where B = max{ Ib11, ... , Ibm I} and A = max{ ai, ... , am}. This kind of estimate extends
to algebraic a's; we shall call it Liouville's inequality (see Chapter 3 §5).

The dependence in m and A in Liouville's inequality is sharp, but the main interest
for applications is with the dependence in B. In order to see what can be expected, it is
convenient to give a connection with lower bounds for linear forms in logarithms. If

o < lab
I
1

••• abm - 11 < ~In . - 2'

then

(see exercise 1 at the end of this chapter). Therefore it is equivalent to give a lower bound
for the distance between 1 and the product a~1 ... a~,~', or to give a lower bound for the
non vanishing linear form bi log al + ... + bm log am. '

An easy application of the Dirichlet box principle (see exercise 2) now yields:

. ~;e.~ma 1.4. - Let m, aI, ... I am be rational integers, all of which are::::: 2. Define
A.= max{ ai, ... , am}. Then for every integer B :::::2m log A, there exist rational integers
'>:,~.. ,bm witll I .

0< max Ibd < B
l~i~m -
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such that

I b b I 2mlogAall ... a m -1 < ' .
m - Bm-l

In particular, if aI, ... ,am are multiplicatively independent, then the left hand side
does not vanish. The upper bound is polynomial in 1/B, while Liouville's inequality is
exponential in -B. We shall see that, as far as the dependence in B is concerned, lemma
1.4 is closer to the truth than Liouville's lower bound.

In 1935, one year after he had solved Hilbert's 'seventh problem, Gel'fond used his
transcendence method in order to derive a lower bound for a linear combination of two
logarithms of algebraic numbers with algebraic coefficients. Let us give a simple example
of such an estimate: for aI, a2 multiplicatively independent positive rational integers, and
for e > 0, there exists a constant C1 = CI(al,a2,E), which can be explicitly computed,
such that, for all (b1, b2) E Z2 with (bI, b2) 1= 0, if we set B = max{lb11, Ib21,2}, then

In 1939 Gel'fond refined the estimate and replaced the exponent 5 + € by 3 + €, and in 1949
he reached 2 + E. At the same time he gave an estimate which is valid for any m ~ 2 (see
[G] Th. III):

Theorem 1.5 (Gel'fond 's ineffective estimate). - For every m-tuple (aI, ... , am) of
positive multiplicatively independent rational integers, and for every 8 > 0, there exists a
positive constant C2 = C2 (aI, ... , am, 8) such that, if bI, ... ,bm are rational integers, not
all of wbicl: are zero, and if we set B = inax{lbII, ... , Ibml,2}, then

For the proof of Theorem 1.5, the main tool is a result of Diophantine approximation,
which we shall take for granted j Gel'fond used a result of his own, which was a refinement
of earlier results due to TIme, Siegel and Dyson j here, for simplicity, we shall use the
stronger result due to Roth (see [S], [L) or [B]);

Theorem 1.6 (Thue-Siegel-Roth). - Let a be an algebraic number and let e be a
positive real number. There exists a number Co = CoCa, e) > 0 such that for any rational
number pi q with q > 0 and p/ q # a,

I pi> C -2-fa - - oq .
q ,

Proof of Theorem 1.5.
We shall use Theorem 1.6 with E = 1:
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Introduction 1-7

Let 8 > o. Assume C2 does not exist: for each real number C > 0 there exists
b = (bI, ... , bm) E zm with

(where, as usual, B = max{2, IbII, .. :, Ibml}). Hence the set EI of bE zm for which

is infinite. Let N be a positive integer satisfying N > (6m/8)10gA, with A = maxj c.}.
Since the set (Z/Nz)m is finite, there is an infinite subset E2 of EI having all elements
in the same class modulo N; this means that there exists r E N?' with 0 =::; rt < N,
(1 =::; i =::; m) such that, for all s e E2,

i, = rj mod N (1 =::; i =::; m).

Let Ea be the set of bE E2 with B 2: N; once more this is an infinite set. Foreach b E E3,
there is a x E Z'" such that

We have Ixi/ =::; 1 + B/N =::; 2B/N, (1 =::; i =::; m). Let us define two rational numbers
s = a? ... a~;n and t = afl ... a;:,'. Notice that s does not depend on b E .E3, while t
depends on b E E3. From the construction of E3 we deduce

We now use the estimate Ix - 11 =::; IxN - 11 which is valid for all x > 0 (the number
1+x+···+xN-1 is at least 1):

This shows that the rational number t is close to the algebraic number a = s-I/N which
is the real N -th root of 1/s:

0< It - al =::; ae-6B.

Since the denominator of t is at most A2mB/N, Theorem 1.6 yields:

Combining the upper and lower bound, we deduce the estimate

B (b _ 6m~gA) 1=::; -logCo(a, 1) - N1ogs,
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which shows that the number B is bounded (the numbers 6, A, N, CoCa, 1) and s do not
depend onb E E3), which is in contradiction with the fact that E3 is an infinite set. 0

This proof does not enable one to compute the constant C2, because one uses the
Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem which is not effective.

Gel'fond used his Theorem 1.5 in several Diophantine questions, in particular (with
Linnik) for Gauss' problem of determining all imaginary quadraticnumber fields with class
number one j he also applied his lower bound to the study of several types of Diophantine
equations. In his book [G] published in 1952, he said (p.126 of the English edition):

... one can a.'l.'lume the fundamental problem in the analytic theory of tran.'lcendental
tiutnbers to be that of .'ltrengthening the analytic methods in the theory of trasiscendenial
tiutnbers, so that it will be possible to apply them to the itiuestiqaiioti of the behaviour
of linear forms in n logarithms of algebraic numbers.

Also, p.177:
Nontrivial louier bounds. for linear forms, with integral coefficients, of an arbitrary
niimber of logarithms of algebraic numbers, obtained effectively by methods of the
theory of transcendental tuimbers, will be of extraordinarily great significance in the
solution of very difficult problems of modern number theory. Therefore, one may
assume, as was already mentioned above, that the most pressing problem in the theory
of transcendental numbers is the investigation of the measures of transcendence of
finite sets of logarithms of algebraic numbers.

As we said earlier, this problem was solved in 1966 by A. Baker. A refinement due to
N.!. Fel'dman two years later gives

where C3 = C3(al, ... , am) is a positive effectively computable number. This number C3

has been explicitly computed; one of the best known value today (see Chapter 12 where
further information is given) is

C 24m+16 3m+51 13 = m::> oga}··· ogam.

This bound has been computed by means of the method which is described in the present
lectures (however an auxiliary function was introduced, in place of Laurent's determinant).
The second part of Lang's book (L] deals with lower bounds for linear combinations in
logarithms (either for the usual exponential function, or else for elliptic functions). The
introduction to chapters 10 and 11 (p.212-217) prpposes far reaching conjectures j for
instance, for any € > 0, there should exist a constant C4(€) > a such that

We come back to this question in Chapter 14.
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§4. The six exponentials theorem

Let us start with an easy question: which are the real numbers t for which 2t is a rational
integer? Of course all tEN satisfy this requirement ;' but there are others: for a EN,
a =I- 0, if we set t = log a/ log 2, then 2t = exp(tlog 2) = a E N. Hence

{t E R;2t EN} = {~::~; a E N, a > a} .
If we denote this set by EI, then El n Q = N.

We consider now the set

E2 = {t E R; 2t EN and 3t EN}.

This set contains N and is contained in EI. In particular E2 n Q = N. The following
problem is still open: is-it true that E2 = N? This means:
Problem.- Does there exist an irrational number which belongs to E2 ?
This question amounts to ask whether there exist two positive integers a and b such that

loga _ 10gb
10g2 - 10g3

and at the same time this quotient is irrational. Another equivalent formulation it to ask
whether a 2 x 2 matrix

'( log a log b)
10g2 log3

(with positive integers a and b) can be singular without a being a power of 2. We shall
soon see this question in a more general setting (the four exponentials conjecture).

Finally we introduce a third set

E3 = {t E R; 2t E N, 3t EN and 5t EN}.

Of course we have N C E3 C E2 C EI. We have the following transcendence result:
E3 =N.

It's possible to replace the integers 2, 3 and 5 by any set of three multiplicatively
independent (complex) algebraic numbers; in this case there is no need to restrict the
problem to real values of t.

The following result is due to Siegel (unpublished), Lang and Ramachandra(1967):

Theorem 1.7 (six exponentials theorem). - Let Xl, ... ,Xd be complex numbers
wuicl: are linearly independent over Q and let YI, ... ,Yi be also complex numbers which
are linearly independent over Q. Assume Ed > f + d. Then one at least of the Ed numbers

is transcendental.

It is clear that the interesting case is e = 2, d = 3 (or e = 3, d =2, .w~l,iqh,gives J~he
same result because of the symmetry), and this explains the nameO,Lt).;teresult. '

One conjectures that the conclusion is still valid under the weaker hypothesis Ed ~
e + d : this is the four ezponeniials conjecture:

1-9
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';'C~~jecture 1.8 (four exponentials). - Let Xl, Xz be two Q~linearly independent
coinl)le~numbers and YI ,Y2 also two Q-linearly independent ~omplex numbers. Then one
at least of the 4 numbers

(i = 1,2, j = 1,2)

!

! is transcendental.

The six exponentials theorem occurs for the first time in a paper by L. Alaoglu and
P. Erdos: On highly composite and similar numbers, Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. 56 (1944),
448-469; when these authors try to prove Ramanujan's assertion that the quotient of two
consecutive siiperior highly composite numbers (*) is a prime, they need to know that if X is
a real number such that PI and pz are both rational numbers, with PI and pz distinct prime
numbers, then X is an integer j however this statement (special case of the four exponentials
conjecture) is yet unproved; they quote Siegel and claim that x indeed is an integer if one
assumes pi to be rational for three distinct primes Pi ; this is just a special case of the
six exponentials theorem. They deduce that the quotient two consecutive superior highly
composite numbers is either a prime, or else a product of two primes.

The six exponentials theorem can be deduced from a very general (and complicated)
result of Schneider (Ein Satz iiber ganzwertige Funktionen als Prinzip fur Transzendenzbe-
weise, Math. Ann. 121 (1949), 131-140). The four exponentials conjecture is equivalent to
the first of the eight problems at the end of Schneider's book [S]. An explicit statement of
the six exponentials conjecture, together with a proof, has been published independently
and at about the same time by S. Lang and K. Ramachandra:

- S. Lang, Nombres transcendants, S6m. Bourbaki 18eme annee (1965/66), N° 305;
Algebraic values of meromorphic functions, II, Topology 5 (1966), 363-370 j see also
[L] Chap.2.

- K. Ramachandra, Contributions to the theory of transcendental numbers, Acta Arith.
14 (1968), 65-88; see also [R] Chap.2.

They both formulated the four exponentials conjecture explicitly.
We shall come back on this subject in part III of these lectures (Chapters 13 and 14).

Exercises

1. Let z be a complex number. Write ~z for the real part of z.
a) For any 5 >0, the condition I~zl ~ 5 implies

(*) Ramanujan defines an integer n to be a superior highly composite number if there
exists E > 0 such that the divisor function den) (number of divisors of n) satisfies
d(m)m-f < d(n)n-f for m i= n; for further references, see for instance M. Waldschmidt,
Some transcendental aspects of Ramanujan's work, Proc. Ramanujan Cent. Intern. Conf.,
Annamalainagar Dec. 1987, Ramanujan Math. Soc., 1 (1988), 67-76.
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hence

Hint. For x = ~z,

b) For any ° ::;()< 1, the condition !ez - 11::; () implies, for the principal value of the
complex logarithm,

1
Ilogzl ::; 1 _ () [z -1/.

Hint.' Check that, for any t E R saii3jying t 2:: -(), the following upper bound holds:

[logf l +t)!::; 1 ~!()'

c) Let rJ E R and v, wEe satisfy

/we-v
- 11::; o and o::;rJ<1.

Show that there exists .e E C with el = wand

If - vi ::; 1 ~ rJ Iwe-v - 11·

Hint. Define E = v + logewe-V) where log is the principal value of the logarithm.

2. Complete the proof of lemma 1.4 by applying the pigeonhole principle to the points

which all lie in the interval [0, mB log AJ.
Hint. Check Bm-l log 2 2:: m log A and use exercise la with 8 = log 2.

3. Write a shorter proof of lemma 1.3: show that the statements (i), (ii) and (iii) are also
equivalent to:

(iv) The natural map M @k K ~ E, which extends the injection from M to E, is still
injective.

Hint. Let (/-li)iEf be a basis of the k-vecior space M, and let ("/j)jEJ be a basis of the
k-vecior space K. Then /-li ® rj, (i E I, j E J) is a basis of M ®k K over k:

M «;« = {I:/-li ® o., (3i E]( with
iEf

= {2::=Ai®rj; AjEM with
jEJ

= {I:I: Cij/li® rj ; cij E J(
iEf jEJ

SUpp(p;);El finite}
,

supp (,\j )jEJ finite }

with suppf C;j);EI ,jE] finite},
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where finite support means that all but finitely many elements vanish.
The map M 0k J( -t £ is nothing but

L fLi 0f3i f--t L fLif3i,
iEI iEJ

L Aj 0,j f--t L Ajlj
jEJ jEJ

as well as L L CijfLi 0,j f--tL L CijfLi/j·
iEI jEJ iEI jEJ

4. Let k c J( be two fields and V be a vector subspace of tc-, Show that the following
conditions are equivalent:
(i) V is intersection of hyperplanes which are defined by linear forms with coefficients in
k.
(ii) V has a basis whose elements belong to kd•

(iii) There exists a surjective linear map J(d --t IC with kernel V whose matrix (in the
canonical bases) has coefficients in k.

Such. a sub space V is called rational over k.

5. Show that Theorem 1.1 is also equivalent to:
(i) Let d be a positive integer; let V be a subspace of c- which is rational over Q (see

exercise 4) such that V n Qd = O. Then V n £d = O.
(ii) Let e, d be positive integers and AI, ... , Ae be Q-linearly independent elements in £d.

Then AI, ... ,Ai are Q-linearly independent.
Hint. The implication (ii) =} Theorem 1.1 is clear (take d = 1).

For the proof of Theorem 1.1 =} (i), write V as intersection of Q-rational hyperplanes;
for (.€1,' .. ,.€d) E vn£d, choose a basis of the Q-vectorsubspace ofC spanned bye1, ,R.d.

For the proof of (i) =} (ii), assume 131Al + ... + f3eAe = 0; choose a basis 11, s t r of
the Q-vector subspace of C spanned by 131,"" f3e, and use (iv) with d replaced by dr.

6. (1972 Putnam Prize competition). Using the calculus of finite differences, show that, if
t E !lis such that nt E Z for all n 2: 1, then tEN.
Hint. First method (cf. H. Halberstam. - Transcendental numbers; The Mathematical
Gazette 58 (1976), 276-284.)
Let a be a non-negative integer j assume

nt E Z,(n+ I)' E Z, ... ,(n+a)t E Z,

for infinitely many n 2: 1, with 0 ~ t < a j we have to prove t E {O, 1, ... ,a - I}. For r a
positive integer, consider the Taylor series expansion of (dj dx y (X - l)" at the origin:

for 0 ~ r < a,
for r = a.
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Deduce that, for infinitely many n > 0, the number

is an integer. Check also that

Un = (-ltt(t - 1)·,· (t - a + l)nt-a + O(nt-a-1)

and deduce the desired statement.
Second method -- Balasubramanian.
Let N ~ 1 be an integer; define f(x) = (N + :r)t. Show (by induction on k) that the k-th
difference

(6.kl) (x) = (6.k-ll)(x + 1) - (6.k-11)(x)

for k ~ 1, with (6.01) (x) = I(x), is

(where r» is the k-th. derivative nf I). Choose k = [tJ+ 3,. show that there exists a real
number Uo = uo(t, N) > 0 such that

for u > uo.

Deduce (6.kl) (n) = 0 for n E N sufficiently large. Since I(k) maintains the same sign on
the real positive numbers, deduce that I(k) - 0, hence I is a polynomial and tEN.

References for Chapter 1

One of the first books on transcendental numbers is
[G] A.a. Ge1'fond. - Transcendental Number Tbeory ; Moscow, 1952; English transl. Dover
Publ., N.Y., 1960.

Here is another reference of the same period of time:
[S]Th. Schneider. - Einiiibrungiu die transzendenten Zehleti ; Springer Verlag 1957; trad.
franc., Introduction aux Nombres Transcendants, Paris, Gauthier-Villars.

A further reference including a solution of Hilbert 's seventh problem by boths methods
of Schneider and Gel 'fond is
[RJ K. Ramachandra. - Lectures on transcendental niimbers ; The Ramanujan Institute,
Vol. I, Univ. of Madras, 1969.

A condensed exposition of the main results which were known ten years ago can be
found in
[B] A. Baker. - Transcendental Number Theory; (Cambridge Univ. Press, 2nd ed. 1979)
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The first chapter introduces rather old and very short proofs of classical re~u1ts: Liouville,
Hermite-Lindemann and Lindemann-Weierstrass. The second chapter contains a proof of
Baker's theorem.

A review of classical proofs of the transcendence of the number e and 7r is given in
the appendix of
[M] K. Mahler. - Lectures on Transcendental Numbers; Springer Lecture Notes in Math., L
546 (1976). f,

IThe first book which introduced the subject in a general setting (starting with the
usual exponential function, and going up to commutative algebraic groups) in a clear and
understandable way is
[L] S. Lang. - Introduction to Transcendental Numbers; Addison-Wesley 1966.
It's still a good reference, in spite of many corrections which should be made.

The methods which we are going to use just started to grow ten years ago. See for
instance:
,[WI] M. Waldschmidt. - Transcendence Methods; Queen's Papers in Pure and Applied
Math., 52 (1979).

Another introduction to Schneider's method (Chapter 2), Gel'fond's method (Chapter
3) and Baker's method (Chapter 8) is given in:
[W2] M. Waldschmidt. - Nombres Transcendants; Springer Lecture Notes in Math .. 402
(1974).
Chapter 1 of this last reference contains a few prerequisites dealing with algebraic number
theory and complex function theory. But we shall repeat all that we need in this lectures.

A detailed study of the history of irrational and transcendental numbers during the
XVlIIth and XIXth centuries has been written recently:
M. Serfati. - Quadrature du Cexcle, Fractions Continues et autres Contes; Fragments
d'histoire des Matliematiques IV, Brochure A.P.M.E.P. N°86, 1992.
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The aim of the first part of these lectures (Chapters 2 to 6) is to give a complete proof
of Baker's Theorem 1.1. In the present chapter we introduce the main ideas of the proof.

Throughout this chapter, the notations will be as follows: log al, ... ,log an+1 are Q-
linearly independent elements of .c (which .means that aj = exp(log ai) is algebraic), and
131, ... ,f3n are algebraic numbers.

Assuming
log an+1 = f3llog al + ... + f3n log an,

we want to deduce that 1, /31, ... ,/3n are Q-linearly dependent. As we saw in lemma 1.3,
this will imply Baker's Theorem 1.1.

We first give a sketch of the proof, then we provide more details in the special case
where n = 1 (this is Gel'fond-Schneider's theorem) and log a), 13 = /31 are both real
numbers. Hence we prove that if 13log al = log a2 belongs to .c (which means a2 E Q),
then /3 is rational. As an example one gets the transcendence of numbers like 2V2 and
log 2/ log 3. We shall use Liouville's estimate whose proof will be given only later in Chapter
3. ..

§1. Schneider's method with interpolation determinants

We shall work with the following n + 1 functions of n variables.

where, of course, a:1
••• a~n stands for exp(zl log al + ... + Zn log an). The main point is

that these functions take algebraic values at all the points of the form

The set of these points is a finitely generated subgroup of C", which we write

y = Z" + Z(f31 , ... ,f3n).

Another important property of our functions is that they are algebraically independent: if
P is a non-zero polynomial in n + 1 variables (with, say, complex coefficients), then the
function

does not vanish identically (exercise 3). The classical sketch of proof in transcendental
number theory involves the construction of an auxiliary polynomial P (with algebraic
coefficients) such that the associated function F has many zeroes (for several points y of
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Y), Here, following M. Laurent, we shall not construct such an auxiliary function, but w'
shall only consider the matrix which is associated to the system of equations F(y) = O.

For brevity, we write §. for (SI,'" ,Sn+l) E Zll+1. When 5 is a positive real numbe
we define Zll+1(5) as the set of §. in zn+l with ISil < 5, (1 ~ i ~n + 1); this set h
(2[51- 1r+1 elements. .

We need to choose a large integer S; how large it should be can be explicitly specified"
but it's sufficient here to say that it must be large compared with finitely many quantities
arising from the data log aj and f3j (namely their degrees, and also the maximum absolute
value of the coefficients of their minimal polynomials). Also we need two more parameters.
say Lo and L1, which correspond to the degree in the n first variables, and in the last one,
respectively, of the polynomial P above. The matrix which we are going to consider win·
be

a
d

71

o
a
l(

(( /3 )Al ( f3 )A" (81 8,,+1) A••+l)
SI + Sn+l 1 ... S" + S,,+1 1l al· .. an+1 ~)!'

where the index of row is, say, ~, and the index of columns is §.; (the ordering of the rows'
or columns will be irrelevant: we shall be interested only in the rank of this matrix) ; ~ runs;
'over the (n + I)-tuples (>'1,'" ,An+t) of elements in Nll+1 satisfying Al + ... + An ~ Lo .
and An+l ~ L, ; hence the number of rows is (Lo,;ll)(LI + 1). On the other hand §. runs: is
over the (n + I)-tuples in zn+l(S), hence there are (2S _1)n+l columns. We shall choose' tl
o'ur parameters in such a way that (25 - 1)11+12: (Lo,;ll)(LI + 1). ~!

The proof can be divided in two parts: in the first one, which is the purely tran-
scendental part, we shall prove that our matrix has rank strictly less than the number I
I: := (Lo,;n)(Ll + 1). In the second part, which is of a geometric nature (zero e3timate), we I
show that this conclition on the rank of the matrix implies the desired linear dependence \
condition on 1, /3], ... ,/3". t

Details on the second part of the proof are given in Chapter 5 for the general case; a
simple example is worl:ed out in §2 below.

Let us now consider more closely the first part. We consider any determinant t!1 of a
L x L matrix out of the above matrix. This means that we have a subset of §.'s, and we
can write

n
c:

A I t (( + /3 )Al (+ /3 )A" (81 8,,+1 ) ••,,+1)u = (e SI Sn+l 1 ... S',l Sn+l n al· .. all+l .

~)!

We want to prove that t!1 vanishes. We first bound 1t!11 from above: 1t!11 ~ e for some value
of € which we shall compute in terms of Lo, Ll and S (and it is convenient to take these
parameters sufficiently large to perform these computations). This upper bound for 1t!11
arises from a lemma, due to Michel Laurent, which concerns all interpolation matrices (see
Chapter 4; a simple case is explained below in lemma 2.2) ; indeed w» can write

t!1 = clet(h'cS1 + sn+d31, ... , Sn + SIl+1.Bn») ,
~)!

w

0:

L

where, for ~ = (AI"'" An+l) E zn+l, we define

f - Al x, (ZI Z") •."+1~ - Zl '" Zn a1 ... an .
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As we shall see in Chapter 4, the upper bound for I~I follows from Schwarz lemma for
functions of a single variable.

Next we deduce from the upper bound that ~ vanishes; this is a simple application
of Liouville's inequality, which is explained in Chapter 3. This will complete the transcen-
dental part of the proof.

§2. The zero estimate for the real case of Gel'fond-Schneider's theorem

We consider here the second part of the proof, namely the zero estimate. In the case
n = 1, one can use analytic arguments and derive results on exponential polynomials in
one variable. We only give one easy example of such a result, which involves real functions
of one real variable. This will enable us to show that if f3 is an irrational real number and
log a a non-zero real number, then the matrix

{
0 ::; '\0 ::; u;

1st! < 5,
o ::; .AI ::; L1,

IS21 < S
with

is of rank (Lo + 1)(LI + 1) as soon .as (Lo + 1)(LI + 1) ::; (2S - 1)2. This plainly means
that if P E C[X, Y] is a non-zero polynomial of degree at most Lo in X and LI in Y, then
the function of a single variable F( z) = P( z , an cannot vanish at all the points SI + s2f3
for (S1' S2) E Z2(5). This is where we need the assumption that log a and f3 are both real
numbers j also the argument we are going to use does not seem to give anything in the
case n ~. 2.

The following result was already used in a similar context by A.O.Gel'fond and
Yu.V.Linnikin Chapter 12 (Tran3cendance de quelques classes de nombres p.221-228)
.of [GL]. See also problem 75, Part V of Chapter 1 in [PS].

Lemma 2.1. _. Let aI, .... ,an be polynomials in R[t] of degrees d1, ... , dn, and let
WI, ..• ,Wn be pairwise distinct real numbers. Then the real function of one real variable

n

F(t) = L aj(t)etIJit

i=l

has at most d1 + ... + d71 + n - 1 real zeroes.

In this result the zeroes are counted with multiplicities (this is important for the
proof, which will be by induction) ; however, for our application, we need only an upper
bound for the number of distinct real zeroes. It's also interesting t-l remark that simple
arguments from linear algebra show· that the upper bound in lemma 2.1 is best possible
(see exercises 1 and 2 at the end of this Chapter). Further related exercises are given in
Chapter 6 of [WJ (in particular exercise 6.1.c of [W] where interpolation determinants are
explicitly computed).

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on the integer k := d1 + ... + tin +n. In the case
k = 1, then n = 1 and the result is obvious. Assume k ~ 2. After multiplication of F by
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e-Wn t, we may assume Wn = O. Hence Wi =I- 0 for 1 :::; i <. n. If F has at least N real zeros,
then (Rolle) its derivative P' has at least N -1 real zeros. However, since Wn = 0, we have

n-l

P'(t) = L ai(t)ewit + (d/dt)an(t)
i=1

where
ai= Wiai + (djdt)ai

is a polynomial of degree exactly di for 1 :::;i < n, .and dn - 1 for i = n (we consider here
that the zero polynomial is of degree -1)~One uses the induction hypothesis which yields
N - 1 :::;dl + ... + dn + 11. - 2, hence N is bounded as claimed. 0
§3. The interpolation determinant in one variable

We now come back to the proof of Gel'fond-Schneider theorem. The upper bound for I~I
is slightly easier in the case n = 1.

We shall say that a complex function of one variable is analytic in a closed disk Izl :::;R
of C if it is continuous on this disk and analytic inside.

Lemma 2.2. -Let 1" and R be two real numbers with 0 < r :::;R, II, ".. .I L be functions
of one complex variable, wllich are analytic in the disc Izl :::; R of C, and let (1,.'" (L
belong to the disk Izl :::;1'. Then the determinant

is bounded from above by

( )

-L(L-1}/2 L

I~I:::; ~ L! IT 1J.~ln.
>'=1

As usual, we have denoted by If In the number sup{lf(z)1 i Izl :::; R} when f is analytic
in the disk {z E C; Izi :::;R} of C. Notice also that the conclusion is trivial in the case
R=r.
Proof. The determinant W(z) of the matrix (J>. ( (JL z )) is a function of one complex variable
which is analytic in the disk Izl :::;R]r, We shall prove that it has a zero of multiplicity at
least L(L - 1)/2 at the origin i then, using Schwarz lemma, one deduces

~

(R) -L(L-l)/2
I~I= 1'l1(1)1:::; -; 1'l1lnlr'

The trivial upper bound
L

Iwln/r s L! IT 1J>.ln
>'=1

L
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gives the desired conclusion.
Let us come back to our claim on the order of vanishing of W at the origin. Each 1>..

can be written as the sum of its Taylor series; since the determinant is multilinear, one
reduces the problem to the cases where f>..(z) = zn.\ ; in this case

if w(z) does not vanish identically, then the nJl are pairwise distinct, and we get a factor
zL(L-1)/2, which is what we wanted. 0

§4. Proof of the real case of Gel'fond-Schneider theorem

Let £1 E c n Rand (3 E Q n R be such that £2 = 13£1 also belong to c. Define ai = eli,

(i = 1,2), so that ai E Q* and af = a2. We want to prove that (3 is rational.
We denote by c a sufficiently large real number. A suitable value for c can be easily

computed once the proof is completed; it depends only on £1 and (3 (and involves also
the algebraic number (2). Next we choose three rational integers Lo, L1 and S which are
subject to the following conditions:

Lo ~ 2, S~ 2,

eLologS S L, eLlS ~ L, L ~ (2S -I?,
with L = (Lo + 1)(L1 + 1). For instance one can take

and

with S sufficiently large.
Let it), ... ,~(L) be any elements in Z2(S). We consider the L x L determinant

{; = det (( .\,,) + .\"){if' ( ,,;1') ,,;\'») >')s;
with ~ = (Ao, At), (0 ~ Ao ~ Lo, 0 ~ Al ~ Lt), and with 1 ~ fl, ~ L. We use lemma 2.2
with r = S(l + 1(3/), R = e2r and

We bound log If>..1R by Lo log R + LI RI£ 11 ; hence '

log 161 ~ -L(L -1) + 10g(L!) + LLo 10gR + LLIRI£ll
s _L2 + cIL(Lo logS + LIS),

where Cl (like C2 below) is a positive constant which can be easily computed in terms of
£1 and (3.
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Our choice of the parameters Lo, Ll and S shows that the dominating term in the
right hand side is _L2. More precisely, we get

provided that c > 5c}, say, and that L is sufficiently large.
We shall show in the next Chapter (lemma 3.15) that if .6. does not vanish, then

Again, assuming c sufficiently large with respect to C2, we conclude .6. = O. This shows
that the matrix

O:S.Al:SL1,

1821 < Swith

is of rank < L. From lemma 2.1 we conclude that the points 81 + 82/3, (1811 < S, 1821 < S)
are not pairwise distinct, hence /3 is rational. 0

Exercises

1..
a) Let w}, ... , Wn distinct real numbers, d1, ••• , dn non-negative rational integers, and
U}, ... ,UN distinct real numbers, with N = d} + ... + d1l + n - 1. Show that there exist
polynomials a}, ... ,an in R[t], of degrees d}, ... ,dn respectively, such that the function

n

F(t) = L ai(t)ew;t
i=}

satisfies F( Ul) = ... = F( UN) = O.
Hint. Use lemma 2.1 as well as linear algebra.
b) Give also a generalization where the Uj are no more distinct, but multiplicities are
required.
Hint. See [W] Exercise 6.1.a.

2. (Algebraic version of lemma 2.1: upper bound for the number of consecutive integral
zeroes of an exponential polynomial. )

Let K be a field, a}, ... ,an non-zero elements of K which are pairwise distinct, and
a}, ... ,an non-zero polynomials in K[X], of degrees say d}, ... , d,•. Then the function
Z --+ K which is defined by

n

F(m) = L ai(m)at
i=}

cannot vanish on a set of d1 + ... + dn + n consecutive integers.

3. For U = (U}, ... ,un) and Z - (ZI,"" zn) in en, define U . Z = UIZ} + ... + UnZn• Let
w} , ••• ,Wt be pairwise distinct elements of en. Show that the t functions eWI'Z , ••• , eWI'Z
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is not identically zero.
Hint. Use induction on t like in the proof of lemma 2.l.

4. The above proof of Gel'foncl-Schneider's theorem requires the hypothesis that log a
and f3 are real algebraic numbers only because of lemma 2.1. Complete the proof in the
complex cases by using the following result of Tijdeman (see for instance {W]):

. Let aI, ... ,an be polynomials in Crt] of degrees d1, ,dn, and let WI, ... ,Wn pairwise
distinct complex tiurnbers. Define n = max{lwll, , Iwnl}. Then the number of zeroes
of the function

F(z) = L ai(z)etviZ

i=l

in the disk Izl ::; R of C is at most 2(dt + ... + dn + n - 1) + 5Rn.

5. Compute explicitly a suitable value for c in the proof of §4.
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:':HEIGHTS - LIOUVILLE INEQUALITY

A non-zero rational integer has absolute value at least 1 ; a non-zero rational number
has absolute value at least the inverse of a denominator. Liouville's inequality is an

\extension of these estimates and provides a lower bound for a non-zero algebraic number.
',More specifically, we are given finitely many (fixed) algebraic numbers 11, ... "q, and we
'h.ave a polynomial P E Z [XI, ... , X q ] which does not vanish at the point (,1, ... , I q) ; the
Flgebraic number we want to estimate from below is P( 11, ... "q). The lower bound must
,,;~pend explicitly on the degrees of P, as well as on an upper bound for the absolute values
ib£ its coefficients.

In order to do so, we introduce a notion of height for an algebraic number. We
study this height with somewhat more details than are strictly necessary, because it's

(an important tool in many situations.

§1. p-adic valuation and p-adic absolute values over Q

For x E Q, x i= 0, we write the decomposition of x into a product of prime factors as
follows

x = ± I1pvp(x).

p

This defines, for each prime number p, a map vp from Q* to Z, which we extend by
vp(O) = 00. The map vp : Q --+ Z U {oo} thus obtained is the p-adic valuation over Q; it
satisfies the following properties :
(i) for x E Q, vp(x) = 00 is equivalent to x = 0

(ii) for (x,y) E Q2, vp(xy) = vp(x) +vp(y)
(iii) for (x,y) E Q2, vp(x + y) 2: min{vp(x),vp(Y)}.

To vp is associated an absolute value lip, which is the map from Q to Q defined

The p-adic absolute value satisfies the following properties:
(i) for x E Q, Ixlp = a is equivalent to x = 0

(ii) for (x, y) E Q2, IXY/JI = /xIJlly/p
(iii) for (x, y) E Q2, Ix + yip ~ max{lxlp, IYlp}.

. ,
This p-adic absolute value defines a distance on Q, hence a topology, The ball of center

a E Q and radius p-r (with r E Z) :

is the set of rational numbers x such that the difference x - a is divisible by pr, i.e. such
that x - a is the product of pr by a rational number with denominator not divisible by p;
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for 7' ~ I, this means that the numerator of x - a (written as a quotient of two coprim
integers) is congruent to 0 modulo pro This is why p-adic numbers are useful for the stud
of congruences.

Writing, as usual, by I I the usual absolute value on Q, we have the product Jormul

Ixl IIIxlp = I for all x E Q *,
l'

which can also be written additively :

L vp(x)logp = log Ixl forallxEQ*.

§2. The absolute logarithmic height (Weil)

We denote by Q an algebraic closure of Q. Here, we do not consider this field Q as a
subfield of C, but we consider all the possible embeddings.

A number field is a subfield k of C which, considered as a vector space over Q, is of
finite dimension; this dimension is denoted by [k : Q] and is called the degree of k (over
Q).

Two absolute values on k are said to be equivalent if they define the same topology on!
k; a place of k is an equivalence class of non trivial absolute values. Let I I be a non-trivial 1
absolute value on k. The restriction of this absolute value to Q is equivalent either to the·
usual absolute value on Q(in this case the absolute value I I is called Archimedean), or
else to a p-adic absolute value (in this case the absolute value I I is said to be ultrametric).

In each equivalence class v we choose the representative I Iv which is normalized by

{
Ixlv = x
Iplv = lip

if x E Q, x > 0, and v is Archimedean,
if v extends the p-adic valuation of Q.

We write v I 00 if v is Archimedean, and v I p if v extends the p-adic valuation. We denote I
by Mk (resp. Mk') the set of normalized absolute values (resp. Archimedean normalized'
absolute values) of k. For v E Mk, k; will be the completion of k at the place v. The
completion of Q for the p-adic valuation is the field Qp of p-adic numbers.

According to the theorem oJ the primitive element (see exercise I), a number field has
a generator: there exists an algebraic number a E k such that k = Q( a). Denote by

J(X) = aoXd + ... + ad E Z[X]
)

the minimal polynomial of c¥ : f is irreducible in Z[X] (this means that f is irreducible in
Q[X] and the rational integers ao, ... ,an are relatively prime), f( a) = 0 and ao > O.
a) Let a1, ... ,ad be the roots of f in C. There are d embeddings of k into C, which are
given by

k ---+ C
a I----t aj
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(1 ::;.i ::;d). To each embedding a : k --+ C we associate an absolute value I 10' by
1,10' = lu(r)I· We obtain by this way all the Archimedean places of k. If u(a) E R, then
u( k) C Rand kv = R j the embedding a and the place v are called real. To a real place

~.v corresponds one and only one real embedding of k j in this case we define dv = 1. If
.~u(a) ¢ R, then kv = C j the embedding a and the place v are called complex j to such a

place v correspond two (complex conjugate) embeddings of k into C, and we set d.; = 2.
Let rl be the number of real roots of f and 1'2 the number of pairs of conjugate complex
roots of l,with d = 1'1 + 21'2 j then the number of Archimedean places of k is "r + 7'2, and

The numbers (10'11, ... , ladl) are the same as (Ialv; v E M'k) where each lalv IS

repeated d.; times j this can also be written

d

II(X-Iail)= II (X-Ialv)dtl

•

i=l vEMf'

b) Let p be a prime number. We denote by Cp the completion of an algebraic closure of
Qp. The absolute value of x E Cp is denoted by Ixlp. Let a~p), ... ,a~) be the roots of f
in Cpo The embeddings of k into Cp are given by

k --+

(1 ::; i ~d). To each embedding a : k --+ Cp we associate an absolute value I 10'1 which
is defined by 1,10' = lu(!)lp. This gives all the places of k above p. Given a place v of k
which extends the p-adic absolute value, there are usually several embeddings a of k into
Cp to which this place is associated j their number d; is the local degree at v j this is the
degree of the extension kv/Qp. Hence

The numbers (la~p)I]J' ... ,la~)lp) are the same as the numbers (Ialv; v I p) where each
lalv is repeated d; times; this can be written

d

II(X -la~p)lp) = II(X -iaiv/tl

•

i=l vip

Let again k be a number field of degree d. For each place v of k we have defined a
l'
I' local degree d.; which satisfies

if v I p,
if v E M'k.
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The product formula reads

IT Ixl~u = 1 for x E k, x =1= o.
»et«,

The relations d = 2:vEMk" d; = 2:vlp dv can be generalized as follows: if k' is a finit
extension of k. one defines a map from Mk, onto Mk by mapping w onto the restriction
of w on k; one writes: wi v; then

L)k~ : kvJ = [k' : kJ
wlv

(d. for instance [LIJ Chap. II §Ip.39 cor.L).
Let a be an algebraic number; when k is a number field which contains a, we defin

1
h(a) = d L dv logmax{I,lalv}.

vEMk

(3.1)

This is the (Weil) absolute logarithmic height of the number a. Using (3.1), one checks tha
it does not depend on the choice of the number field k containing a, but only on a.
Example. For two rational integers a, b which are relatively prime,

h{a/b) = log maxj]c], Ibl}.
Property 3.2. - For algebraic numbers al and a2,

(3.3) h(ala2) :S head + h(a2)
and
(3.4) heal +(2) :Slog2+h(al)+h(a2).

Moreover, for any algebraic number a =1= 0 and for any nEZ,

!r
f

IProof. The upper bound (3.3) is a consequence of the upper bound t
.'max{l,xy} :Smax{l,x}max{l,y} for all x~O, y~o,t

while (3.4) follows from the inequality f
max{l, x + y} :S 2max{l, x} max{l, y} for all x ~ 0, y ~ o. ,~

Property (3.5) reduces to h(a) = h(l/a) for a =I- 0, which follows from the product I

formula, since max{l,x} = xmax{l,l/x} for x > o. 0
1

Remark. The term log 2 in the right hand side of the estimate (3.4) cannot be replaced:
by a smaller absolute constant, as shown by the following example: al - q/(q - 1), r
a2 = q/(q + 1) with q an even integer. Another example is a~ = 0'2 = 1. i

)

The next lemma provides an upper bound for the absolute logarithmic height of
an algebraic number which is given as the value of a polynomial in algebraic numbers" ,

- fr

11,··· ,Iq'
When f E C[X1, •.. ,Xd is a polynomial in t variables, with complex coefficients, we

denote by L(f) its length, which is the sum of the modulus of its complex coefficients. We
shall prove (as a consequence of lemma 3.7 below) the following estimate :
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Lemma 3.6. - Let f E Z[XI, ... , Xt] be a non-zero polynomial in t variables wii]:
rational integer coefficients. Write degx. (1 $ i $ t) for ilxe partial degrees of f. Let
11, ... -u be algebraic numbers. Then

t

h (fClI, ... ,'t)) $ log L(J) + L( degx. f) hCli).
i=I

For instance, when pdqI and pdq2 are two rational numbers with (PI, qt) = (P2, q2) =
1 and qi > 0, then lemma 3.6 yields

h (PI + P2) $log2+logmax{lpll,ql} +10gmax{lp21,q2}.
ql q2

However, it's more efficient to write pdq} ~ ale and pdq2 = blc with gcd(a,b,c) = 1 and
e> 0:

h (~+~) $logmax{la+bl,c}

$ log2 + Iog maxj]c], Ibl, e}.

This example suggests a refinement of lemma 3.6, using a notion of simultaneous height
for several numbers. Let k be a number field of degree d.; let '190,..• , '19"and A be elements
of k with (t9o, ... , '19,,)i= (0, ... ,0) and A i= 0; from the product formula it follows that the
number

which is attached to the (8 + 1)-tuple{ '190,... ,'19,,)E k,,+l, is the same as the number

which is attached to the (8+ 1)-tuple ('\'190, .•. ,.\'19,,) E k,,+l ; therefore this number depends
only on the class ('190: .•• : '19,,)of ('190,... ,'19,,)in the projective space Pn( k) ; we denote it
by h(t9o : ... : '19,,).For instance h(a) = h(1 : a).

Lemma 3.7. - Let k be a number field and 81, ... ,8t be positive integers; for 1 ~ i $ t,
let lil' ... "i". be elements of k; denote by} the point (/ij)l<'<,,' ;<i<t in k"l+··+"'._J_ .11 __

Further, let f be a non-zero polynomial in 81 + ... + 8t variables, witll coefficients in .Z,
of total degree at most N, with respect to the s, variables cotl'e'~i)onding to IiI,· .. ,'i~i.
Finally, denote by L(i) the length of f (sum of the absolute values of tIle coefficients}
Th~ .

t

h(J(I)) $logL(J) + LNih(1: IiI:·· . Ii"')'
i=l

We deduce lemma 3.6 by taking s, = 1for 1 $ i $ t.
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Proof Write
t s ;

I ~ IIIIx>"jj'= ~P>" ij ,
.>. i=I j=I

where P.>. are rational integers and A = (Aij) runs over a finite subset of NSI +..+81. Let
be a place of k. If v is ultrametric, then

logmax{l, II(})I.} ~ log max { I, lTIl'"gD I')"il;" }

t

::; L Ni logmax{l, hillv, ... , I,is; Iv}.
i=I

If v is Archimedean, then

log max{1 , IIb:)I.} < logL(f) + logmax { l,ml'" gQ I')"il;;; }

t

::; 10gL(f) + LNilogmax{l,I'iIlv, ... ,I'is;lv}.
i=I

Using the relation LVEMoo d.; ~ d, we easily deduce the conclusion. D
Ie

§3. Mahler's measure

Let I E C[X] be a non-zero polynomial of degree d with leading coefficient ao > 0 :

d

I(X) = aoXd + aIXd-1 + ... + ad-IX + ad = ao II(X - ai).
i=I

The Mahler's measure of I is the number

d

M(f) = ao IImax{l, lad}·
i=I

This defines a multiplicative function:

M(ftfz) = M(fI)M(fz)

for II and fz in C[X]. Let us check

(3.8)
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'..,
M (a) = ao II max {I, Ia Iv } e; ,

vEM!:'

III. 7

For this, we consider the analytic function

let ,

d

g(z) = zdf(l/z) = ao II(1- aiZ);
i=l

its zeroes in the unit disk Izi < 1 are the 1/ ai, with lail > 1; Jensen's formula (which is
easier in the case of polynomials; see for instance [MD yields

11log Ig(e2i7rt)ldt = log Ig(O)1+ L log lail;
o lad>l

this proves (3.8).

When a be an algebraic number with minimal polynomial f E Z[X], we define Its
Mahler's measure by M(a) = M(!).

Lemma 3.9. - Let a be an algebraic complex number of degree d. Then

1
h (a) = d log M(a).

Proof Denote, as before, by ao > 0 the leading coefficient of the minimal polynomial of t.Y,

by k the number field Q(a), and, for v E Mv, by dv the local degree of k at v. Since

I

i
i

herefore the result reduces to the following lemma:

the desired relation reduces to

ao = II maxj l,lalv}d".
v eM!:,

The product formula

~~ows that it's sufficient to check
"i-

laol;l = II max{1, lodv}d".
vip
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Lemma 3.10. - Let p be a prime nutuber ; let

be a polynomial of Z[X] witl: degree d and gcd( ao, ... , ad) . 1. Denote by al, ... , ad the
roots of f in o, :

d

f(X) = ao II(X - ai).
i=l

Tlwll
d

laolp IImax{l, lailp} = 1.
i=l

Proof We may assume lal/p ~ ~ /ad/p. Since the ai are relatively prune,
inax{laolp,··· , ladlp} = 1. Let us write ai/ao as a symmetric function of the ai : 0

If lai/p ~ 1 for all i = 1, ... ,d, then lai/p ~ Io.olp and max{laolp, ... ,/adlp} = lao/p = 1, 0

which gives the desired result. Otherwise let j, (1 ~ j ~d), be such that

. ":';-.': ..

Then

hence
d

max{lo.llp,···, ladlp} = lao Ip IImax{l, lai/p}.
i=l

I":
i'ff :

ii d

Iloo max{/ao/p, ..• , /ad/p} = lao/p IImax{l, /aiiJ.j,
IH: i=l
IHil

)li' hence the result. 0

Since this number is ~ 10.0 Ip, we deduce

!'I Remark 1. When a is an algebraic number, lemma 3.10 shows that a is an algebraic integer
r if and only if /Qlv ~ 1 for all ultrametric absolute values of Q(a).
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rllemark 2. Let a be an algebraic number with conjugates a1, ... , ad. If D E Z is such that
.J __;"

D IIai

iEI

::;1
v

for all subsets I of {I, ... , d} and all ultrametric places v, then

d

IDlp IT max{ 1, lailp} ::; 1
i=l

for each prime number p and each embedding of Q(a1, ... , ad) into Cp j hence IDlp ::; lao Ip
for each p, which means that ao divides D. This shows that ao is the positive generator
:~fthe ideal of D E Z for which, for any subset {i1, ... ,id of {1, ... ,d}, the number
DCl'il ... ail is an algebraic integer.
Remark 3 (M. Laurent). Let a be a non-zero algebraic number. The ring of integers Zk of
the number field k = Q(Cl') is a Dedekind domain; the principal fractional ideal (a) can

. be written B IC, where Band C are non-zero relatively prime integral ideals of k. Let us

.·show that
C = {, E Zk j ,a E Zk}

where N C is the absolute norm of the ideal C.
We write

and NC = ao,

(Cl') = IT pmp(a),
'P

where P runs over the set of prime ideals of Zk. Hence

B = IIpmax{O,7np(a)}, C = IIpmax{O,-7np(a)}.

'P 'P

· Recall that the absolute norm N P of Pis N P = Card(ZkIP). If v E Mi. is the ultrametric
· place associated to P and dv the local degree, then

lal~u = Np-m.,,(a)

· (the product of the left hand side for all ultrametric v, as well as the product of the left
hand side for all prime ideals P, is I/IN (a)1, where N (a) is the norm of a) j indeed, for

, , E Z k and m ~ 1, we have

1 Using remark 1, we conclude

C = {, E Zk j illv ::; lal~1 forall ultrametric v E Mk} = {'Y E Zk.; ,a E Zk}

: and
B = {,a; , E C}.

· Further, by the multiplicativity property of N, we deduce from lemma 3.10:

N C = IT N pmax{O,-mp (o)} = IT max{ 1, lal;;-du} = ao·
'P v ultrametric
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§4. Usual height and size

There are several other notions of heights or size (in French : "taille") for algebrai
numbers. Here are a few examples, with comparisons. Usually, a good notion of heigh
includes the property that the set of algebraic numbers of bounded height and degree i
finite. To give estimates for the number of elements of such sets is also an interestin
question (see the reference to Schanuel in [L4]).

The usual height H(J) of a polynomial f(X) = aoXd + a1Xd-I + ... + ad E C[X] is
the maximum of the complex modulus of its coefficients:

The 'usual height H (0') of an algebraic number 0' is the usual height of its minimal
polynomial over Z.

The house of an algebraic number is the maximum of the modulus of its conjugates
in C :

when the minimal polynomial of 0' is written in C[X] as

d

f(X) = aoXd + '" + ad = ao II(X - O'i).
i=l

s( 0') = log max{ den( 0') ; Ial}.

The denominator den( 0') of 0' is the posi tive generator of the ideal of D E Z for which Da
is an algebraic integer; it is a divisor of ao.

Among several notions of size, the most frequently used is

Lemma 3.11. - For 0' E Q of degree d, we have

(3.12) 1 1 1d log H (0') - log 2 ::; h (0') ::; d log H (0') + 2d log( d + 1)

and
1 .
dS(O') ::; h(O') ::; Iog denfo ] + logmax{l,ral} ::; 2s(a).

Proof Let us write (3.12) in the equivalent form

the first of these inequalities is trivial. The second follows from the arithmetico-geometri
inequality:
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Using this bound for fP, with p positive real, we deduce

For p = 2 we obtain the desired estimate:

M(J?::; (d+l)H(J?

The proof of the second series of inequalities does not involve any difficulty and is left as
an exercise. 0



§5. Liouville inequalities

The simplest such inequality, from which all other are derived, is

Inl ~ 1 for all nEZ, n i= O.

, We used it already in Chapter 1. One of the most useful is

'e (3.13) log ]o], ~ -[Q(a): Q]h(a)

for all a E Q, a i= 0, and all places v of Q( a). For the proof, we first remark that for all
E Q (including a = 0), we have

log lalv ::; [Q(a) : Q] h(a);

; further, if a i= 0, then h(a) = h(a-I) (see (3.5)).
, From lemma 3.7 we now deduce the following statement: under the hypotheses of

< lemma 3.7, if the number 1(-1) does not vanish, tlien for all places v of the field k, we have

t

log If(])lv ~ -dlogL(J) - dLNi h(l : IiI: ... : liS;}'
i=I

- where d = [k : Q].
We give a slight refinement, where d log L(J) is replaced by (d - 1) log L(J) when v is

an Archimedean place.

_Lemma 3.14 (Liouville inequality). - Let k be a number field of degree d, v be an
.Archimedean place of k and 81, ... ,8t be positive integers; for 1 ::;i ::;t, let IiI, ... "is;
be elements of k. Further, let I be a polynomial in 81 + ... + 8t variables, with coefIicients
in Z, which does not vanish at tile point 1= (,ij)ISjSsi,lSiSt' Assume f is oftotal degree
at most Ni with respect to tbe 8j variables corresponding to IiI, ... "is;' Finally, denote
?y L(f) ibe lengtl: of I (sum of the absolute values of the coefIicients). T1Jen

t

log 1/(1)lv ~ -( d - 1) log L(J) - d LN, h(1 : IiI: ... : lis;)'
i=l

The simplest case t = 1, 81 = 1 can be written as follows: lor a polynomial I E Z[X]
()f degree ::; N and an algebraic number a E C of degree d which is not a root of I, we

,
e take for v the Archimedean place associated with the ,given embedding of Q(a) in

;oof We write the product formula for f(l) i= 0:

dv log 1/(1)lv = - L dw log 1/(1)lw,
wi=v
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where w runs over the places of k distinct from v. If w is Archimedean we have

t

log I/Cr)lw ~ LNdogmax{l, l'Yillw, ... , l'Yi3iIw} + 10gL(f);
i=1

the sum oid., for w Archimedean and w =f:. v is d - dv ~ d - 1. If w is ultrametric, th
same estimate holds without the term log L(f). We conclude the proof by using the bound

t t

L dw LNi logmax{ 1, l'Yi1Iiu,... , l'Yi3iIw} ~ d Ls, h(l : 'Yil : ... : 'Yi3;)'
w:;>fv i=1 i=1

o
Using inequality (3.13) for a = f3 - (p/q) (or, if v is Archimedean, using lemma 3.1

for the polynomial in a single variable I(X) = qX - p), we deduce that for each algebraic
number f3, there exists a constant c(f3) > 0 such that for all p/q E Q with q > 0 and
p / q =f:. f3, and for any place v of Q(f3), we have

1

f3 - EI > c(f3)
q v - max{lpl; q}d

with d = [Q(f3) : Q] (and Ipi is the usual absolute value of p).
Finally, the size inequality

{
log lal,v2 -Cd - 1) logial- dlog deno if v is Archimedean
loglalv 2 -dlogflil-dlogdena ifvis ultrametric

·for all a E Q, a =f:. 0 is proved by writing
- that the norm over Q of aden( a) is a non-zero rational integer if v is Archimedean,
- the product formula for aden( a) if v is ultrametric.

§6. Lower bound for a determinant

Recall (see §2.1) that for 5 a positive real number, zn+1(5) denotes the set of n + 1
tuples ~ = (SI, ... , SIl+1) E zn+l with ISjl < 5 for 1 ~ j ~n + 1. Now let 51, ... , 5n+l be
positive real numbers; we write 5 for (51, ... , 5n+d and we denote by zn+1(5) the set of
~= (SI, ... , sn+d E zn+l which satisfy Isd < 5i, (1 ~ i ~n + 1).

Here is a consequence of lemma 3.14:
: c

Proposition 3.15. - Let al, ... ,an+l be non-zero algebraic numbers and f31, ... , f3n be':· f
I . b' b ' 0 tota ge rare num ers. Denote by D the degree of the number field Q( c:1 ... , an+ 1, f31, ... , f3n).

Let Lo, L1 end 51, ... , 5n+1 be positive rational integers; define L = (Lo;;n)(Ll + 1) and
5 = max{51, ••• ,5n+d. Furilier let s(1), ... ,s(L) be any elements in zn+1(5). Consider
ih« L x L determinant



with ~ = (AI' ... ' An+1) E Nn+1, Al + ... + An :::;Lo and An+1 :::;L1 and with 1 :::;f-l :::; L.
Then either 6. = 0 or else .

1 n+1
-logI612: -(D -1)(Lolog(2S)+logL) -DL1 LSih(ai) -DLoh(l: f3I: ... : f3n).

i=l

Proof The number b. is the value, at the point (a1, ,an+l, all, ... ,a~!l' f31'... ,f3n),
of the polynomial Q(X1, ... ,Xn+1, Y1, ... ,Yrt+1, Zl, ,Zn), which is defined by

For each i,~,f-l, the polynomial Q~,p is of degree:::; An+1 max{8~/t),O} in Xi and of degree
:::;An+1max{ _8~/t), O}in Yi ; moreover each Q~'lt is of total degree at most Lo with respect
to the variables ZI, ... , Zn ; the coefficients are rational integers; the sum of their absolute
values is bounded by

n

L(Q~.p):::; I1(18;P)1 + 18~:~11)Aj< (2S)Lo.
j=l

t follows easily that the polynomial
~an,

L

Q = I>;(O") IIQ<1(/l),/O
{<1} IL=1

(where 0" runs over the set of bijective maps from {I, ... ,L} onto the set of (AI, ... , An+1),
.nd €( 0") is +1 or -1, and depends on the ordering of the ~'s) is a polynomial of degree in
Xi as well as in Yi at most

1s, L An+l :::;2LLlSi'
~

of.total degree at most LLo with respect to Zl, ... ~Zn, while its lentHl satisfies

L( Q) :::;L!(2S)LLo.

e use lemma 3.14 with t = 2n + 3, 81 = ... = 82n+2 = 1, 82n+3 = n, IiI = ai for
:::;i :::;n + 1, li1 = ai-.!n-l for n + 2 :::;i :::;2n + 2 and 'Y2n+3,j -- f3i for 1 :::;j :::;n,
i = Nn+i+1 :::;LL1 Si/2, (1':::; i :::;n + 1), N2n+3 = LLo, and we use the fact that aj and
::-1have the same height. 0

3
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§7. Lower bound for the height

An algebraic integer whose complex conjugates are all of modulus ~ 1 is a root of unity.
Indeed, for such an 0', the set of cl, (f 2: 1), is finite (each cl is a root of a polynomial
with rational integer coefficients of degree d and whose coefficients have usual absolute
values at most 2d, where d is the degree of 0'). This gives the following statement, due to
Kronecker: if a non-zero algebraic number 0' E k satisfies 100Iv ::; 1 for all v E Mk,then 0'

is a root of unity.
Therefore the only algebraic numbers 0' which satisfy h( 0') = 0 are 0 and the roots

of unity; the other ones satisfy h(O') > O. To give a sharp lower bound for h(O') (when
it is not zero) in terms of the degree of 0' is an interesting and difficult problem (see [L4]
Chap.IX §7).

If a non-zero algebraic number 0' satisfies M (0') < 2, then 0' is an integer, and 0'-1

also; hence 0' is an algebraic unit. The problem is now to derive a lower bound for the
height of algebraic units which are not roots of unity.

It is easy to see (exercise 7) that for each positive integer d there exists a positive
number c( d) such that, for any non-zero algebraic number 0' which is not a root of unity
and is of degree::; d, the inequality h(O') ~ c(d) is valid. The example 0' = 21/d shows
that such a function c( d) must satisfy c( d) ::; (log 2) / d. Lehmer's problem is : is-it possible
to choose c(d) = cold for some positive absolute constant Co ? The smallest known value
for d h (0') is log 0'0 = 0.1623576 ... where ao = 1.1762808 ... is the root of the reciprocal
polynomial of degree 10 :

for Q(Y) = (Y + 1)2(y - l)(Y + 2)(Y - 2) - 1.

The first result in the direction of Lehmer's problem is due to Schinzel and Zassenhaus
(1965) : when 0' f=- 0 is an algebraic number of degree d 2: 2 which is not a root of unity,
then h(a) > c/2d for some absolute constant c > O. In 1971, Blanksby and Montgomery
[B-MJ refined this result and proved h(O') > 1/(52d210g(6d)). In 1978, C.L. Stewart [St]
introduced a method from transcendental number theory to prove h(O') > 1/(104~ log d) j

this is marginally weaker than the previous result, but the interest lies in the method.
Indeed, in 1979, Dobrowolski [Do] extended Stewart's argument and obtained the following
statement: for each E > 0, there exists an integer doeE) such that, for d > doef),

h(O') > 1 - E (10glogd)3
d logd

this result is effective: according to [Do], for all d 2: 3, h(O') > (1/1200d)(10glogd/logd)3.
Later Cantor-Straus [C-S] introduced an interpolation determinant a..d replaced 1 - e by
2 - E. Finally R. Louboutin [LoJ reached (9/4) - E by a modification of the determinant
introduced by Cantor and Straus; the same result with (9/4) -- E has been also obtained
by M. Meyer using a construction of an auxiliary function (like Dobrowolski), but with
Siegel's lemma replaced by a lemma due to Bombieri and Vaaler.

Our aim in this section is to give a further example of a transcendence proof using an
interpolation determinant.

t
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- Let a be a non-zero algebraic number of degree d ~ 2 ; assume

1
h(a) < .

- 2200£i2 log d

;' Then 0' is a root of unity.

Our proof will follow the method of Stewart in [StJ, apart from the fact that we
;, replace the auxiliary function by an interpolation determinant. A variant of this proof is
,; given in [MW]. In Chapter 7 (proof of lemma 7.2), we shall use the following consequencet of theorem 3.16: if a i= 0 is not a root of unity, then
r
> 1

h(a) > 103d3'

We split the proof in two parts: the first one is a transcendence argument, the second
is the choice of parameters. Here is the first part:

Proposition 3.17. - Let L ~ 2 be an even integer, A ~ 2 an integer and C > 0 a real
number. Let 0' be all algebraic number of degree d satisfying 10'1 ~ 1. Assume

(3.18) (
11")2 2 1
A + (AL log I~I) < C2

and

( 1) 2d d1 - L log C > 1 + L log L + 2AL h (a)..i (3.19)

Then a is a root of unity.

Proof We denote by log the principal value ofthe logarithm with imaginary part in ]-11",11"].

We consider the AL numbers (not necessarily distinct) .

Im log 0''' , (0 ::; 8 < AL),

which all sit in an interval of length 211". We write this interval] - 11",11"]as a union of A
intervals Ij =l - 11"+ (211"j jA), -11" + (211"(j + 1)jA)J, 0 ::; j ::; A - 1. Using Dirichlet box
principle, we deduce that there exists j with 0 ::; j ::; A - 1 such that Ij contains at least L
of our AL numbers. Consider the center t9 = -11" + (1I"(2j + l)j A) of the interval Ij. Then
there exist rational integers SA, (1 ::; .A ::; L) with O~ 81 < 82 <. t <: «t. < AL, such that

(1::;.A::; L).

From (3.18), using the estimate
:(

o S; log 10'''-' I < AL log 10'1



(l = £, (-L/2 < £:::; L/2), r = L/2, R = CL/2.

6

we deduce

(3.20) (1 :::;A :::;L).

Consider the L x L determinant

~ = det (as>.l)
15:.>"5:.L,-L/2<l5:.L/2

This determinant is closely related to a Vandermonde determinant:

L~II as>.(L-2)/2 = II (as", - as>').

>"=1 15:.>"<~5:.L

If a is not a root of unity, then ~ =1= O. On the other hand we can write ~ = I(a, a-I),
where f E Z[X, Y] is defined by

f(X, Y) = L €( 0") II'" xu(l) max{l,O}yu(l) max{ -l,O};

o -L/2<l5:.L/2

in the sum, 0" runs over the bijective maps from {(-L/2) + 1, ... ,L/2} onto {Sl'... ,SL},
and €( 0") is the signature of the corresponding permutation. The length of J IS at most
L:u 1 = L!. The degree of f with respect to X is bounded by

L/2 1L 0"(£) max{£, O} < AL L e = SAL2(L + 2),
e l=O

while the degree in Y is at most

(L/2)-1 1L 0"(£) max{ -e, O} < AL L £ = SAL2(L - 2).
l l=O

From Liouville's estimate we deduce, when a is not a root of unity,..........,.... .•..
"~".

1 d
L log I~I > -(d -1)logL ~ 4AL2 h(a).

In order to derive an upper bound for I~I,we define

J>,(Z) = exp{z(logas>, - if))}, (1:::; A:::; L),



J, ••• ,SL},
is at most

'T

Since leUD! = 1, we have

"11,\"'.i)U.'5 (3.20), we obtain
log If AIR < RIG = L/2.

1 L-l L
L 10gl~l::; -~logC +logL+ 2·

Combining with the lower bound for I~I, we conclude

d 2 L L-l4AL h{a) + dlogL + 2 > -2-logC.

·This is clearly contradictory with (3.19). Therefore a is a root of unity. 0
Proof of Theorem 3.16. Let a be a non-zero algebraic number of degree d satisfying

1
h(a} < Bd2logd

for some positive number B. We want to prove that if B is sufficiently large, then a is a
root of unity. The case d = 2 is easy (see exercise 7) ; therefore we assume d ~ 3.

As noticed before, as soon as h(a) < (10g2)/d, a is an algebraic integer. We may
replace a by a conjugate of a; therefore there is no loss of generality to assume lal ~ 1.
From the upper bound log Ia I :::;d h (a) we deduce

" 1
log lal <.Bdlog d·

If we find two integers L ~ 2 and A ~ 2, with L even, such that the number C which is
defined by

1 ( 7r ) 2 (( AL ) 2cz" = A + ,BdJogd
satisfies

( 1) 2d' AL
(3.21) 1- L 10gC>1+r;10gL+2Bdlogd'

then Proposition 3.17 yields the conclusion. We put A = 30. Here is our choice of L for
various values of d, together with the corresponding value for B:

d= 3

L= 24

B= 2200

4 5 6 7 9

32 46 58 78 80 90

~ ~ ~ __1_9_00__ .~_17_0_0__ L-l_6_00__ ~1_5_00__ .L-_15_0_0~__1_50_0~

Finally for d ~ 8 we che~k (3.21) with B = 1500 by chosing L = 2 [2dlog(2d)] and A = 30.
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.16. 0
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Open problems

1. (Lehmer's problem - see §7). Does there exist an absolute constant c > 0 such that,
for any non-zero algebraic number which is not a root of unity, d h( Q') 2: c?

2. In the case I(X) = qX -]J with p and q rational integers, Liouville's inequality gives an;
estimate for the approximation of algebraic numbers by rational numbers; in this special
case this estimate is not the best known (theorem of Thue, Siegel, Roth, Schmidt). Is-it
possible to improve the estimate in the general case of lemma 3.14? Even an ineffective
result would be useful.

Exercises

1. Let a1, ... ,as be algebraic numbers; define k = Q(a1, ... , as) and d = [k : Q]. Show
that there exist rational integers a2, ... , as with 0 :::;ai :::;d( d - 1)/2 such that the number

.0' = 0'1 + a2Q'Z + + asQ's satisfies k = Q(O').

2. For I E C[Xl, , Xd, we denote by 1111 the upper bound of I(z) on the unit polydisk:

Hence 1111 :::; L(f). Show that in lemmas 3.6, 3.7 and 3.14, one can replace log L(J) by
log lIlt.
Hint. Start by proving the foliowi':?,g statement: if ao, ... ,aN, yare complex numbers, then'

N N
L:aiyi < sup L:aizi 'max(1,lyI)N.
i=O Izl=1 ;=0

When Iyl :::; 1, this inequality follows from the maximum modulus principle, for the
]Jolynomial ao + at z + ... + aN zN j when Iyl > 1, perform the change of variables z' = 1/ z.

Deduce by induction: for a polynomial I E C[ZI, ... , Zt], when YI, ... ,Yt are complex
numbers,

t .

II(YI,"" Yt)1 ~lfh IT max(l, IYil)de
gz

; '.

i=1

3. For algebraic numbers '190, .•• , '19 s, not all of which are zero, check

s

h(t9o·: .. ·: '193.):::; 2::h(t9i).
i=O \

\

4. Show that in lemma 3.14, if the Archimedean place v is not real; then the conclusion
can be replaced by

(d) d t .
log IIC::r)lv 2: - 2 - 1 log L(J) - 2 ?= N, h(1 : Ii! : ... : lis;),

1=1



how also that if v is an ultrametric place of k, then

log 1J(1)11J~ -: (lOg L(J) + i:Ni h(1 : IiI: ... : Ii.,;») .
v i=1

here dv is, as usual, the local degree at the place v.

Let f E Z[X] be a non-zero polynomial of degree d with leading coefficient «o > 0; and
t a E C be a zero of f.

;}Let plq be a rational number with q > 0 such that f(plq) f. O. Show that

I
pi - max{l, lal}

a - q 2: q(lpl + q)d-l M(J)'

~~:Deduce that for an algebraic number a of degree d, if we set

max{I,la/}
c(a) = (2 + lal)d-I M(a)'

'en for all pi q E Q with pi q f. a we have

Ia - E I ~ c(a) .
q qd

e) Show that, for each K, > 11'(a)l, there are only finitely many vl« E Q with

$xample: for a a real quadratic number, which is root of a polynomial aX2 + bX + c of
~hscriminant 6. = b2 - 4ac > 0, for each K, > VIS. there exist qo > 0 such that, for pi q E q
,ith q > qo,

.:',a) Let 13 be a non-zero algebraic number and I! a non-zero logarithm of an algebraic
".Umber.Define a = el and D = [Q(a, 13) : Q]. Then

113£/ > (2eh(a)+h(p)r-
D

.

,-''nt. Using (3.13), deduce 1131 ~ e-Dh(fJ). Using lemma 3.14, show that la - 11 ~'"
" -D
~2eh(a») if a f. 1. From exercise 1 of Chapter 1, deduce min{la -11, I} < 211!1}·

b) Let f1' ... ,fm be logarithms of algebraic numbers and bl, ... ,bm rational integefs.~.
t D be the degree of a Humber field containing the m. algebra.ic numbers aj = exp{lj.)r
--::; j ::; m.). If the Humber ','

A = bIll + ... + bml!m



does not vanish, then

7.
a) Check that for a non-zero algebraic number a of degree d :S 4 which is not a root',?
unity, the number d h(a) = log M(a) is bounded from below by the value given in t~,
following table (the last column provides a polynomial which yields the minimum):

d= dh(a) 2: minimum for

1 log 2 = 0.6931. .. X-2

2 10g((1 + -/5)/2) = 0.4812 ... X2 - X-I

3 0.2811 ... X3 - X-1

4 0.3223 ... X4 -X-l

b) Show that the proof of Kronecker's result (see §7) is effective: ifd is a positive integer,
there exists a positive number c( d) such that, for any non-zero algebraic numbers a which
is not a root of unity and is of degree :S d, the inequality h(a) 2: c(d) is valid.
Hint. Let a be an algebraic unit of degree d. Assume that there exists a positive integer i
sucli that

and

.9J"eck H(aj) :S 2d for 1 :S j :S e and deduce that the numbers 1, a, ... , at are not pairwise,
distinct. ' : '. .
c) Let A and d be two positive integers, Hand C two positive real numbers, and a a
non-zero algebraic number of degree d. Assume '

dh(a) :S I/H, _1 = (~)2 (2A _1)2
C2 A + H

and

Show that a is a root of unity of order < 2A. ,
Hint. Show that there exists an integer r in the range 1 :S r :S 2A - 1 such ·thar
l'log(ar}1 :S l/G; deduce lar -11 < 2/C. Use Liouville's inequality (3.14) for f(X) = xr-1
and conclude.
d) Deduce from c) that a suitable value for c(d) in question b) above is 2-2d-4•

Hint. Choose A ~ 2d+2, H = A2.

8.

.1



Let L ~ 2 be an even integer and a a real algebraic number of degree d satis.fyil)t;
'> 1. Define C = 2/(L log laD. Prove' '

2d d L
logC ~ -L-IogL + -(L + l)h(a) + -L .-1 3 -1

Repeat the proof of Proposition 3.17 with {SI, ... ,SL} replaced by {(-L/2)+
', ... ,L/2}.
) Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.17, assume that a is not real j show that (3.19)
an be replaced by ,

(1- ~) logC > 1+ 1logL + ~ALh(a).

int. Use exercise 4.
Deduce an improvement of the constant 2200 in theorem 3.16.

emark. Further improvements are possible i see [MW].

(Dobrowolski). Let a be a non-zero algebraic integer of degree d satisfying

p be a prime number in the range 2ed < p < 4ed. For each positive integer k, define

d

s, = Laf.
i=l~.

f'Check the estimates, for k ~ d,
!

4ed2

ISkpl ~ d (1 + 4e
1
d2) < de.

Deduce /Sk-Skpl < p. On the other hand, check the congruences Sk = Sf = Skp (mod P)I
'educe Sk = Sk1' for 1 ~ k ~ d. Show that a and aP are conjugate. Conclude that a Isa

at of unity.
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NEX TO CHAPTER III.- INEQUALITIES BETWEEN DIFFERENT
iEIGHTS OF A POLYNOMIAL

'om a manuscript by Alain; DURAND

Let IE C[X] be a non-zero polynomialwith complex coefficients of degree d:

d

f = aoXd + a1Xd-1 + .. ,+ ad = ao I1(X - ai),
i=l

'here are several notions of height for .f ; for instance we have the usual height of f (see
):

,ahler's measure of f(see §3):

d

M(f) = laol IImax{1, lail},
i=l

~. .,e length of f (see§2):

14e Euclidean norm .of f:

jd finally the sup norm on the unit disk (or on the unit circle, which is the same by the
,::aximum modulus principle): ,

Ilfll - sup If(z)1 = sup If(z)l·
/z/:$l /z/=l

ne figure below (due to the late Alain Durand) provides an upper bound for the quotient
,\one of the norms (left column) by another one (first row) ; in each case but two, below
" upper bound is displayed one polynomial for which the estimate is optimal (where jd
:potes the polynomial 1+ X + .. ,+ Xd). There are two exceptions where the optimal
§ult is not known:
~the upper bound for M(f)/ H(J) reads

M(J) < 0i+1H(J);
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there exists A > a such that for each d ~ 1 there is such a polynomial f of degree d wit

MU) ~ A VJ+1HU)·

(2) the upper bound for LU)/lIfli reads

LU) ~ Vd + 111111;

there exists A > a such that for each d ~ 1 there is such a polynomial I of degree d with

LU) ~ Avid + 111111·

HU) L2U) LU) llill MU)

HU) ::; 1 1 1 1
([d~2))

Xd Xd xd eX + l)d

L2U) ~ Jd+1 1 1 1 (~t2
h Xd xd ex + l)d

LU) < d+l Vd + 1 .1 VJ+1 2d
- ex + l)dId Id (2)

Iii II < d+1 VJ+1 1 1 2(1

fd fd xd ex + 1)'1

MU) ::; VJ+1 1 1 1 1
~

(1) Xd Xd Xd
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i IV.- INTERPOLATION DETERMINANTS

In this Chapter we denote by it, ... ,fL analytic functions in C'\ and by (1.l-!~,,'I.I
;i~,elementsof en. OU:r 'aim is to give an upper bound for the determinant
!:

~ = det(h((lt)) ,
, '1$..\"t$L

W)llowing an idea due to Michel Laurent [L1], [L2], [L3]. We show that the function pC ~
isingle complex variable z .

'l1(z) = det(f..\(z(p))-
1$..\,p$L

tn.as a zero of high multiplicity at the origin. Then Schwarz lemma provides the desired
l\~pper bound. At the end of this Chapter, we remark that the proofs can be considered 88.

;;I'elementary" so far as no complex analysis is required. .
For x = (Xl, ... , Xu) E C" we denote by Ixi the number max{lxII,···, IXnl}.WhCn f

::isan analytic function irrC", we denote by IflR the maximum of If(x)1 for Ixi ~ R.
, For K, = (K,l' ••• , K,n) E N" we denote by IIK,II the number K,1 + ... + K,n.
'ij1.Schwarz lemma

~-Theonly tool from complex analysis which occurs in these lectures is the following result:
"I ' '

emma 4.1. - Let r > 0 and R > 0 be positive real numbers sucb tIlat

~i max I(,tl s 7'
~. l$p$L
(

~et T be the multiplicity of the zero z = 0 of ilie {unction 'l1 at tlie origin. Then

and R;:::: r,

(R)-T' L
I~I s '-;: . L! IIIhIR.

"\=1

,<, roo]. Define E = R/ ,,'.From Schwarz lemma-in one variable we .deduce
I " ' ',,'.. '

'" ever 'l1(1) = 6, and
L

l'l1IE s L! IIIhIR.
"\=1



Linear independence of logarithms of algebraic numbei

§2. Estimate for the multiplicity of w a.tthe origin

Here is a generalization in several variables of lemma 2.2.
The proof in the one dimensional case involved the number

L(L -1)
01(L) = min{Kl + ... + KL} =2 '

'wl1ere'therrtinimumruns over the L-tuples (Kt, ... , KL) of non-negative integers which 6{

pairwise distinct. In the general case n ~ 1, we define"

where the mmnnum runs over the L-tuples (Kl,"" KL) of elements ill N"
15dii'w'isedistinct. '

'Lemma 4.2. - The function W has a zero ei-» = ° of multiplicity ~ 9n(L).

Prao]. Since the determinant is multilinear, by expanding each />.. in Taylor series at tb.,
Ori'giil, we may assume that each 1>.. is a monomial />.,( () = ("A, with K>.,E NU. In thiscase
11'(1() = ("AzlI">.II.,

" .In the. row indexed by A, we have a common factor zll"AII:
, .",,: ·.1

W(z)= det((;>.) . zll"lll+··+II"LII.
. \ 1::;>',I£::;L

If the elements Kl, ... , "'L in Nil are not pairwise distinct, then this determinant vanishes
al'~tb\lJ= 0. If they are pairwise distinct, then W has a zero at ° of multiplicity at least
11"'111 + ... + ""'Llb which proves our claim. 0
§3. Lower bound for Bn
Here isa lower bound for the coefficient 9n(L):

Lemma 4.3. - For L > 2nell+1 we have

Proof. To begin with we assume only L ~' 2. The smallest value for the stlluIIKll1+" '+lIliLIl
is reached by chosing for "'p. successively:

(0, ... ,0);
the nelements of N" of length 1:

(1,0, ... ,0), ... ,(0, ... ,0,1);

(2,0, ... ,0), (1,1,0, ... ,0), ... , (0, ... ,0,1,1), (0, ... ,0,2);
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and so on.
In general, for a a non-negative integer, the number of elements K, E N" of length

IIKII = a is the coefficient of Z4 in the series

'" ZIiKIl = (~zk) n _ 1 '" (n + a-I) 4~ ~ (1 _ z)" = ~ a z ,
KEN" k=O 4~0

hence this number is

;~JForany positive integer A we have

~ (n + k) ., (n + A) j
k=On 71.+ 1

~this is an easy consenuence (by induction) of the formula

(
71. + k - 1) + (71. + k - 1) = (71. + k) .

71.+1 71. 71.+1

.' Let A be the positive integer such that

shes
east

AL (71. + ..') = (71. + A) '5: L < (n + A + 1).
(1=0 71.- 1 11, ..71.

~-!

~Thisinteger A is the integral part of the real number a which is defined by
~

(a + n) ... (a + l)/n! = L.

(
n+A)0n(L) ~ 71. 71.+ 1 .

,~:ebound A from below by a-I j we deduce

l'H-A)(n+A-1) ... (l+A)A ~ (a+n-1) .. · aA.= _a_(o+n) ... (a+l)A = _a-n!ALj
I a+n a+n~ .'

~
i!;.

J;
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therefore
n a

8n(L) ~ n + 1 . a + ri . AL.

Now we bound a from below by B - n and A by B - n - 1 with

B ~ (n!L)l/n > ::"'Ll/n.
. e.

and we obtain

8n(L) ~ n: 1BL (1 ~ ;) (1- n; 1).
This inequality holds for all L 2:: 1 and 11, 2:: 1. Assume now L 2:: 2ne71+1 j then B 2:: 2(n+ 1),

n + 1 1
1--->-, B-2 and consequently

n 1
1- - > -'B-2'

since n/4e(n + 1) > 1/6e for n ~ 2 (lemma 4.3 is true for n = 1), the desired result
follows. 0

§4. Conclusion

We now combine the three preceding lemmas as follows:

Proposition 4.4. - Let el, ... , en, {JI, ... , (In be complex numbers. For 1 ~ i ~n define
aj = exp(ej). There exists a constant c = c(el, ... ,e71,{JI, ... ,(In) > 0, which can be easily
computed, and satisfies the following property: let Lo, Ll and S be rational integers 2:: 2,
define L = (Lo;;I1)(Ll + 1), and let s(1), ... , s(L) be any elements in zn+l(S). Consider the
L x L determinant

with ~ = (AI, ... ,An+t) E Nn+l, Al + ... + An ~ Lo and An+l ~ L1, and with 1 ~ J1- ~ L.
Then

Proof We consider the functions

and the points
r - ( (/1) + (Jl) 4 (Jl) + (Jl) 4 ) E en
'>/1 - S1 sn+ll-'l, ... ,SII sn+ll-'II .

For any R > 0 we plainly have

n

log 1f>.IR ~ t.,log R + LIR L leil·
i=I
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n+l),
§5.Avoiding the use of complex analysis

We conclude this Chapter with a remark that the proofs we give in these lectures do not
require any complex analysis: from this point of view they are "elementary". The only
point where analysis played any role so far was in the use of Schwarz lemma, in the proof
of lemma 4.1. But we use it only for exponential polynomials in one variable, and in this
case the estimate is quite easy:

Lemma 4.5. - Let aij (for 1 :::;i :::;s, 1 :::;j :::;t) and Wj (for 1 :::;j :::;t) be complex
numbers. Assume the: the exponential polynomie!

We choose

7' = S (1 + max l,Bjl) ,
1:$J:$n,

From lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 one deduces
6 n

log 16.1:::; -~en(L) + 10gL! + LLo 10gR + LLIR L leil·
n .

1=1

R = re6e/n•

(4.5)

Assuming L ~ 211ell+1, we can apply lemma 4.3 and conclude ~en(L)
desired result readily follows.

If L :::;2nen+1, then the result is an easy consequence of (4.5). 0

> LI+1/n. the,

result

define
easily
5 ~ 2,
er the

s .' t

F(z) = I: I: aijziewjz
i=l j=l

has a zero of multiplicity ~ T at the origin. Then for Zo E C and R ~ Izo I we have

:::;L. :'.Proof We consider the Taylor expansion of F at the origin: .

min{s,n} t n-iw·
F(z) = ~. anz

n
where an = ~ ~ aij (n ~ i)!'

lit·
!Byassumption ao = ... = aT-1 = O. For n ~ T we have (R/lzo I)T :::;(R/lzo I)n (because

2 Izol), hence

IF(zo)1 = L anZ~
n~T .

::;L lanllzoln
n~T
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We now use the trivial bound

where the right hand side is nothing else than

s t'2:: 2:: laijlRie1wjlR.
i=l j=l

o
Exercises

.1. With the notations of lemma 4.3, show that for all n > 1 and € > 0, there exist
Lo = Lo(n, €) such that, for L ~ Lo, we have

(
( ,)l/n )e (L) > n n. _ E L(I1+1)/I1.

11 - n + 1

In particular, for ti ~ 2 and for L sufficiently large,

2. Give an explicit value for the constant c in Proposition 4.4.
Hint. See Chapter 7 §4, Step 2.
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?V.- ZERO ESTIMATE

The first zero estimate in connection with transcendental number theory was given by
;~Gel'fond [G] in his work around 1948 on algebraic independence of transcendental numbers ;
'; the proof was of an analytic nature. Such arguments have been developed later, but turned
. out not to be sufficient. Algebraic arguments have been introduced by Brownawell and
...Masser [BM], then refined by Masser [Maj. The proof we are going to give in section 2
;:ha::;its source in a letter of D.W. Masser which is quoted in [MW] ; in §3 we use Moreau's
, version [Mo] of Masser's paper [Ma], as well as Philippon's approach [PJ to this question,

In all this Chapter we denote by J{ any field of zero characteristic.

The main result

: The aim of this Chapter is to prove the following result:
r
~Proposition 5.1. - Let O't, ... , C¥n+l be non-zero elements of J{ which generate It.

;muitiplicative subgroup of K* of rank ~ n. Let (31, ... , (3n be elements of K. Assume
.,,:tllatthere exist three positive rational integers Lo, Ll and S satisfying
1.:' .'

andS ~ 2n(n + 1)

such that the rank of the matrix

~~~strictlyless than (Lo,;I1) (Ll + 1). Tben tbe numbers 1, (31, ... ,(3n are linearly dependent
.,yerQ.

In the matrix above the index of row is, as usual,

hile the index of columns is Q. E zn+l(S). Recall that when S is a non-negative integer,
:+1(5) is the set of 2.= (Sl, ... , Sn+l) ••E zn+l with ISil < 5, (1 $ i $ 71, + 1). .
~. Our assumption on the rank of the matrix means that there exists a non-zero
~'nomial P E K[XI , ... , Xu, Y], of total degree $ Lo in the varial.lcs Xl, ... ,Xn and of

tee $ L, in Y, which vanishes at all the points
;,-::( .'

,empha.,>izethe fact that the last coordinate does not vanish: we are working in fact
<;theproduct of the additive group of ](tl with the multiplicative group IC). In tli;s
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Chapter, we shall use two sorts of elimination: firstly we eliminate the variable Y thanks'
a resultant; next we use Bezout's theorem to deal with the variables (Xl,' .. ,Xu), whi
we denote for simplicity by X.

The assumption S11 > L1 does not matter in our application; in fact, as soon
.. n..> 1, it is a consequence of the hypothesis (S/2n)'l+1 ~ (LoLJ)n. Here, the const

2Unn+1, which appears implicitly in this hypothesis, does not play an important ro
. either. What is important to know is that a stronger estimate is true, with the conditio

(S/2n)u+1 ~ (LoLJ)n replaced by 2uS'l+1 ~ (n+ 1t+2LoLI (this is a consequence oft
main result in [P]; see exercise 7). However we found it useful to give here this simp!
proof of a weaker result. It may be also considered as an introduction to the slightly mar
sophisticated arguments of Chapter 8.

The basic idea of the proof of Proposition 5.1 is to remark that if P satisfies the abov
vanishing property, and if 5' and 5" are two positive integers satisfying 5 ~ 5' + 5" - 1
then all the polynomials

I I

P(XI + s~+ S~l+I,8I'" . ,Xu + S~l + S~l+l,8u,a;l ... a:l'++11y),
for 2.' E zn+1(S'), vanish at all points

§2. Elimination of Y

In this section, we eliminate the last variable Y between the polynomials
I I

P(XI + s~ + S~l+I,8I'''., Xn + S~l + S~+l,8n' a;l ... a:+~lY),
a) Statement of the result
Denote Iqors the torsion subgroup of K* (viz. the group of roots of unity) and by (J" be
the canonical surjective map of J{* onto the quotient J{* / J{;ors'

Lemma 5.2. - Let a}, ... ,an+1 be non-zero elements of K, ,81,... ,,8n be elements of
K and Lo, L1, 5', 5" be positive rational integers. Define 5 = 5' + 5" - 1, and assume '

Card{O"(a;~ ... a:li~l); l E zn+1(5')} > L1•

Assume Iurtlier tllat there exists a non-zero polynomial P E 1<[X ,Y] of total degree S Lo
in Xo, ... ,XII and of degree S L1 in Y for wbicb

p( S} + Sn+l,8l, ... ,Sn + Sn+l,8n, a~l ... a:l+V) = 0 for all ~ E zn+I(5).

Then iliere exists a non-zero polynomial Q E K[X] of total degree S 2.toLI for wbicb

Q( "+",8 "+ " ,8) 0 Iot all ~"E zn+l(S").Sl sn+1 1"",Sn sn+l n = II

" The proof of lemma 5.2 will use an argument of D.W. Masser (cf. [MWJ, §4). It's'
interesting to notice that lemma 5.2 completes the proof of Proposition 5.1 in the case
n = 1; this means that for the proof of Gel'fond-Schneider theorem a single elimination is
sufficient.
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b) The Kronecker u -resuliaiit
Here is an extension of lemma 4.2 in [MW):

Lemma 5.3. - Let FI, ... .F; be polynomials in 1([XI, ... ,Xn, Yj, of total degree at
most Lo in Xl, ... , Xn and of degree at most Ll in Y; we assume that tlJeY llave no
common irreducible factor, in the factorial ring 1([Xl,,,,,Xn'Y], of degree 2: 1 witl)
respect to Y. Let (ej, r/j ), (j E J) be common zeroes to FI , ... ,F; in K" x 1(. Then there
exists a non-zero polynomial in 1([X1, ••• , Xn),. of total degree s: 2LoLl' which vtuiisiies
at all the points ej, (j E J).

Proof. Introduce 21' new variables U1, ••• , U«, Vi, ... , Vr. Then define the two polynomials
G and H in the ring A = K[UI, ... , Ur, VI"'" Vr,X1, .•• ,Xn, Y] by

r

G = L UiFi(XI, ... , Xn, V),
i=l

r

H = L ViFi(XI, .•• .x.,V).
i=l

Let R E K[UI, ... ,Un VI, ... , Vn Xl, ... ,Xn] be the resultant of the polynomials G and
H with respect to the variable Y (see for instance [WI] Chap.5, or [V], for a definition of
the resultant). Then the following is true:
(i) R =1= O. Indeed, suppose R vanishes; then G and H have a common irreducible factor

Q in the factorial ring A, with Q of degree 2: 1 in Y. Then Q is one of the irreducible
factors of G, hence does not depend on VI, ... , Vr ; in the same way Q does not depend
on Ui ; ... ,Ur, hence is a common factor of FI, ... .F; in the ring K[XI, ... ,Xn, Y) ;
this is a contradiction.

(ii) The polynomial R is of total degree ~ 2LoLI in Xl, ... ,Xn.

,. (iii) For j E J, we have R( UI, ... , Un Vi, ... , Vr, ei) = 0, because R is a linear combination
of G and H with coefficients in the ring .~.'
We obtain the desired polynomial in K[XI,; .. , Xn] vanishing at all the points

6,. ,. ,~N by taking any non-zero coefficient of a monomial in U1, .•. , Ui., Vi, ... , Vr in
i the expansion of R in K[XI, ... ,Xn][UI, ... ,Ur, Vi, ... , Vr]' 0l,
r c) Another lemma
I Here we solve a very simple functional equation.
f
; Lemma 5.4. - Let Q E K[XI, ... ,Xn, Y] be irreducible and of degree 2: 1 in Y. Let
;ilL!, ... , Un, v,"\ be elements oi K with .,\ =1= 0 and v not a root of unity. Assume

roof. We expand Q in K[X][Y]:

d

Q(X, Y) = Lai(X)yi,
i=O "
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and we write our assumption:

(o·~ i ~.d) .

. Looking at the homogeneous term of higher" degree ill ai(X), we deduce vi = ). for .all i
such that ai(X) i= 0, Since v is not a root of unity, there isonly. one index i for which'
ai(X) i= 0 ; further we have i i= 0 because Q depends on Y. This shows that Q reduces to
,a single termai(X)Yi. with i i= 0 and ai(X) E K[XJ; our assumption that Q is irreducible'
implies that it is of the form cY with c E K, c i= O. 0
d) Proof of lemma 5.2
Obviously we may suppose that Y does not divide P and that P ¢ K[X1, ••• , XnJ. For
~= (S1, ..• ,sn+d E zn+I, we define a map T!!.,from the ring J<[X1, .•• ,Xu, Y] into itself
by

. The image of an irreducible polynomial is still an irreducible polynomial, and the degree
.in each variable of Q and T',Qis the same. .
L) We prove that the polynomials TsP for ~ E zn+1(S') have no common irreducible factor
ofdeg1:ee~ '1 in Y. -

Let·
k

P = Qo IIQ~i
i=1

be a decomposition of P into a product, where Qo E K[X] does not depend on Y, while
,fOr' 1'$ i ~ k, Qi is an irreducible polynomial in K[X, Y] of degree ~ 1 in Y (such a '
decomposition is unique up to constant factors). We notice thatk ~. L1. Then

k

T!!.,P. (T!!.,Qo) I1(T!!.,Qiri

i=l .

and T!!.,Qo E K[X] does not depend on Y, while for 1 ::; i ::;k, T~,,Qi is an irreducible
polynomial in K(X, Y] of degree ~ 1 in Y. We proceed by contradiction: assume that.
'there is an irreducible polynomial Q of degree ~ 1 in Y which divides all TsP. Then for'
each such ~tlierci~ is an' index i(§.) with 1 ~ i(§.) ~ k and a non-zero element ~s of K such
that -

Q = c!.:'J'!!., Q i(1J·

Consider the map

(i(~),a( a~l ... a:l+~l))

from zn+l(S') into {I, ... , k} x K* /Ktors. Using our assumption on L1 together with
Dirichlet box principle, we see that there exist two different §. in zn+1(S'), say land l',
for which the two following properties hold:
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all i
'hich
es to
zible

:~- the two indices i(l) and i(l') are the same; let io be this common va.lue;
t I I "", 1 two element (SI Sn+l) d ("I Sn+l) di ti t;t - t ie wo e emen s (7 al ... O'n+l an (7 al ... Qn+l are IS Inc.
, The difference ~ = l <s" is a non-zero element of zn+l which has the property

~'for some A E ](* and
is not a root of unity.

For
.self

":'~ISinceY does not divide P, lemma 5.4 with

(1 :s; i :S;'n),

"gives the desired contradiction.
\2) The application of lemma 5.3 to the set of polynomials
s:

ree {FI, ... ,Fr} = {T!!,Pj l E zn+l(S')}

i',nd to the following set {(ei, T/i); 1 :::;i :::;N} C tc» x ](*:tor

ile
a

': 3. An homogeneous zero estimate for the additive group K"
As we said earlier, the proof of this section relies on Moreau's version [Mo] of Masser's

'pa.per OPEP [Ma] as well as on Philippon's paper [Pl. I am thankful to Daniel Bertrand,
~aurent Denis, Patrice Philippon and DamienRoy for useful discussions on this matter.
~,
~) Statement of the result
~\

, The aim of this §3 is to prove the following result:

emma 5.5. - Let f3I, ... , f3n be elements of K, Assume that there exist two integers D
d S satisfying

,e
:t
r'
1 (

28 ) 11+1
- -1 .> Dn,
n

;"dalso that there exists a non-zero polynomial P E ]([X1, •.. ,Xn], of total degree :s; D
:'1ch vanishes on the set

,
{(81 + 811+If31, ... , 81t + Sn+lf3l1) j (SI,"" 811+1) E ztt+l(S)}.

,:en 1, /31,' .. , f3n are linearly dependent over Q.

',: In the case n = 2 one can' prove such a result by using the same argument as in §2 (see
~cise 3) ; hence for a proof of Baker's theorem with only three logarithms the resultant.
"fficient. The general case will be dealt with by means of Bezout's theorem ...~., .
• f:;
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b) B ezout'3 theorem

Here is the geometric tool of this Chapter.

Lemma 5.6. - Assume K is algebraically closed. Let (Pi)iEI be a family of polynomial
in K[X1, ••• ,Xu], each of which is of total degree::; D. Assume that the set F of commo.
zeroes to all Pi in KU is iini ie. Then .

CardF ~ tr,

Proof. We shall use some properties of the degree of affine varieties j we refer to exercise:
in Chapter 8 for another proof.

We may assume I = {I, ... , n} by replacing, if necessary, the family (Pi)iEI by .
regular sequence of n polynomials in the ideal they generate (cf. [Mal, "inductive lemma"
the argument is similar to Kronecker u-resultant in lemma 5.3), which means that, fa
1 ~ i ~n, the algebraic set

is of codimension i. In this case, if we denote by D, the total degree of Pi, (1 ~ i ~n), we
show that

Card F ::;u, ...ti;
For 1 ~ i ~n - 1, Yi is not contained in thehypersurface Hi = Z(Pi+.), hence

However Yi n Hi = Yi+l and deg Hi = Di+l. By induction we deduce

For i = n, the degree of F = Y,t is nothing else than Card F. 0
Remark. Much deeper results are given in [V].

c) A further lemma

When V is a vector subspace of KU and F any finite subset of K'"; we denote by (F+ V)/V
the image of F under the canonical map of KU onto K" IV.
Lemma 5.7. Let V be a vector subspace of Kit of codimension r, Fa Iiuiie subset of K",
and (Pi)iEI a set of polynomials in K[X1, ••• ,Xn], ea,ch of which is of total degree ~ D.
Assume that tile set of common zeroes in KU of all Pi is

F + V = {y + v; y E F, v E V}.

Then
Card((F + V)IV) s Dr.



,,':roo! The case V=O,7:' , rifollows ft~m lemma 5.6. In the general case, after a change of
>sis of ](11, we raay assume V= J{n-rx {oy ; hence we identify J{11IV with {OJn-r X tc:
, e apply lemma 5.6 to the following polynomials in r variables

(i E I, v E V);

f~l(leedthe set of common zeroes of these polynomials is exactly (F + V)IV. 0
',') The main zero estimate
.'

e now prove a general zero estimate from which we shall later deduce lemma 5.5.
When E is a subset of K" containing 0 and d a non-negative integer, we define

E[d) = {Xl + ... + Xd ; Xi .E E, (1 ~ i ~d)};
-
'J instance E[O] = {OJ, E[1] = E and E[O] C E[l] C E[2]···

';~oposition 5.8. Let nand D two positive integers and E a subset of K" containing Q•
.ssurne that there exists a non-zero polynomial P E J{[XI' ... ,Xn], of total degree ~ 11,;

.:lich vanishes all E[n] ; then there exists a vector subspace V of K" of codimension r ~ 1
'.: 1[(n such tbet. .

Card((E + V)jV) ~ Dr.

fool There is no loss of generality to assume that the field J{ is algebraically closed'.
'hate by Z = Z(P) the hypersurface which is defined by P in K": We introduce a
jlection of algebraic subsets of K":
I:.

Zo = Z, Zl = n (Zo -,),
"fEE

Z3 = n (Z3-1 -,),
"fEE

(l~s~n),

s, = n (Z -,).
Jt,. "fEE[n]

"
, ~:hypothesis that Z contains E[n] implies that for 1 ~ s ~ n, Z3 contains E[n - s], and

:tticular Zn contains O. Moreover we have

'itse 0 E E. Notice that Zo is of dimension n - 1 while Zn is of dimension 2: 0; let
he largest integer in the range 1 ~ t ~ n for which dim Zt-l ~ n - t. Therefore

1 < dim Z, ~ dim Zt-l ~ n - t.The two algebraic sets Zt awl Zt-c-Ihave the same
.,sion,hence have a common component Y of dimension 'n - t. Define

Hr

':
i
"r
I

r
f
"-<,
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, \Por each IE E we have I-\- Zi. C Zt-l ; this shows that S contains E. Now let
i'f. ,\ . - -,' oJ"' _~--' .:.;~." ,.".' .

, V= {xE J{n; X + y- V}.
, '

Then Vis at-the saine tilhe .~~..additive subgroup of K"; and an algebraic subset of K":

, " v = n(y -'-y);
yEY

hence V is a vector subspace of K" (d. exercise 6). Moreover

S = n (Zt-t - y) = n n ... n (Z - Y - II - ... - It-I);
yEY yEY 11 EE It-l EE

~Jlisshows .that S is, an algebraic set of dimension ~ dim ,pt) which is intersectio
~t?fhype~surf~ce~. ofdegrees ~ D. Next .S contains y; further, for x E S, we haY,
~+ Vc S. Furthermore, for x' and x" in J{'\ the condition x' -I:-Y = x" + Y implie
x' + V = x" +V. However, since Zt-I has only finitely many connected components (f9'

, the Zariski topology), the set of x + Y with xES is finite) and therefore the set of class ';
:,;+ V also; we choose a finite subset F = {Xl, ... ,xm} in K" so that S IV = (F + V)/V~
're. se,e thatS and V have the same dimension, say n - r, the irreducible components of ,
being the' Xi + V, 1 ~ i~m. We also.have r~ 1; in; fact, since~ - . . , ,... - '": ."~. :'.

. .
n - r = dimS ~ dimZt-l = n -t,

we have 1 ~ t ~ 1·. We conclude byusing lemma 5.7:

Card((E +V)/V) s Card(S IY) ~ Dr.

o
e) A lemma on the subgroup Z" +Z(,8I) ... ,(3n) of K"

For the proof of lemma 5.5 we need one more lemma which explains how the' conclusio
q~lthe lineerdependence of 1,,81) ... ),8n will appear: it comes from the conclusion 9,
Proposition 5.8.

Lemma 5.9. - Let ,81)., . ,,8n be elements oiK, Define

~X .Zn +Z(,81) ... ) ,8n) C J{n. '
..... {(81 +,8n+I,81·, ... , Sn + 8,1+1.8n); (81,~.. 'S':~l) E zn+l}

and, for S ~ 1, SeZ,
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_~~i:-

J'lm tIle following conditions are equivalent.
'~The numbers 1, f31,' .. ,f3n are linearly independent over Q.
~,)For any vector subspace V C K" of codim ension r ~ 1, we have
1

rkz((Y + V)/V) ~ r + 1.

'#.) For all S ~ 1 and any vector subspace V c K" of codimension r ~ 1, we have

'I:)'For any vector subspace W C 1(n+l of codimension r ~ 1, containing (f3t,... ,(3nl--1),
have

rkz (zn+t + W)/W) ~ 7' + 1.

~i)' For all S ~ 1 and any vector subspace W C 1(n+l of codimension r ~ 1 contaiilinK
J;, ... , (3n, :-1), we lieve

:of
}:~proofs of (ii) ¢:} (ii)' and of (iii) ¢:} (iii)' are easily obtained by considering the linear
!~ectivemap

J(n+l
(zt, ... ,zn+t)

--+ Kn
f----+ (Zl +Zn+lf31,,,,,Zn +Zn+lf3n)

rosekernel is the line 1(({3t,... ,(3n,-l).
The fact that (iii) => (ii) is trivial. Also the implication (ii)' => (i) is clear: {ii}'

plies that the point ({3t,... ,(3n, -1) is not contained in a hyperplane which is rational
,r Q.
:~~The useful part of the statement is (i) => (#i)'. Assume Card ( (zn+l(S)+ W)/W,) <
.,- n+'. Let G'w : Kn+l ~ Kn+l/W denote the canonical surjective map and
" ... , e'l+1) denote the canonical basis of tc+l. There exists a subset {it, ... , ir} of

~,... ,n + 1} such that (G'w( eiJ, ,G'w( eir )) is a basis of Kn+l /W. For ease of notation
Jtssumethat {il, ... , ir} = {I, ,r}.
I,Let j be an index in the range r + 1 ~ j ~ n + 1. We consider the elements ~ of zn+1
\vhich Sj = 0 for 7' + 1~ i ~n + 1and i i- j ; the elements

G'w(slet +'''+Srer+sjej)j (sJ,.~.,sr,Sj) E zr.J..r(S)

\ng to (zn+t(S) + W)/W j since Card(Zr+l(S)) > Card((zn+l(S) + }V)/W), these
',ents are not pairwise distinct (this, is once more a consequence of the pigeon .hele
.~iple).Hence there is a relation



(r+l) (r+l) 1 0 0al ar
(r+2) (r+2) 0 1 0a} , ar

(n+l) (n+l) 0 0 1al ar '

v.ro Linear independence of logarithms of algebraic numbers

with 'rational numbers a~j). This means that W is generated by the n + 1 - r elements

>,(aij);~".. ,a~j), 0, ... ,0,1,0, ... ,0) E Qn+l . (r +1 ~ j ~n + 1).
• 'i." .' ••

Since n + 1 - l' = dim W < n + 1, the (n +1 -=: 1') X (n + 1) matrix

is of rank n +1-1' < 71.+1 ; therefore there exists (bl, .•. ,bn+l) E zn+l, (bl, ... ,bn+1) 1: 0,,'
such that

for all z E W;

in other terms W is a subspace of Kn+l which is generated by elements of Qn+l ; this,
means that it is rational over Q ;. since it is of codimension ~ 1, it follows that it is'
contained in a hyperplane which is rational over Q (cf. Chapter 1 exercise 4). Now the'
point (131,"" f3u, -1) belongs to W, hence we get the desired non-trivial linear dependence
relation between {31, ... ,(3u and 1. 0 '
f) Proof of lemma 5.5

For x E R we denote by rxl the smallest integer ~ x: in other words x ~ rxl < x + 1.
Put SI = rSin 1 ; this means that SI is the integer defined by S ~ nS; ~ S + n - 1. If
a}, ... ,an are rational integers with aj < SI, then al + ... + an < S. Therefore, if we set:

theil E[n] C YeS). Under the assumptions of lemma 5.5, the polynomial P vanishes on
YeS), 'hence on E(n]. From Proposition 5.8 we deduce that there exists a vector subspace
V of J(U of codimension 7' ~ 1 in 1<n such that "

Card((E + V)IV) ~ Dr.

Our hypothesis

(
2S )n+l

D" < --1
n

implies ~
Dr < (2S1 - n+',

hence,
Card((E + V)IV.) <: (2S1 - n+'.

Finally lemma 5.9 (with S replaced by St) implies that 1,{31 ... ,{3n are linearly dependent
over the rationals. 0

1._

'f
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;'§4. Proof of Proposition 5.1

We start with the assumptions of Proposition 5.1. Define S" = rS/21 and S' = S - S" +1.
Our assumption the al, ... ,an+l generate a multiplicative group of rank 2 n means that
there exists n distinct elements {il, ... ,in} among {I, ... ,n+ I} such that ail"'" ain are
multiplicatively independent. Since S + 1 ~ 2S' ~ S + 2, our hypothesis s» > t., implies
(2S' - L)" > L1. This shows that the assumptions of lemma 5.2 are satisfied.

Our assumption S 2 2n( n + 1) enables us to deduce from the main condition
(S/2n)n+l 2 (LoLt)f1 the inequality ((S/n) - 1r+1 > (2LoLt)n; from the inequality

S" 2 S/2 we deduce (2LoLI)n < ((2S"/n) - 1r+1; this shows that the hypotheses of
lemma 5.5 are satisfied with D = 2LoL1 and S replaced by S". This completes the proof
of Proposition 5.1. 0

Open problems

1.The conclusion of lemma 5.2 in the case n =.1 is that the set of 81+82,81, for ~ E Z2(S"),
has at most 2LoL1 elements. Is-it possible to improve the constant 2 in this upper bound?
This would enable one to improve the lower bounds for linear forms in two logarithms (see
[MW]). One cannot replace 2 by a constant < 1.
2. Can one improve the constant (n/2)n+1 (when n 2 2) in the hypothesis of Lemma 5.5?

Exercises

1. Using lemma 5.2, complete the proof of Gel'fond-Schneider theorem in the complex
t cases (going back to the proof of the real case in Chapter-S §4, replace lemma 2.1 by lemma
1;,5.2).,
. 2. Prove the following refinement of Proposition 5.1 (compare with [MW] Proposition 4.1) :
"~onecan replace the hypotheses
,~.

S 2 2n(n + 1) and

Card{(1(a~l ... a~+~l);!iE zn+l(S')} > t.;

,,Ith the same notations as in le~ma 5.2) when $,' and S" are positive integers with
:;::::S' + S" - 1. '

~.Using a resultant in the same way as in §2, prove the following variant of the case n = 2
:01emma5.5: Let ,81,,82 be two elements of ](. Assume that there exist integers D, S', S"

S satisfying .

S = S' + S" - 1, (2S' -I? > D (2S" - 1)3 > 2D2,and
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a:ll'dalso that there exists a non-zero polynomial P E J{[XI, X2], of total degree ~ D which
vani~hes on the set

Then 1, /31, /32 are linearly dependent over Q.
Hint. Define reS) = {(SI +S3/31,82 +S3(32); (81,82,S3) E Z3(S)}, and similarly r(S')~
and r(S"). For, = (')'1,,2) E J{2, define T-yP(X, Y) = P(')'I + X,,2 + Y).
a) As,mme that the polynomials T-yP, , E reS') have a common irreducible factor Q. Show
that there exist c E J{* and ,0 = (,?,,~)E r(2S' - 1) with ,0 =1= a and T-yoQ = cQ. Show
that there exists R E K[T] such that Q(X,Y) == R( ,gx - ,rY). Check that the set 0/
{) E K such that R(,g X - ,ry + {))divides P has at most D elements. Deduce that there:
are at most D elements in the image of reS') under the mapping J{2 ~ J{ which maps .
(ZI , Z2) to ,gZI -,r Z2. Derive the desired conclusion from lemma 5.9 .
.b) Assume that the polynomials T-yP, , E f(S') have no common irreducible factor. The
goal is to show Card I'(S'") < (2S" - 1)3, which implies that /31 and /32 are both rational
numbers. Show that, if Card f( S") = (2S" - 1)3, then there exists >. E K* such that the
(2S" _1)3 numbersq, + >',2 E K, (')'1,,2) E f(S"), are pairwise distinct. Eliminate Y by·'
means of Kronecker u-resultani between the polynomials T-yP(X - >'Y,Y).

4. Prove the following variant of Proposition 5.8 (cf. [W2]) : let n and D two positive
integers and EI, ... ,En subsets of K" containing O. Assume that there exists a non-zero:
polynomial P E K[XI, ..• ,Xn], of total degree ~ D, which vanishes on

then there exists an integer t and a vector subspace V of K"; of codimension r in K", such
that

Card((Et + V)/V) ~ Dr
and

1~ t ~ r ~ n.

5. Let nand D two positive integers and E a subset of K": Assume that there exists a,
vector subspace V of J(II of codimension r > 1 in KIl such that

Card((E + V)/V) < (D: r).
Show that there exists a non-zero polynomial P E J{[XI, ..• ,XnL of total degree ~ D,
which vanishes all E. ) \

6. A subset V of ](11 which is at the same time an additive subgroup of K" and all algebraic'
subset of K" is a vector subspace of ]{II.
Hint. See lemma 8.6.

7. With the notations of lemma 5.9, prove that the conditions (i) to (iii) , are also equivalent
to the following ones :
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tv) For any hyperplane V of K" which is r~tional over Q,

rkz ((Y + V)/V) ~ 2.

;;v) For all S ~ 1 and any hyperplane V C K" which is rational over Q, we have

Card( (Y(S) + V)/V) ~ (2S _1)2 .

. . Using Theorem 8.1, prove the following variant of Proposition 5.1: Let 0'1, ... ,0'11+1 be
hon-zeroelements of ]( whicll generate a multiplicative subgroup of J(* of rank ~ n. Let
,1, ... ,f3n be elements of K. Assume tbat tliexe exist three positive rational integers Lo,

1 and S satisfying
ill

2n sn+l > (n + 1)n+2 t:L-- 0 1, S ~ n(n + 1) and i; ~4,

;uchthat tlie rank of the matrix,

(( + f3 )AI (+ f3 )An (.'II sn+I)An+l)SI S11+1 1 ... Sn Sn+l 11 0'1' .. O'n+1 l!.!!'

': strictly less than (LO;;11) (L1 + 1). Tben th« numbers 1, ,81, ... ,,8n are linearly dependent
:ver Q.
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1.- PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM

In this Chapter we complete the proof of .Theorem 1.1

o. Assumptions.
Let £1, ... , £11+1 be Q-linearly independent logarithms of algebraic numbers and

1, ... ,/311 be algebraic numbers. We assume

;PorI :s i :s n + 1, define (ti = eli.

The sentence "there exists a constant C1 > 0 such that ... " means that one can
;compute explicitly (and easily: exercise 1) a number C1 > 0 in terms of n, £1, .•• ,£n+1 and
'th,... ,/311 which satisfies the desired property ..
,Step 1. Choice of the parameters.
" We denote by c a sufficiently large real number depending only on n, £1, ... ,£n+l as

!~ell as on /31 , ... , /311'
~., Next we choose three rational integers Lo, Ll and S which are required to satisfy

i; ~2, L1 ~ 2, s> 2,

c(L L )n < sn+lo 1 _ ,cLo log S :s L1/n, -i,S :s i/!»,

ith L = (Lo;;1I)(Ll + 1). For instance one CaI~'take

and

,)th S sufficiently large .

.;tep2. Definition of 6..
',' Consider the L x (2S- It+1 matrix

~,'
~"

~here the index of row is A and the index of column is §.. ; as usual, A,runs over the (n + 1)-
,pIes (AI, ... ,A1I+l) of elements in Nn+l satisfying' Al + ... + An S La and A1I+l ~ L; ,
tlliile§.. runs over the (n + I)-tuples in zn+l(S). ,", ,
:. Let s(1), ... ,s(L) be any elements in zn+l(S). We consider the fc.?llowingdeterminant

a L x L matrix \
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Step 3. Upper bound for 1.6.1.
Our assumption (6.1) enables us to write, for (SI"'" Sn+t) E zn+l,

Therefore we can use Proposition 4.4: there exists a constant Cl > 0 such that

1
L log 1.6.IS _L1/

11 + cl(Lo logS + LIS).

Step 4. Liouville inequality.
We use our assumption that the numbers aI, ... ,an+l, (31, ... , (3u are algebraic: from'

Proposition 3.15 we deduce that there exists a constant C2 > 0 such that either .6. = 0 or'
else

However in step 1 we chose c sufficiently large with respect to Cl and C2, and therefore we'
deduce from step 3 that .6. = O.

Step 5. Consequence of the zero estimate.
From Step 4 we deduce that the rank of the matrix M is strictly less than L. '
Our hypothesis that log al, ... , log an+l are linearly independent over Q implies that!

the rank of the multiplicative subgroup of C* generated by a1, ... ,an+l is at least n. -:
Our conditions on the parameters imply L~-lS" < Lg and Lg Lil < S71+1, hencei

Li71
-
1 < S. This allows us to use Proposition 5.1, and we deduce that 1,(31, ... ,(3n are'

linearly dependent over Q. Thanks to lemma 1.3, this completes the proof of Theorem
1.1. 0

Exercise

1. Compute the constants CI and C2 above, and deduce a suitable value for c.
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;~L:- A FIRST MEASURE WITH SIMPLE PROOF

,,' In the second part of these lectures, which starts with the present Chapter, we produce
i explicit measures of linear independence of logarithms of algebraic numbers. In this Chapter
&~eprove such an estimate by using the method of the first part. Our aim is to present
"~ proof as transparent as possible, not to give a sharp estimate. The result we .reach is
"far from the best known, but is non trivial, and is quite sufficient for many Diophantine
.:..,., "

~p.,roblems.Refinements of this estimate will be discussed in Chapter 10.

Statement of the result

/rheorem 7.1. - Let f}, ... ,fm be logarithms of algebraic numbers, ai = exp(fi),
Jl ~ i ~m) and 131, ... ,13m be algebraic numbers. We assume that tile number
,,,.....
r.~

",,;~ithK(m) = 2m(m!?
fo

, Here is the plan of this Chapter. We show in section 2 that there is no loss of
}generality,for the proof of Theorem 7.1, to assume that the numbers f}, ... ,fm are linearly
iiidependent over Q. Next (§3) we consider the coefficients Pi; it would be a loss of
':~nerality to assume that they are independent over Q; indeed, the most interesting case
i~when they are all rational integers; but we show that the general case can be reduced to
:he special case where the 13ieatisfy some condition of linear independence; it turns out
that, in the special case, we will be able to prove a stronger result (see Proposition 7.10).
)'le purely transcendental part of the proof is given in section 4. We complete the proof
"theorem 7.1 in section 5.

;~. On the linear independence of the logarithms

h this section we ~how that for the proof of Theorem 7.1, we may assume that the numbers
ji"

".... ,fm are linearly independent over Q.
We need the following lemma:
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Lemma 7.2. - Let I!.I ~ ... , I!.m be Q-linearly dependent logarithms of algebraic numbers. ]
define aj = elj, (1 ~ j ~ my. Let log H ;::::1 be an upper bound for maxl:5j:5m h(aj) and
also for maxl:5j:5 m II!.j 1/D, where D is the degree of the number field J{ = Q( al, ... , a'm)
over Q. Then there exist rational integers tl, ... , tm, not all of which are zero, such that

'and

. Proof (cf. [WJ lemma 4.1, [LJ Chap. 9 §7; see also [MD. 'We assume, as we may without'
. loss of generality, that m ;::::2, and that any m - 1 of £1, ... ,£m are linearly independent.
Thus there exists a unique (up to a factor ±1) set of relatively prime integers tl, ... ,till .

such that

Hence

Let k be an integer, 1 ~ k < m. We define

Using Minkowski's linear form theorem (e.g. [SlJ p.33 Th. 2C) we see that there exist
integers SI, ... ,Sm, not all zero, such that

(1 ~ j ~ m,j =1= k), and

We now prove the relation SI£] + ... + sm£m = 0, from which the desired upper bound'
Itkl ~ c-m+] readily follows. We first show that the number a = a:1 ••• a:''{' is a root of
unity. Using (3.3) and (3.5) for the number

we get
Itklh(a) ~ .L /Sjtk - sktj/h(aj),

l:5j:5m,#k

hence
h(a) ~ cmlogH S (H}D)-3.

So by Theorem 3.16 it follows that a is a root of unity. Let N be the order of a; then 1
!peN) ~ D (where <p is Euler function), therefore N ~ 2D2 ~ 2n"/(cm/£j/) and -,

fll

N ~ Sj£j E;2i7l'Z.
j=1
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',e observe that
,!<-.

m

N~s'f'~ } }
j=1

m

LSjfj = O.
i=1

We deduce from lemma 7.2 the following result:

<~mma 7.3. - Let mo be a positive integer and U(x, y) be a positive function of two
,;riables x E N, x 2: 1 and y E R, y 2: 1. For.! ~ m ~ mo, denote by (Pm) the following
, ,operty:
~m) for each non-vanishing linear combination

A = f31fl + ... + f3mfm

':\:logarithms of algebraic numbers with algebraic coefficients, if the field

~:sdegree ~ Dover Q, and if H 2. max{ e, D} satisfies, for 1~ j ~m,

and

IAI2: exp{-U(m,DlogH)}.

'ssume, for 1 :S m :S mo, the: (Pm) holds whenever il, ... ,im are linearly independent
~f Q. Assume further that, for 2 ~ m ~ mo and T = (103mD3log H)m-1, the following
-~'qualityholds:
tc

ff'
U(m - 1, D log(2TH2)), + log T S U(m, D log H).

, '\11, for 1 ~ m ~ mo, (Pm) holds also when fI, ... ,im are linearly dependent over Q.

YJ,f. The proof is by induction on mo j for mo = 1 'the result is obvioi '.S: since A does not
,ish, the number i1 is not zero, hence is independent over Q. Assume mo 2: 2 j consider
~pn-vanishing linear combination in m logarithms (with m ~ mo) such that there is a
:~rdependence relation between i1, .•• ,em; from lemma 7.2 we deduce that there exist

"~nal integers tl, ... ,tm such that
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amI
0< max{lt'll, ... , Itm!} :::; T with

One of the ti, say t«, is not zero. We eliminate .em:

with ~j = tm/3j - /3mtj, (1 :::;j:::; m -1). Lemma 3.6 with I(X1, X2) = tmXl - tjX2 shows)
that, for 1 :::;j :::;m - 1, the height of Pj is bounded by

H' = 2TH2.with

vVe deduce, either from the induction hypothesis (if .eI, ... ,.em-I are linearly dependent) ,
or from hypothesis (Pm-d (otherwise):

ItmAI2=: exp{-U(m -1,DlogH')}.

Hence
IAI2=: exp{ -lJ(m -I,DlogH') -logT}

2=: exp{ -U(m,DlogH)}.

o
Using lemma 7.3 with the function

.. ~
where K.(rn) = 2m(m!)2, we see that there is no loss of generality, for the proof of Theorem :1

7.1, to assume that .el, ... ,.em are linearly independent over Q. Notice that the assumption
of lemma 7.3 (namely that property (Pm) is satisfied when the .ej are linearly independent)
is true for m = 1 thanks to Liouville's inequality (see exercise 6 a in Chapter 3).

§3. On the linear independence of the coefficients

The transcendence argument requires that some determinant does not vanish j an easy
way of ensuring this condition is to assume that the coefficients /31, ... ,/3m satisfy some
linear independence condition. We show here how the general case will follow.

Lemma 7.4. - Let mo be a positive integer, U(x, y) and To(x, y) be two positive
functions of two variables x E N, x ~ 1 and y E R, y 2=: 1. Denote by (Pm)tlle same
property as in lemma 7.3. Assume, for 1 :::; m :::; mo, that (Pm) holds provided tllat
131, ... ,13m satisfy the following linear independence condition: for (hI, ... ,bm) E zm witll
0< max{lb1i, ... ,lbm!} < To(m, D log H), we have '

.'
Assume further that, for 2 :::;m :::;mo, the following inequality liolds:

U(rn -1,2D(10gH)To(m,DlogH)) + log To(m, D log H) :5 U(m,DlogH).
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iTl1en, for 1 ~ m ~ mo, (Pm) holds also when f3I, ... , f3m do not satisfy the linear
:inclependence condition.

"Proof. Once more the proof is by induction on mo, once more the result is obvious if
'mo = 1. Take m with 2 :$ m :$ mo. Assume that there exists (bI, ... ,but) E zm with
)) < max{lb11,. , . , IbmI} < To(m, D log H) such that

bI/31 + ... + bmf3m = O.

Dne of the coefficients, sa.y b-«, does not vanish; we eliminate f3m:
m-l

bmA = L f3}i
i=1

)
(1 :$ i :s; m - 1).

:Notice that, when .el, ... ,.em are linearly independent, then it, ... ,.e":-1 are also linearly
inaependent. If we set (\Ii = exp(.ei) and CYi= exp(li), we have CYi= a~m /a~~and

. h(ai) :$Ibmlh(ai) + Ibilh(am) ~ 10gH' with 10gH' = 2(logH)To(m,DlogH).

: rom the induction hypothesis or from hypothesis (Pm-I) we deduce

IbmAI ;::::exp] -U(m - 1, D log H')},

IAI;::::exp{ -U(m -l,DlogH') -logTo(m,DlogH)}
;::::exp{ -U(m, D log H)}.

We shall use lemma 7.4 with

(
3 3 ) K( m)U(m,DlogH) = 10 m DlogH '

2(m 1)2
To(m, D log H) = 2 [103m3 D log H] - .

.he following inequalities (where To stands for To(m, D log H))
;

(
( )2 1)K(m-I)

U(m-l,2D(1ogH)To) ~ 4(193ir7,3DlogH)2 m-I +

U(m -I,2D(1ogH)To) + log To f U(m,DlogH);,
tis enables us to check the hypothesis of lemma 7.4 for m ~ 2. Hence, for the proof of
)leorem 7.1, we may assume b1f31 + ... +bmf3m =1= 0 for all 0 =1= (b1, ••• ,bm) E zm(To).
lei dentally, we shall prove a stronger result than Theorem 7.1 in this special case, namely
lth K(rn) = 27n(m!? replaced by 2m3,

Here is how this independence condition on the coefficients f3i will take place in the
;of.
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Lemma 7.5. - Let J( he a field of chexecteristic zero, SI be a positive integer and V be
a subspace of K'" of codimension r ~ 1, such that

Tllen
1) there exists a basis (VI,"" Vm-r) of V witl] Vj E zm(2SI -1) for 1 ~ j ~m - 7'.

2) tlie vector space V is intersection oi r hyperplanes of equations

(1 ~ i ~r),

Proof This is an effective version of the implication (i) ::} (iii)' in lemma 5.9. The proof of
the first assertion is the same: we use Dirichlet box principle together with the assumption
on Card( (zm(SI) + V)/V) (see also exercise 3a). Notice that this assumption also implies
V i 0, thus m > 7'.

In an earlier version of this lemma, a weaker form of the second assertion was proved:
the vector space V is contained in a hyperplane of equation bi ZI + .. ,+ bmzm = 0, where
b = (bI, ... ,bm) i 0 is in zm(S2), with S2 = (m - 1)!2m-I(SI - 1)m-I + 1 (see exercise
2); this yielded a larger value for ~(m) in Theorem 7.1, namely ~(m) = 2m(m!)3. The
refinement which follows is due to D. Roy j I reproduce his argument here,
a) Assume first 7' = 1. In this case V is the kernel of a linear form rp : Kill ---+ K, given by

, .

where bI, ... ,bm are relatively prime rational integers. After permutation of the coordinates
and replacement of rp by -rp if necessary, we may assume bi = max{lbII, ... , Ibml}. From
the hypothesisCardrp(Zm(SI)) < (2SI - 1)2, we shall deduce bi < 2SI -1. For this
purpose we define .

(1 ~ i ~m),

and we consider the set

Notice first that the restriction of rp to E is injective: indeed, if two distinct elements of E
give the same image by <p, their difference (YI, ... ,Ylll')belongs to kerp and satisfies

(2 ~ i::; rn);

let i ~2 be the largest integer such that Yi =/:-,0:
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,;nce di-1 divides biYi; since gcd(bi,di_1) = di, the quotient di-I/di divides IYil, which
"traclicts the inequality IYil < di-ddi. Therefore <p is injective on En zm(SI); this
'lies

tit

(2S1 -1)IImin{2S1 -1,di-ddd < (2S1 -1?
i=2

:om this estimate follows di-I! d, < 2Sl - 1 for 2 5 i 5 rn, and then

l1t

2S1 - 1 > IIdi-ddi = dI/dm = bl.
i=2

~s

.~ Assume now r 2: 1. Choose r linear forms L1, ..• ,Lr such that V is the intersection of
aeir kernels. After permutation of the coordinates if necessary, we may assume that the Tn

'illearforms L1, ... ,Lm are still linearly independent, where Lr+i(Z) = Zi for 15 i 5 Tn-f'.

·.his means that the kernel of the projection on the first Tn - r coordinates is injective on
::'; therefore, for tri - r < i 5 rn , the projection

.". ..
lit •

J{71t --t J{m-r+l

(Xl, ... ,Xm) 1---+ (Xl, ... , Xm-r' Xi)l:
e

\ injective on V·. Fix i with Tn - 7' < i 5 rn, Now 7ri(V) is a hyperplane in J{m-r+l and
1fi maps zm(St) onto zm-r+l(Sl); further, since V nker7ri = 0, for each X E zm(SJ), the
:'}assesmodulo V of the (2S1 - 1y-1 elements X + y, (y E zm(S1) n ker nv) are pairwise
:lstinct; therefore (see lemma 10.3)
Z~ ,
-e-

Card( (zm(5\) + V) /V) 2: (2S1 - 1r-1 Card( (zm-r+l (SJ) + 7ri(V)) /7ri(V)).

f!om the assumption Card ((Z7H(St) + V)/V) < (2S1 _1y+1 we deduce

~rom a) it follows that 7ri(V) is the kernel of a linear form J{m-r+l --t J{ with integer
~oefficients of absolute value < 2S1 -1; we compose this form with 7rj and get a linear form
'::;11 K'" whose kernel contains V and whose coefficients satisfy the required property. 0
. We now use lemma 7.5 and refine the zero estimate (Proposition 5.1) as follows:

/emma 7.6. - Let a1, ... , all+1 be non-zero elements of K which generate a multiplica-
ive subgroup of J{* of rank 2: n. Let (31, ... ,(311 be elements of K. Assume that there exist

~breepositive rational integers Lo, Ll and S seiisiying

S 2: 2n(n + 1) and S11 > L1,

c11 that the rank of the matrix
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, is stri~t1yle,ss tllall (Lo;;II)(Ll + 1). As before, in tlie above matrix, ilie index of rows is,'
'~ ~ (A~, '... ', AII+1) E NII+1 with Al + ... + An ~ Lo and 0 ~ An+l ~ L1, while th« indf!?C,
of columns is ~ E ZIl+l (5). Then there exists a linear dependence relation

, 5
0< max Ibit < -.l:5i:5n+1 . n

Proof. From the assumption 5?:. 2n(n + 1) we deduce

(s),11+1 . (5 ) 11+1
- <2 --1
n n

because

(
. 1 ) n+l

1 + . < 2
2n + 1

We repeat the proof of Proposi tion 5.1: we set 5" = r5/21, 5' = 5 - 5" + 1. Therefore we
have

for n?:.l.

{
5' = 5(1= (5 + 1)/2 if 5 is odd,

. 5' = (5/2) + 1, 5" = S/2 if S is even.

The assumption 511> Ll implies (2S' - 1)11 > £1 and enables us to use lemma 5.2. We
deduce from the inequalities 5" ?:. 5/2 and ((5/n)-lr+l > (2LoLJ)rt that the hypotheses
of lemma 5.5 are satisfied with D = 2LoLl andS' replaced by 5". We now repeat the proof
oflemma 5.5: we define 51 = rS" /n1 j from Proposition 5.8 and lemma 5.9 we deduce that:
there exists a vector subspace V of J(n+l containing ((31,." ,(311, -1) such that

Carcl( (ZII+i(St) + V)/V) < (2S1 - ly+l

where r ?:.: 1 is the codimension of V in J{n+l. Notice that SI = rS/2n1 < (S/2n) +1,':
hence 251- 2 ~(S - 1)/n. Finally we use lemma 7.5: the vector space V is contained ill
a hyperplane blzl + ... + bn+lzn+1 = 0 with Ibd ~ 251 - 2, and the point ({3I,'" ,(3n, -1)"
belongs to V. 0 '

§4. The transcendence proof

We prove the following result:

Proposition 7.7.' - Let .fh ... ,fn+I be logarithms of algebraic numbers, (Yi = exp(fi),
(1 ::; i ::;n + 1) and (31, ... , {3n be a.lgebraic numbers with max{l.Bll, ... , l,Bnl} ~ 1. Let D
be the degree of the number field Q(aI,'" ,an+I, (3I,' .. ,,Bn) over Q and let A, B and E
be real numbers, which are ?:. e, a.nd sa.tisfy
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h(1 : 131 : ... : 13n) ~ 10gB .

.ssume that there exist three positive rational integers S, Lo, L1, all ~ 2, satisfying the
~11owingcondition, where L := (Lo;;n)(LI + 1) and 8n(L) was defined in Chapter 4 §2:

1
L 8n(L)10gE ~ Dlog(2L) + DLo log(2BS) + Lo logE + (3n + 1)DL1SlogA.

ssume Iuxtlier that the following matrix is of rank L:

the index of rows is ~ = (AI, ... , An+l) E Nn+l with Al + ... + An ~ Lo and
~ L1, while the index of columns is ~ E zn+l(S). Then the number

"
",?esnot venisli, end if we write IAI = e-v, we have

u '
L ~ DlogL + DLo 10g(2BS) + 2(n + 1)DL1SlogA.

The assumption on the rank of the matrix implies in particular L ~ (2S - 1)n+l.

~roof We introduce two determinants, one with algebraic entries which is called ~ar, while
.He second .0.an is an interpolation determinant. The determinant ~ar will be different from
"'to because of our assumption on the rank of the matrix; from Liouville's estimate we get
'{lowerbound for l.0.arl. Further I~anl is small, because it is an interpolation determinant.
':tthermore the difference I~ar - ~anl is bounded from above by a small multiple of IAI;

) 1sgives the desired lower bound for IAI.
<If..'

itp one: Lower bound for I~arl
~"

j, Our hypothesis on the rank of the matrix shows that there exist L elements
,t) , ... , §.(L) in Zn+1(S), such that the determinant

.;.'5 not vanish. From Proposition 3.15 we deduce
,;

U1 = (D - 1)(Lo log(2S) + 10gL) + DLo 10gB + (n + 1)DLtSlogA.

I
·1

,I
,II
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Step two: Upper bound for 16anl
Let us define

We apply the results of Chapter 4 to. the functions

and to the points

(1 s f1 :$ L)

with 7' = 2S and R = E7' (we use our assumption l,ail < 1). From our hypothesis •.~
Eled :s; D log A we deduce

n

log Ih.lR :s; Lo logR + LI R Lied
i=l

:s; Lo log(2ES) + 2nDLISlogA.

Therefore lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 give

with
1

U2 = L 0n(L)logE -logL - Lo log(2ES) - 2nDL1SlogA.

Step three: Upper bound for 16ar - 6an I
We write 6a.r as a polynomial in al, ... ,O'n+l and all, ... '(Y.~!l with coefficients. ill "

Q(,al, ... , ,an):

where t = (tl, •.• ,in+1) with Itd:$ LLIS. Thanks to our hypothesis l,ad:$l we have

L Iqi/ :$ L!(2S)L-Yo.
t

The number 6an IS obtained by replacing an+l by O'fl ... C\'~n. V\Te set x - O'n+1 and
y = o:~ I ••• O'~n :

6ar - 6an = L qtlltl+ .. .t.;«; (xtn+l _ ytn+I).
t
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,'nee lei I :::; (D /E) log A, we have

nD
log 16ar - 6an I :::;L log L + LLo 10g(2S) + -E LLI S log A + log max Ixt _ ytl.

Itl:5LL1S

>orany integer t in the range -LL1S :::;t :::;LL1S, we have (compare with exercise 1 of
~hapter 1 ; notice also that there is no loss 'of generality to assume IAILLI S :::;1)

Ixt - ytl :::;Iry~+llll- etAI:::;eltln+dltAleltAI
:::;eLLlSIAleLL1Slln+d.

D
log Ix t - yt I :::;E LLI S log A + log(LLI S) + 1- U.

;e shall bound
D

1+ 10g(2LL1S) + E(n + 1)LL1S10gA

by (n + l)DLLl Slog A. This is allowed by the inequalities A ~ e, E ~ e, D ~ 1, n ~ 1,
. 2: 2, L, ~ 2 and L ~ 9, and the fact that the number x = 2eLLl S is greater than 72e,
:enee satisfies log x :::;(1/ e2)( e - l)x. We deduce
:"i

U ~g2
U3 = L - Lo 10g(2S) - (n + I)DL1SlogA -logL + L'

'Jtep four: Conclusion
We write the triangular inequality:

1

m which we deduce, using steps 1, 2 and 3,

ur assumption (7.8) implies UI + (1/L)log2 :::; U2, from which we deduce U3 <
11 + (1/ L) log 2. This concludes the proof of Proposition 7.7. 0

. Proof of Theorem 7.1

, e first deduce from Proposition 7.7 the following result:
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Proposition 7.10. - Witll the same assumptions as in Theorem 7.1, assume thet. the»
is no linear relation b1(31 + ... + bm(3m = 0 between (31,' .. , (3m with rational integers b
satisfying

Assume also that .e1, ••• ,.em are linearly independent over Q. Then the conclusion 0

Theorem 7.1 holds witl: K(rn) replaced by 2m3, namely

Proof.

a) We divide by the largest LBi I.
We shall assume (3m= -1 and l(3d ~ 1 for 1 ~ i ~m - 1, and in this case we shall

prove the lower bound

The general case will follow from Liouville's ~nequality (3.13):

max !(3jl 2:: H-D
15J5m

thanks to the trivial upper bound

We shall use Proposition 7.7 with n = m - 1, E = e, A = H, B = H'" (cf. exercise
3 of Chapter 3). We shall check later L > 2nen+1; lemma 4.3 shows that one has
0n(L) 2:: nLI+(1/7t) /6e.

b) Preliminary comments.
Let us explain how we shall choose our other parameters; we shall make the real

choice only later.
We want to choose Lo, L1 and S positive integers so that the right hand side of (7.9Y

is as small as possible, while condition (7.8) is satisfied, and also the matrix is of maximal
rank. Thanks to lemma 7.6 and to our assumption on the linear independence of the (3's,
this last condition will be satisfied as soon as

(7.11)

(the conditions S 2:: 2n(n + 1) and S" > L1 will be checked later). Let us come back to.
condition (7.8) ; we shall check below that

(7.12) D 10g(2L) + DLo log(2H7t+1 S) + Lo < 25n3 DLo log H
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This reduces (7.8) to the condition

u!» ~ 150en2 DLo log H + 6e (3n + l)DLtSlog H.
n

Since we do not try to get the best possible constant, we shall impose

and Lt/n ~ 500nDLtSlogH.

The simplest choice is

and

We now replace L by LolLI/nn, which is a good approximation; this gives

Now we have

and
L, = (103h3DlogHr·

From (7.11), we deduce that a good choice for $ is

use
ias

,which implies

9)
Lal

L1/n = ..!. (103n3 D log H) 2n2+n+l.
n .

:'This is the way these parameters are chosen, the only substantial difference being that
)n Proposition 7.7 these parameters are supposed to be integers, while the preceding
'~computations provide real numbers.
Ie) Choice of the parameters,

Here is now the real choice we make. Recall that n = m - 1, hence

's,

2

S = 2nT211

'- and Ll = T"'.

;0 he following estimates for L := (LC};;n)(Ll + 1) will be useful:

3 2 " 3 2n-nT2n +n +n < L < 2T2n +n +.
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The inequality on the left is a consequence of the bound n! S nn, while the inequality o
the right hand side comes from the estimate

~ (1 + ~) (1 + ~) < 2.n! t., i,
In particular the inequality L > 211en+1 is obvious.
d) Verification of (7.11).

We have LoLl = T2n(1I+1) and sn+l = (2n)n+lT2n2(n+1). The other condition
S 2: 2n( n + 1) and S" > L, of leml~a 7.6 are trivial. Our assumption that /31, ... ,/3n, -1 d
not satisfy a linear dependence relation with coefficients < 2T2n2 shows that the conclusio
of lemma 7.6 is not true. Hence the assumption on the rank of the matrix in Propositio
7.7 is satisfied.
e) Verification of (7.8).

We use the following estimates:

log(2L) < Lo log(3/2), log(3S) S log(6n) + 2n210g T < (25n3
- n - 2) log H

(this is where the assumption H 2: D is used) ; therefore

D log(2L) + DLo log(2Hn+l S) + L« < (n + 2)DLo log H + DLo log(3S)

< 25n3 DL log H < _1_T2n2+n+l
o 12e

'I(i
I

;1

I

t ".

because T > 103n3DlogH; this proves (7.12). We also have

(3n + l)DL SlogH < 4nDL SlogH < _8_T2n2+n+l < _1_T2n2+n+l.
1 - I 103n 12e

From (7.13) we deduce
1 1 2-8 (L)logE> _T2u +u+l.
L n - 6e '

hence (7.8) follows.
f) Conclusion.

We can now bound U from (7.9). Using the estimates in e) above, we obviously hav

DlogL + DLo 10g(2BS) + 2(n + 1)DL1SlogA < ~T2n2+n+l.
6e

Hence (7.9) and (7.13) yield

U < ~T2n2+1l+1 < T(n+l)3+n3-n.
6e

We bound (n + 1)3 + n3
- n by 2(71,+ 1)3 -1 (we are a bit sloppy at this point, but it does

not really matter).
This completes the proof of Proposition 7.10. 0,

i.

Finally, we deduce Theorem 7.1 from Proposition 7.10 as explained in sections 2 an
3: assume first that. .el, ... ,.em are linearly independent over Q; the conclusion is true j

/31, ... ,/3m satisfy the linear independence condition stated in Proposition 7.10. Otherwise,
we use lemma 7.4 and get the desired conclusion thanks to Proposition 7.10 (in property
(Pm), we restrict our attention to linear independent logarithms). Finally, if .e1, ••• ,.em are
not Q-linearly independent, we deduce the conclusion from lemma 7.3.
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Open problem

Is theorem 7.1 true without the condition elfd ::; D log H ?

Exercises

1. Prove the following refinement of lemma 7.2: let fl, ... ,fm be Q-linearly dependent
logarithms of algebraic numbers; define «s = elj, (1 ::; j ::;m). For 1 ::; j ~m, let
logHj ~ 1 be an upper bound for max{h(aj), Ifjl/D}. Further D be the degree of the
number field J{ = Q( at, ... ,am) over Q. Then there exist rational integers tt, ... , tm, not
all of which are zero, such that

and

for 1 ::; k < rn.
Hint. First use exercise 9 of Chapter 3; next see [W] lemmas 2.6 and 4.1.

·2. Let 5 be a positive integer and VI, ... ,Vm-r be m - r linearly independent elements
in ZIIl(S). Show that the vector space V they span in em is contained in a hyperplane of
equation bi Zt + '" + bmzm = 0 with 0 ::J (bt, ..• , bm) E zm(s') and

5' = (m - 7')!(5, ~l)m-r + 1.

i~Hint. Since m-7' < m, the m-7' elements of this basis satisfy a linear dependence condition
;~..with rational integral coefficients: this amounts to write that a m X (m - 7') matrix has rank
;::; rn - 1 ; expanding deierminanis with entries of absolute values::; 5 - 1, yields a linear
: relation with coefficients::; (m - 7')!(S _l)m-r .

.:'3. (With D. Roy and W.M. Schmidt). Let 5 ~ 2 be a positive integer and V a subspace
:;:ofR'" of codimension 7' ~ 1 satisfying the following condition (the same as in lemma 7.5)

Card( (zm(s) + V)/V) < (25 - ir+'.

) Show that the intersection V n zm(2S - 1) contains more than (25 - l)m-r-1 points
~. .
:, d contains a basis of V ; hence A = V n Z?' is a lattice in V of dimension m - 7' •

.1nt. See Exercise 2 in Chapter 10.
tr9 The determinant det A of the lattice A in V is the volume of V / A i.e. the volume of a
~ndamental domain of A in V (see [S2]). Check

... Choose a basis of V belonging to zm(2S - 1), and denote by P the corresponding

.'~rallelepiped. Check that P contains a fundamental domain of V / A.
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Define K = V n Rm(2S - 1). Check

Card(K n A) det A ~ vol(K + P),

where vol(I( + P) is the volume of K + P in V (for the metric induced by the metric of
Rm). Check also vol(K + P) ~ mm-r(2S _ 2)m~r.
c) Denote by II . 112 the Euclidean norm in Rm. Deduce from Minkowski's theorem that
there is a basis VI, ... ,Vm-r of V, where Vi E A satisfy

d) Let V1. be the orthogonal complement of V in R'":

V.:L = {x E R'" ; (x,y) = 0 for all y E V},

where ( , ) denotes the usual scalar product in R'". Then A1. = Z'" n V1. is a lattice in
V1. of dimension 1', with detA1. = det A (see'[S2] Chap. 1). Deduce that V is intersection
of 7' hyperplanes in R'" of equations

(1 ~ i ~r),

where b, = (bil,' .. ,bim) are in Z'" and satisfy

4. Refine Theorem 7.10 by replacing the single parameter H by two parameters A and B
satisfying

h(,Bj) ~ 10gB, (1 ~ j ~m),

max{h(aj), lijl/D} ~ logA, (1 ~ j ~m),

log B ~ log(Dlog A);

then in the conclusion the factor (D log H)2m3 can be replaced by
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·,VIII.- ZERO ESTIMATE (CONTINUED) by Damien ROY

The present chapter is devoted to a refinement of Proposition 5.1.

Let K be a field of zero characteristic and let do, d1 be two non-negative integers with
~.d = do + d1 > O. We denote by G the group f{do X (I{*)dl ; the group law on G will be
\written additively ; hence its neutral element is denoted by o. When I: is a finite subset of
:1G and n a positive integer, we define

iFor each subgroup q, of z«, we denote by T<r> the following subgroup of (f{*)d1:

~,Proposition 8.1. - Let I: be a finite subset of G containing o. Assume that there exists
;,:a non-zero polynomial in K [X 1 , , X do, Y1, •.. , Yd 1]' of total degree :S Do in Xl, ... , X do
~)Rndof total degree :S Dl in Y1, ,Ydp which vanishes on I:[d]. Tliei: there exist a vector
~'subspace V of f{do of dimension 80 2: 0 and a subgroup q, of Zd1 of rank d1 - 81 with
10= 00 + 01 < d such that

Ii In fact, we will establish this result in the case where K is algebraically closed. The
'~eneral case will be left to the reader (see exercise 1).

Some algebraic geometry

'fln this section and in the following ones, l{' denotes an algebraically closed field of
,Characteristiczero. In the applications, one can take I< equal either to C or to the algebraic
:~rosureof Q in C. We also fix a positive integer d.

~.

~a)Algebraic subsets of f{d. ~
. An algebraic subset of f{d is a subset of f{d which is the set of common zeroes of a
,~milyof polynomials in f{[X1, ••• ,Xd] .
.,. From this definition, it follows that the intersection of any family of algebraic subsets
r: :I(d is again an algebraic subset of f{d. In particular each subset E of f{d is contained in
'l'smallest algebraic subset of I(d, which will be denoted by E: this is the set of common
ii.~oesof the polynomials which vanish on E. A finite union of algebraic subsets of f{d is
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also an algebraic subset of tc-, In particular, if 1jJis a finite union of sets E1, ••• ,Er, the]
E is the union of EI, ... ,Er•.

An algebraic subset of J(d is called irreducible if it cannot be written as the unio~
of two algebraic subsets of J(d properly contained in it. An irreducible algebraic subset 0:
J(d is also called an algebraic subvariety of ««. Thus, if an algebraic subvariety of J(d i
contained in a finite union of algebraic subsets of s», then it is contained in one of them;
The empty set, the space J(d and the points of J(d are examples of algebraic subvarietie~~
of «». One can show that each algebraic subset Vof Kd is a finite union of algebraic'
subvarieties VI, ... , Vs of f{d:

V = VI U ... U v;
In this decomposition of V, one can require the condition Vi 1:. Vj for i f= j. In this case'
the subvarieties Vi are uniquely determined: they are the maximal irreducible algebraic'
subsets of J(d contained in V, and they are called the irreducible components of V. .

To each non-empty algebraic subvariety of J(d is attached a dimension which is a:i
non-negative integer ~ d. This dimension satisfies the following properties:
(i) for a point it is 0, for J(d it is d;

(ii) if VI , V2 are two distinct algebraic subvarieties of Kd and if VI C V2, then dim(Vj) <
dim(V2)'

The dimension of a non-empty algebraic subset of J(d is defined as the maximum of the \
dimensions of its irreducible components. We observe: ..

If V, V' are two algebraic subsets of J{d with V' C V, then we have dim(V') ~ dim(V),
witll equality if and only if V and V' have a common irreducible component of dimension
dim(V). This follows from the property (ii) and from the fact that each irreducible
component of V'is contained in one of V. In particular, an algebraic subset V of Kd
of dimension n contains only finitely many subvarieties of Kd of dimension n.

(b) Hilbert-Samuel polynomial
Let do, d1 be two non-negative integers with sum d. We now write Kd as a product

Kdo x tc«, and use the letters Yi, ... , Ydl to denote the variables Xdo+I, ... , Xd. A
polynomial P(X,Y) E J([XI, ... ,Xdo,YI, ... ,Ydl] is said to be of bidegree ~ (Do,DJ)
if its total degree with respect to the variables Xl, ... , Xdo is ~ Do and its total degree
in the variables Y1, ••. 'Ydl is ~ D1• We denote by J{[X, Y]~(Do,Dd the set of elements in
J([X, Y] which are of bidegree ~ (Do, D1).

Let E be a non-empty subset of J(do x J{dl. We denote by J(E the set of mappings
from E into K, and we consider the J( -Iinear map

resE : J([X, Y] ---+ f{E

which maps each polynomial P E f{[X, Yj to the restriction to E of ;~le polynomial map
from J(d in f{ induced by P. For each (Do, Di) E N2, we set

H(E; Do, D1) = dim/( (resE(J([X, Y]~(Do,DI»))'

Since the kernels of resE and res E are the same, we have

H(E;Do,DI) = H(E;Do,J)t).
't
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.The main point is that for all (Do, D1) E N2 with Do and Dl sufIiciently large,
c. H(E; Do, DI) coincides with the value at the point (Do, DI) of a polynomial whose degree
is tbedimension of E:

H(E;Do,Dt} = L aijD~D{
i+j~n

with n = dim(E).

This polynomial which gives the value of H(E; Do, DI) for sufficiently large Do and DI is
called the Hilbert-Samuel bi-homoqeneous polynomial of E. In fact, each decomposition of
J(d into a product J{do X ••• X J{d. with s ~ 0 gives rise, as above, to a multi-homogeneous
Hilbert-Samuel polynomial of E. For s = 0, this is the usual Hilbert-Samuel polynomial
of E.

Let us come back to our special case and denote by

11.(E; Do, DJ) = n! L aijD~D{
.' i+j=n

the product byn! of the homogeneous part of degree n = dim(E) of the polynomial which
coincides with H(E; Do, DI) for sufficiently large Do and DI. It can be proven that the
coefficients of 11.(E; Do, DI) are rational and non-negative. In the sequel we will need the
important fact that if V is an algebraic subset of J{d of dimension n and if VI, ... , Vr are
its irreducible components of dimension n, then

r

11.(V;Do,D1) = L11.(Vi;Do,Dt}.
i=l

Example. For V = tc-, we have

11.(I{d; Do, DJ) = d ~~, Dgo Dtl .
o- 1.,'

If we choose do = d a.nd dl= 0, the function H(E; D, D1) defined previously does not
depend on DI, and neither' does 11.(E; D, Dt). In that case, we denote them respectively
by H(E; D) and 11.(E; D). For any DEN, H(E; D) is simply the dimension CivetJ{ of
the space of mappings from E to J{ induced by polynomials of degree ::;.D. We also have
H(E;Do,D) = H(E;D) and 11.(E;Do,D) = 11.(E;D) independently of'Do if do = 0 and
dl = d. We conclude this section with a proof of the following result.
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Lemma 8.2. - Assume do, d1 > O. Let Eo and El be respectively non-empty subsets of
Kdo and Kd1, and let 80 and 81 be the respective dimensions of Eo and El. Then, the
dimension of Eo x El is 80 + 81 and we have

...

Proof Let E = Eo X El. We first observe that we have

for all (Do, Dl) E N2. In fact, if So is a maximal subset of K(K]<Do whose image under
resEo is linearly independent in KEo and if SI is a maximal subset of K[YJ:$DI whose
.image under reSEI is linearly independent in KEI, then the set S consisting of all products
P(X)Q(Y) with P(X) E So and Q(Y) E SI is a maximal subset of K[X, Yl:$(Do,Dd whose
image under reSE is linearly independent in KE. Since the cardinality of So and SI are
respectively H(Eo;Do) and H(El;DJ), this gives the above equality. Therefore, for large
integers Do, DI, the value of H( E; Do, Dl) is given by the product of a polynomial in
Do of degree 80 with a polynomial in Dl of degree 81• This shows that the dimension of
Eo x E1 is 80 + 81 and the equality of the lemma follows. 0

§2 Algebraic subgroups of G

We denote by 1(* the multiplicative group of non-zero elements in K, and by G the product
Kdo x (K*)dl of do copies of the additive group of K with d1 copies of the multiplicative
group K*. A subset E of G is called an algebraic subset of G if E is the set of common
zeroes in G of a family of polynomials in K[X, Y], a condition which is equivalent to
E = En G; the dimension of E is then defined as the dimension of E or equivalently as
the degree of the polynomial1-l(E; Do, Dl)' Further, a subset H of G is called an algebraic
subgroup of G if H is at the same time a subgroup of G and an algebraic subset of G.
When do > 0 (resp. when d1 > 0), we have the corresponding notions of algebraic subsets
and algebraic subgroups of Kdo (resp. of (K*)d1).

If do > 0, each vector subspace V of Kdo is an algebraic subgroup of tc-, since it is
defined by linear equations. On the other hand, if dl > 0, then for each subgroup ~ of Zd1,

the set

To - {( ) E (K*)dl• <PI <Pdl 1 r II ( ) e}cI> - VI, .•. , Vdl ,VI ... Vd
l

= lor a <PI, .•. ,<Pd1 E ':l"

is an algebraic subgroup of (K* )d1, because, after multiplication of both sides of each
equation v't ... V:

1

d1 = 1 by a product of powers of the Vi with sufficientlylarge positive
exponents, we get a set of polynomial equations which define T.z,. As a consequence, the
products V X T.z, are algebraic subgroups of G, being understood that such a product is V
if dl = 0, and that it is T.z, if do = O. We will show that the converse holds and moreover
that we have:
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Proposition 8.3. -' The algebraic subgroups of G are the products V X T<f>,where V is
a. vector subspece of J{do and <I>a subgroup of z«. For such a product, we have

.... . 0'
?-l(V x T<f>;Do, Dd :::: c ,~ , D~Op~l,

UO·UI·

where 00 = dimg(V), 01 = di - rkz( <I» and 0 = 00 + 01.

The proof of this inequality will follow immediately from the next three lemmas.
Before going into these lemmas, let us observe that, since no non-zero polynomial vanishes
identically on G, we have G = tc-, Therefore the dimension of Gis d and, from the example
given before Lemma 8.2, we get

d! d d
(8.4) ?-l(G;Do,DJ) = -I'd ,DooDtl.

( o: 1·

Lemma 8.5. - Assume do > 0 and di > O. Then, the algebraic subgroups of G are tile
products Ho x HI where Ho is an algebraic subgroup of J{do and HI an algebraic subgroup
of (J{*)d1• Moreover, if tile dimensions of Ho and HI are respectively 00 and 01, then the
dimension of Ho x HI is 00 + 01, and for all (Do, DI) EN2 we lieve

(00 + oJ)!
?-l(Ho x HI; Do, D}) =. 0 '8 , ?-l(Ho; Do)?-l(HJ; Dd·

o· 1·

Proof. It is clear that the product of an algebraic subgroup of J{do by an algebraic subgroup
of (J{*)d1 is an algebraic subgroup of G. It r~mains to show the converse. The rest of the
lemma follows from Lemma 8.2.

Let H be an algebraic subgroup of G. Define

H« = {x E J{do ; (:1:,1) E H} and HI = {y E (I{*)dt ; (0, y) E H}

where 0 and 1 denote respectively the neutral elements of J{do and (J{*)dl• Then, Ho and
HI are algebraic subgroups of J{do and (I{*)dl respectively, and their product Ho x HI
is contained in H. To prove that H is precisely Ho x HI, we choose an element (x, y) of
H and a polynomial P(X, Y) E K[X, Yj which vanishes identically on H, and we' show
that P vanishes at (x,l) and (0, y): since P is arbitrary, this will imply that (x,l) and
(O,y) belong to H, and therefore (x,y) E Ho x HI. Let us write x = (Xt, ... ,Xdo) and
y = (Yt, ... ,Yd1), and consider the function f: Z2 ---+ J{ given by

f(m, n) = P(mxt, ... , mXdo, y~l, ... , Yd1)

for all (m,n) E Z2. After simplifications, it can be written in the form
s

f(rn, n) = L Qi(m)ai
~

. i=l

where Ql (X), ... ,Q seX) are elements of J([X] and aI, ... ,as are distinct elements of J(*.
Since P vanishes on n(x, y) for all nEZ, we have fen, n) = 0 for the same values of
n. By a property of exponential polynomials (see Chapter 2, Ex. 2), this implies that
QJ (X), ... , Qs(X) are all equal to 0, and so the function f vanishes identically all Z2. In
particular we have' f(1, 0) == 0 and f(O,I) = 0 which mean that. P vanishes at (:r., 1) and
at (0, y). 0
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Lemma 8.6. - Assume do > O. Then, tile algebraic subgroups of Kdo are its vector'
subspaces over K. If V is a vector subspace of Kdo over- K and if bo is its dimension over,
K, then bo is also the dimension of V as an algebraic subgroup of ««, and for all DEN
we lieve

H(Vj D) = DOo.

Proof Let H be an algebraic subgroup of x«. It is closed under addition j so, to prove
that it is a vector subspace of s«, it suffices to show that it is also closed under scalar
multiplication by the elements of K. Let x = (Xl'"'' Xdo) bean element of H and let
P(X) E J<[X] be a polynomial which vanishes identically on H. The function J: K -+ K
given by J(t) = P(txl,'" ,txdo) for all t E K is a polynomial map. Since P(nx) = a for
all nEZ, it vanishes on Z and so it vanishes identically on K. The choice of P being
arbitrary, this shows that tx belongs to H for all t E K, thereby proving that H is closed
under scalar multiplication.

Conversely, let V be a vector subspace of Kdo over K. We already noticed that V is
an algebraic subgroup of tc«. If V = 0, we have H(Vj D) = 1 for all DEN. Assume
V =f. O. Put bo = dimg(V) and choose a K-isomorphism 8: KOo -+ V. The vector space of '
mappings from V to K is isomorphic to the vector space of mappings from KOo to K via
the map that sends a function J: V -+ K to the composite J 0 8: KOo -+ K. If J is induced
by a polynomial of K[Xi, ... , Xdol of degree ~ D then J 0 8 is induced by a polynomial of
K[X1, ••• , Xoo] of degree s, D, and conversely. This shows that for all DEN, we have

H(VjD) = (D+bO
) = ~DoO + ...

, bo bo!

The formula for H(Vj D) follows. 0
Lemma 8.7. - Assume d1 > O. Then, the map which sends a subgroup <I>of Zdl to
the subgroup T~ of (K*)d1 establishes a bijection between the subgroups of Zdl and tile
algebraic subgroups of (K*)d1• Moreover, if <I>is subgroup of Zdt of rank d1 - bI, then the
dimension of T~ is b1 and for all DEN we lieve

Proo]. For each <P= (<pI, ... ,<Pdl) E Zdl we define a character Xr,o: (K*)dl -+ K* by

for all (YI, ... ,Yd1) E (K*)d1•

We also associate to each algebraic subgroup H -of (K*)d1 a subgroup <I>(H) of Zd1:

<p( H) = {<p E Zdl ; H C l(er(x<p)}.

Our aim is to show that the map which sends a subgroup <I>of Zd1 to the algebraic subgroup
T~of (K*)d1

, and the map which sends an algebraic subgroup H of (K*)dl to the subgroup
<P(H) of Zd1 are inverse one to the other. This will prove the first half of the proposition.
We readily note the inclusions II C T~(H) and <P C <p(T~). It remains to show that in both
cases we in fact have an equality.
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Consider first an algebraic subgroup H of (K*)d, and put H' = T<I>(H)' By construc-
tion, if t.p and 1jJ are elements of z«, then X'I' andx.p restrict to the same character of H in
IC' if and only if t.p and 1/J belong to the same translate of cp(H) in Zdl, in which case they
also restrict to the same character of H'. We will show the equality H = H' by proving
that any polynomial P(Y) E K[Y] which vanishes on H also vanishes on H'. In fact, the
function f: (I(*)dt -+ K induced by a polynomial can be written as a linear combination

f = LP'I'X'I'
'l'ER

where R is a finite subset of Nd, and (P'I')'I'ER is a family of elements of K. Let R be the
image of R under the canonical map from Zdl to Zdt/1>(H). For each t.p E R, we denote
by R<ji the inverse image of t.p in R and by XTj and X;p the respective characters of Hand
H' in K* induced by restriction by X'I' for any t.p E t.p: these characters do not depend on
the choice of <po Then, the restriction of f to Hand H' are respectively

L (L P'I')X<ji and
<jiER 'l'ERv;

If f vanishes on H, then the left sum is zero, and since the mappings X(O" with t.p E R
are distinct characters of H in K*, Artin's theorem on the independence of characters (*)
implies that they are linearly independent over K. We then have

L P'I' = 0 for all <p E R,
'l'ERV;

and this shows that the restriction of f to H' is also zero.
Now, let 1>be a subgroup of Zdl and let, 1>1= 1>(T<I»' We have 1>C 1>'and T<I> = T<I>"

If cP =f. cP', then, since K is algebraically closed, there exists a non-trivial character of cP'
in J(* which is trivial on 1>.This character extends to a character c: z« --,+ J(* given. by

( )
_ '1'1 'I'dICt.pl,···,t.pdl -Yl =v«

for an element Y = (YI, ... , Ydl) of (K*)d,. By construction, we have Y E T<I> and Y ~ T<I>"
This contradiction shows that we must have 1>= 1>'.

Finally, let cP be a subgroup of z« and let 81 = dl - rkz( cp). We choose among the
canonical basis of Zdl over Z a maximal subset {Ul,"" U6J whose image in Zd1/cp is
linearly independent over Z. For each DEN, we form the sets

d1

A(D) = {(a1, ... ,ad!) + 1>i (al," . , adl) E Ndt, L ai :::;D},
i=1

SI
B (D) = {a 1U1 + ... + aSl U61 + 1>i (a 1 , ... ~ as 1 ) E N6

1 ,r: ~i :::; D},
i=l

SI
B'(D) = {alU1 + ... +a6lu61 +CPj (a1, ... ,asJ E Z6t,Llail:::; D}.

i=l

',(*) See for in~;!,HnceS. Lang, Algebra, Second Eel. (1984), Addison Wesley, Chap.VIII,
lTheorem 4.1.

-----------------------------------.""~.=.---
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Then, H(Tq,; D) is the cardinality of A(D) and, since B(D) C A(D), we get:

. (D + 8 )H(Tq,; D) ~ Card(B(D)) = 8
1

1 .

On the other hand, since <I>+ ZUI + ... + ZUOI is of finite index in z«, it contains mZd1

for an integer m ~ 1, and there exists an integer c ~ 1 such that B'(c) contains mA(I).
This implies mA(D) C B'(cD), and since A(D) is contained in the union of at most mdl

translates of mA(D), we obtain:

This inequality and the preceding one show' that the degree of the Hilbert-Samuel
polynomial of Tq, is 81 and that we have 1{(T~; D) ~ DOl. In particular, Tep has dimension
81. 0
§3. Algebraic subvarieties of G

Most definitions and results about algebraic subsets of J{d also extend to algebraic subsets
of G. First, we see that the family of algebraic subsets of G is closed under union and
intersection. Let us say that an algebraic subset V of G is irreducible or that it is an
algebraic subvariety of G if it cannot be written as the union of two algebraic subsets of
G, none of which is V. It follows from this that whenever an algebraic subvariety of G is
contained in a finite union of algebraic subsets of G, then it is contained in one of them.
The empty set is an example of algebraic subvariety of G. In analogy with the case of the
algebraic subsets of s», let us define the irreducible components of an algebraic subset
V of G as the maximal algebraic subvarieties of G contained in V. Then, we have the
following result which shows in particular that each algebraic subset of G is a finite union
of irreducible ones:

Lemma B.B. - Eac11algebraic subset of G lies a finite number of irreducible components.
If VI, ... ,V" are the distinct irreducible components of an algebraic subset V of G, tben
V is tbeir union, and VI, ... , V" are tue distinct irreducible components of tbe algebraic
subset V of J{d. Finally, if V'is an algebraic subset of J{d, and if V{, ... , V; are ilie
distinct irreducible components of V' wbicb meet G, tben V{ n G, ... , V; n G are the
distinct irreducible components of the algebraic subset V' n G of G.

Proof. We begin by establishing the following fact: if V'is an algebraic subvariety of Kd,

then V' n G is an algebraic subvariety of G, and if moreover V' n G ::/= 0, then V' = V' n G.
In fact, let V' be an algebraic subvariety of tc-, If V'nG is empty, itis '~ertainly irreducible.
Assume V' n G ::/= 0. We observe that the complementof G in J{d is c . algebraic subset U
of tc-,

u = {(Xl, ... ,Xdo, YI, ... ,Yd1) E J{do X J{dl ; YI ... Ydl = A},

and that we have V' C (V' n G) U U. Since V'is irreducible and not contained in U, this
implies V' C 'j: n G, hence V' = V' n G. Moreover, let VI, V2 be algebraic subsets of G
whose union l~' ~/I n G. From the equality V' = V' n G, we deduce V' = VI U V 2. Since V'
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is irreducible this implies V' = Vi for i = 1 or 2, and therefore V' n G = Vi for the same
value of i. This shows that V' n G is irreducible and proves our assertion.

Let V' be an algebraic subset of J{d and let V{, ... , V; be the distinct irreducible
components of V' which meet G. Define V = V' nG and Vi = Vi' nG for i = 1, , s. Since
any algebraic subset V of G arises in this way! we only have to show that Vi, , V" a.re
the distinct irreducible components ofY, that their union is V, and that V t , , V" are
the distinct irreducible components of V. We first observe that V is the union of VI, ... , V"
since V'is the union of its irreducible components. By the fact proven at the beginning,
VI, ... , V" are irreducible and we have Vi' = Vi for i = 1, ... ,s. Since Vi' ct. VJ for i =I=- i,
this implies Vi ct. Vi for i =I=- j. Therefore Vi, ... , V" are the distinct irreducible components
of V. Finally, since V is the union of VI , ... , Vq, the set V is the union of VI, ... , V s - Since
VI, ... , V" are distinct irreducible components of V', they are all the distinct irreducible
components of V. 0
Remark. The proof of this lemma rests on the fact that G is the complement of an
algebraic subset U of x-. A similar result holds in general for the algebraic subsets of any
quasi-affine algebraic subvariety of J{d (see Chapter I, §1 of [RD.

Lemma 8.9. - If W, V are non-empty algebraic subsets of G witb W C V, tben their
dimensions satisfy dim(W) ::; dim(V) witb equality if and only ifW and V heve a common
irreducible component of dimension dim(V) ; in particular, V contains only finitely many
algebraic subvarieties of G of dimension dim(V).

Proof. Since W C V, we have W C V, and the conclusion follows from the corresponding
fact about algebraic subsets of tc«, using Lemma 8.8. 0
Lemma 8.10. - Let V be a non-empty algebraic subset of G and let Vl, ... , Vr be its
irreducible components of dimension dim(V). Then, for all (Do, Dt) E N2, we bave

r

H(V; Do, Dt) = L H(Vi; Do, Dt).
i=l

Proof By Lemma 8.8, VI, ... , V r are the irreducible components of V of dimension dim(V).
Therefore, the polynomialH(V; Do, Dt) associated to V is the sum of the corresponding
polynomials associated to VI, ... , V r. The equality of the lemma then follows from the
fact that, for each subset E of x», the polynomial H( E; Do, Dl) associated to E is the
same as the corresponding polynomial associated to E. 0

For each 9 E G, we denote by 'Tg: G -4 G, the operator of translation by 9 in G:

Tg(X)=g+X for all x E G.

,{ Looking at the addition law in G, we see that each Tg is given in coordinates by polynomials
t of degree 1. We will need these operators in the proofs of the next three lemmas.

Lemma 8.11. - Let V be a non-empty algebr?-icsubset ofG and let 9 E G. Tlieu, 9 +V
is all algebraic subset of G witl: the same dimension as V and we have

H(y + V; Do, Dt) = H(V; Do, Dt)
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for aIJ (Do,DI) E N2; moreover, 9 + V isirreducible if V is irreducible.

Proof. By hypothesis, V is the set of cominon zeroes in G of a family of polynornialsl
{Pa}cl'EI' Therefore, 9 + V = Tg(V) is the set of common zeroes in G of the polynomials';
Pa 0 T _g with a E I. This proves that 9 + V is an algebraic subset of G.

The vector space of mappings from 9 + V to K is isomorphic to the vector space
of mappings from V to K under the map which sends afunction f: 9 + V -+ K to the:
composite f 0 Tg: V -+ K. If f is induced by a polynomial of bidegree :5 (Do, DJ), thent,
f 0 Tg is also induced by a polynomial of bidegree :5 (Do, D~), and conversely. We therefore ':
have

H(g + V;Do,DI) = H(V;Do,DI)

for all (Do, D1) E N2. This shows that V and 9 + V have the same Hilbert-Samuel polyno-.
mial. Consequently, they have the same dimension, and the polynomials H(g + V; Do, D1) ,

and H(V; Do, Dl) coincide for all (Do, D1) E N2.

Finally, assume that V is irreducible. If 9 +V were not irreducible, it could be written
as the union of two algebraic subsets VI, V2 of G both distinct from 9 + V ; then V would
be the union of -g + Vi and -g + V2, and this is a contradiction since both are algebraic
subsets of G which are distinct from V. Therefore 9 + V is irreducible. 0
Lemma 8.12. - Let H be an algebraic subgroup of G, and let E be a finite and non-
empty union of translates of H in G. Then, E is an algebraic subset of G and, for all
(Do, D1) E N2, we have

H(E; Do, D1) = Card(E/ H)H(H; Do, Dl)'

Proof. Let n be the dimension of H. Lemma 8.11 shows that each translate 9 + H of H is
an algebraic subset of G of dimension n and that the polynomials H(g + H; Do, D1) and,
H( H; Do, D1) are the same. Since E is a disjoint union of translates of H, E is therefore
an algebraic subset of G of dimension n, and the conclusion follows by applying Lemma
8.10. 0 .
Lemma 8.13. - Let V and X be algebraic subsets of G. Define

E = {g E G; 9 + V eX}.

Then E is an algebraic subset of G. Moreover, if X is defined by polynomials of bidegree
:5 (Do, D1), then E is also defined by polynomials of bidegree :S(Do, Dd.

Proof. Let {P a} aEI be a family of polynomials whose set of common zeroes in G is X. We
have

E = {g E G; 9 + v E X for all v E V}
={9EGiPa(g+v)=0 forall aEl, VEV}.

)

This shows that E is the set of common zeroes in G of the polynomials Pa 0 Tv with a EI
and v E V. Therefore E is an algebraic subset of G. Furthermore, if the polynomials Pa
are of bidegree :5 (Do,DJ), thenthe same holds for the polynomials Pa 0 Tv. This proves
the socond part of the lemma. 0

We conclude this section with a proof of the following fundamental result due to
P. Philippon (see Proposition 3.3 of [P)):
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Proposition 8.14. - Let Do, Dl be non-negative integers, and let V be a non-empty
algebraic subset of G whicl: is defined by polynomials of bidegree :::;(Do, Dt). Then we
have

For the proof of this proposition we shall say that an algebraic subset of G or of J{d

is equidimensional if all its irreducible components have the same dimension. We will need
the following lemma:

Lemma 8.15. - Let W be an algebraic subvariety of G of dimension n 2: 1 and let Z
be the set of zeroes in G of a polynomial P of bidegree :::;(Do, Dt). Assume that W n Z
is not empty and distinct from W. Then, W n Z is an equidimensional algebraic subset of
G of dimension n - 1, and we have

H(W n z. Do, Dt) :::;H(Wj Do, Dt).

Proof. Let W' = W. By Lemma 8.8, this is an algebraic subvariety of J{d, and its dimension
is n. Let Z' be the set of zeroes of P in tc'. Since W ct Z', the polynomial P does not
vanish identically on W' j it then follows from Theorem 1.11A and exercise 1.8 in chapter
I of [H] that W' n Z' is an equidimensional algebraic subset of J{d of dimension n - 1.
Moreover, Lemma 3.1 of [P] gives

H(W' n Z'j Do, D1) :::;H(W' j Do, Dl);

Since W n Z is the intersection of W'n Z' with G, this implies, by virtue of Lemmas 8.8
and 8.10, that W n Z is an equidirnensional algebraic subset of G of dimension n - 1 and
that we have .'

heW n z. Do, DJ) :::;H(W' n Z'j Do, o.;
Since W' = W, we also have H(W' j Do, D1) = H(Wj Do, D1). The inequality of the lemma
follows. 0
Remark. In particular, if we choose W = G, the preceding lemma shows that the set
of zeroes in G of a non-zero polynomial which vanishes at least at one point of G is
equidimensional of dimension d - 1.

Proof of Proposition 8.14. Define l' = d - dim(V), and let S be a family of polynomials with
bidegree :::;(Do, Dt) whose set of common zeroes in G is V. By induction on the integer
i = 0, ... ,1', we shall construct an equidimensional algebraic subset Vi of G of dimension
d - i which contains V and satisfies

(8.16)

For i = 0, we set Vo = G. Assume that Vi is constructed for an integer i 2: ° with i < r ,
and let WI, ... , ,VII be the irreducible components of Vi, We have

VCW1U···UWII.
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Since c1im(Wj) = d - i > dim(V), there exists for each j a polynomial Pj in S which does
not vanish everywhere on Wj; let Zj be the set of zeroes of Pj in G. We define

By construction, Vi+l contains V, therefore ~+l # 0. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that there exists an integer t ~ 1 such that Wj n Zj #0 for j = 1, ~.. ,t, and
Wj n Zj = 0 for j > t. Then, Lemma 8.15 shows that Wj n z, is an equidimensional
algebraic subset of G of dimension d - i-I for j = 1, ... , t. Therefore, ~+1 is also an
equidimensional algebraic subset of G of dimension d - i-I and its irreducible components
are the union of those of Wj n Zj for j = 1, ... ,t. By virtue of Lemma 8.10, this gives

t

H(~+I;Do,Dd $ L'H(Wj n Zj;Do,DJ).
j=l

Since each Pj is of bidegree $ (Do, DJ), we also have, by Lemma 8.15,

t t

L'H(Wj n ZiiDo,DJ) s LH(Wj;Do,DJ).
j=l j=l

Since WI, ... , Wt are amongthe irreducible components of ~ of dimension d -:-i, Lemma
8.10 gives

t

L'H(Wj;Do,D1) $'H(~;Do,DJ).
j=l

Combining these inequalities with (8.16), we get H(~+l;Do,DJ) $ H(G;Do,Dd as
required. This shows the existence of Vo,. " , Vr. Since V and Vr have the same dimension
d - 1', the inclusion V C Vr implies that the irreducible components of V of dimension
d - 7' are among those of Vr ; therefore applying Lemma 8.10 and using the relation (8.16)
with i = 7', we get

The proof is complete. 0

§4. The zero estimate
,

The main result of Philippon in [P] has the following consequence:

Theorem 8.17. - Let L; be a finite subset of G which~contains 0 (the identity of G).
Assume that there exists a non-zero polynomial P of bidegree S (Do, Dt), which vanishes
at each point of L;[d]. Then there exists an algebraic subgroup H of G, with H # G, such
that

Card((L; +H)/H)H(H;Do,Dt) $H(G;Do,D1).
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Zero estimate (continued) VIlI-13

Using Proposition 8.3 and the value of 'H( 0; Do, DJ) given by (8.4), we readily deduce
Proposition 8.1 for an algebraically closed field K.

If we set Do = D1 = D, we get a lower bound for the degree of polynomials which
vanish on ~[d]. The zero estimate above is more general since it yields a constraint for the
bidegree of such polynomials. In the applications, it turns out to be essentially optimal
(see exercise 3).

Proof of Theorem 8.17. Let us denote by Xl the set of zeroes of P in G. For each integer
r ~ 2, we define

n
We can also view X; as the set of common zeroes in G of the polynomials Po r0'1+"'+O'r_1

with (0'1, ... ,0-r-l) E ~r-l. Therefore, for each integer r ~ 1, X r is an algebraic subset of
.G which is defined by polynomials of bidegree :5 (Do, D1)'

The sets Xl, X 2, .. _ are related by the formulas

(8.18) Xr+1 = n (-a+Xr),

O'EE
(r ~ 1).

Since 0 E ~, this implies

Since P vanishes on ~[dJ, Xd+l contains 0 j therefore this set is not empty. On the other
hand, since P =1= 0, we have dim(XJ) = d - 1. Consequently, there exists a positive integer
r :5 d such that

dim(Xr) = dim(Xr+1) ..

Let n be the common dimension of X; and Xr+1, and let V be an irreducible component
of dimension n of Xr+1• Using (8.18), we get

v c n (-O'+Xr);

O'EE

hence for all a E ~, a + V is contained in X», We set

E = {g E Gj g + V C X,}.

We just showed ~ c E. We also set

H = {g E G'; 9 + V = V}

and
R = {g + V ; gEE}.

From lemma 8.11 we deduce that the elements in the set R are, like V, algebraic subvarieties
of G of dimension n. Since they are contained in X«, and since X; has dimension n, R is
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a finite set. We notice also ,that H isa subgroup of G, that E is stable under translation
by the elements of H, and that there is a bij~cti8n? " '

Therefore E 'i'~afini;te u~~ion'~f'transiates 'of E. Lemma8:ra;' with X ~ V, shows that
H is an algebraic subset of G. Hence H is an algebraic subgroup of G. If is distinct from
G because V is non-empty and strictly contained in G. Applying again lemma 8.13, but
with X = Xr, shows that E is an algebraic subset of G, which is defined, like Xr,"by
polynomials of bidegree ~ (Do, D1). Since E is a finite union of translates of H, lemma
8.12 gives

H(E;Do,Dt) = Card(E/H)H(H;Do,DJ).

Since E is defined by polynomials ofbidegree ~ (Do, D1), Proposition 8.14 provides an
upper bound for the left hand side of the previous equality:

Finally, since E C E, we have

Card(E/H) ? Card((E + H)/H).

o
Exercises

1. Prove Proposition 8.1 for any field K of characteristic zero on the basis that it is true
when ]{ is,algebraically closed.

Hint. For all fields K and all subgroups cP of Zd1, define G(l{) = ]{do X (]{*)d1 and"

Now, fix a field K of characteristic zero and'denote by K its algebraic closure. As.mme
that there exists a non-zero polynomial P E K[X, Y] of bidegree ~ (Do, DJ) which vanish,es
~t each point of E[dj where E is a finite subset of G(]{) containing O. Since P belongs 'to
K[X, Yj and since E is contained in G(J?), we know thai there exist a vector subspace V
of J?do of dimension bo ? 0 and a subgroup cP of Zd1 of rank d1 - bt with s = bo + b1 < d
such that the subgroup H = V x T<1I(K) of G(K) satisfies

Show that
Card((~ + H)/H) = Card((E + H')jH')

.~ ;

where H' is the subgroup (V n J{do) X T<1I(J{)Qf G(J{),
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2. Let H be an algebraic subgroup of G. Show that exactly one of the irreducible
components of H is an algebraic subgroup H' of G and that the others are translates
of H'. Deduce from this that H is equidimensional.

Hint. Let n be the dimension of H, and let V be an irreducible component of H of
dimension n. Define

Ii' = {g EG j 9 +11 = V} and R = {g + V j 9 E H}.

Show that H' is an algebraic subgroup of H, that R is the set of all irreducible components
of H and that the quotient H f H' is in bijection with R. Deduce from this that the dimension
of H' is n. Moreover, choose 9 E V and show that H' is contained in -g +V. Since -g + V
is irreducible and lias dimension n, conclude that H' coincides with it.

3. (A converse to Theorem 8.17) Let ~ be a finite subset ofG and let G' be an algebraic
subgroup of G with G' =I G. Show that for ally (Do, Dt) E N2 satisfying

(8.19) Card((~ + G')fG')H(G'j Do, Dt) < H(Gj Do, Dt)

there exists a non-zero polynomial P of bidegree :::;(Do, Dt), which vanishes at each point
of ~.

Hint. Let E = Uuedu + G'). Show that the left hand side of (8.19) is ~ H(EjDo,DJ).
Therefore, if (8.19) hold», there exists a non-zero polynomial P of bidegree :::;(Do, Dt)
which vanishes identically on E.

4. Use Proposition 8.14 with do = nand dl ;:=: 0 to prove Lemma 5.6, namely that if F is
a finite algebraic subset of J(1t defined by polynomials of J([X1, ••• , Xn] of degree:::; D,
then the cardinality of F is :::;DIl.

Hint. Show that for a finite algebraic subset F of K:", the polynomial H(Fj T) E J([T] is
constant, equal to the cardinality of F.
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IX.- INTERPOLATION DETERMINANTS (CONTINUED)

Our purpose in this Chapter is to introduce two refinements in the estimates of
Chapter 7: in the upper bound for I~a.nI, we replace the function <I>n (L) by a larger function

~ n (Lo, L), which takes into account the fact that the interpolation determinant (1). (('I»)
involves functions 1>. of the form

Z;l ... z;'ncp,xn+l(eIZ1 + ... + ~nzn)

where 0 :::;Ai :::; Lo for 1 :::;i :::;71" and cPi are analytic functions of a single variable (see
section 1). The point is that, apart from monomials in ZI, ... , Zn, the functions 1>. depend
only of one variable. There is a connection (which is explained in [W] j see also Chapter 12)
with the main idea of Baker's extrapolation argument, where derivatives are taken (in an
n-dimensional space) of an auxiliary function, at several points which all lie on a complex
line (of dimension 1).

The second refinement is due to M. Laurent [L]: in the transcendence proof we
gave in Chapter 7, the upper bound for I~a.rl came from the triangular inequality
I~a.rl :::;I~a.n- ~a.rl + I~a.nl· The last term is quite small, but the difference I~a.n- ~a.rl
was estimated very crudely: we said that it is at most the product of A by some number
which is not too large. Michel Laurent wrote the expansion of this difference in powers of
A and found that the first coefficients are pretty small, essentially as small as I~a.nl(they
are almost interpolation polynomials, again). As a consequence, in the upper bound for
/6.ar/, it is possible to replace the main term U/L by U (see section 2).

§1. Improving the analytic upper bound for the interpolation' determinant

Let n, Lo and L be positive integers, CPI, ... ,CP L be analytic functions in C, el, ••. ,fn
be complex numbers, and a,xi (for 1 ~ i ~71" 1 ~ A ~ L) be. non-negative rational integers
with a,xl + ... + a,xn ~ t«. (1 ~ A ~ L). We define, for 1 ~ A ~ L,

.'

1>.(ZI,"" Zn) = Zf>'l ... z~>.ncp,x{flZl + ... + fnzn).

Further let (1, ... ,(L be elements of en. We consider the determinant

~ = det (1).( (/1)) ) ,
1~,x,fl~L

~OTheupper bound we shall produce depends on the following quantity:
'i-

0n(Lo, L) = min {IIKI II+ + IIKLI/}

[where the mininum runs 'Over the L-tuples (Kl, , KL) of elements of N" which are
~airwise distinct and satisfy K,x2 + ... + «x« :::;Lo for 1 :::;A ~ L.
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Lemma 9.1. - TIle function of one complex variable z

hes a zero at z = 0 of multiplicity 2: 8n(Lo, L).

Proof The multiplicity of the zero of W at the origin is not affected by a change of variables,
in ell; also such a change of variables. will not modify the degree of the monomials in
ZI, ... , Zn ; therefore we may assume i2 = .. '. = in - o.

Since the determinant is multilinear, by expanding each cp).. in Taylor series at the
origin, we may assume that each J>.. is a monomial J>..(e) = (K.\, with "")..= (""),,1, ... , ""An) E
N" and "")..2 + ... + "")..11 :S L«. In this case J>..(ze) = (K.\zIlK.\II. lithe elements ""1, ••• ,"'L in
N" are not pairwise distinct, then W = O. If they are pairwise distinct, then W has a zero
at 0 of multiplicity at least 11""111 + ... + """LII, which proves our claim. 0

Here is a lower bound for the coefficient 811(Lo, L):

Lemma 9.2. - For L 2: 2n(Lo;;Il) and t., 2: 2 we have

_ L2
81l(Lo,L) > 4(Lo+n-l)'

11-1

Notice that this estimate yields a stronger result than lemma 4.2 only if Lo is small
compared with LI/n ; in our case we shall have L = (Lo;;Il)(Ll + 1), and the main term in
the final estimate involves

L _ (Lo + n)(L1 + 1)
(Lo+n-I) n

11-1

in place of Ll/n::; (i, + n)(L1 + 1)I/n.

Proof To begin with we assume only L 2: 2 and Lo 2: 1. The lower bound is true for
n = 1 (see lemma 2.2); hence we may assume n 2: 2. The smallest value for the sum
11""111 + ... + """L" is reached when we choose successively, for each integers a = 0,1, ... , all
points in the domain

Va = {(Xl,"" Xn) E Nn
; X2 + ... + Xn :S Lo, Xl + '" + Xn = a},

and we stop when the total number of points is L. For a ~ Lo the number of points in
Va is exactly (Lo:":'~l":'l)(once (X2, ••• ,Xn) is chosen, there is exactly one value for 3ld;
for a < Lo the number of points in Va is at most (at~;-l) (we just :•., -get the condition
involving Lo), hence the number of points we get by varying a between 0 and, say, A-I
(with A 2: Lo), is at most

(A _ La\ (Lo + n - 1) + L~1 (a + n - 1) = (A _ Lo + 1)(Lo +: - 1) .
n-l ~ n-l . n 1

. a=O
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Therefore, it Ais such that the above quantity is at most L, then

A-I (L 1) ('L )- '~o+n- 1 o+n-1
8n(Lo, L) 2 ~ n -1 a ='2 n _ l(A - Lo)(A + L« ~ 1).

a-Lo '
We now assume L 2: 2n (Lo;;-n) and Lo 2: 2, and we choose

A = [(L"~l-l) 1 + L

From the inequality La 2 2 we deduce that the required condition

(A _ Lo + 1) (Lo : " ; 1) ::;L

is satisfied. Since A + La - 1 2 A + 1 > Lj (Lo;;::1-1) we get

- L(8n(Lo, L) 2 2" A - Lo).

Our assumption L 2 2n(Lo;;n) implies L 2 2(Lo + 1)(Lo;::I-I) , hence

L

§2. Improving the upper bound for the distance between the two determinants

The refinements which we give here rest on an idea due to M. Laurent [L].

Lemma 9.3. - Let

A = (a>'/L) , and B = (b>'JL)
l$>"JL$L 1$>.,/I$L

be two L x L ma.trices wiil: complex coefficients, and let e be a. complex number. Then

det(A + e:B) = I: e:L-III~I'
IC{I, ... ,L}

where I runs over the subsets of {I, ... ,L}, III is the number of elements in I, and

6.[ = det (cf,;) ,
1$>"JL$L

ifAEI
if A rf. I.

roof. This follows from the multilinearity of the determinant. 0
We shall apply this result when A in an interpolation matrix, with a/\JL = 1>.((/1)' and E

as a small absolute value (less than 1). When III is small, say::; Lj2, then the coefficient
,-III is small, namely ::; e:L/2. For these terms a trivial upper bound for 16.[1 will be
fficient. On the other hand, if III is large, III > Lj2, then 6.[ is almost all interpolation
terrninant , ".ence has a small absolute value. We give a more precise result which takes
()account the estimate of section 1 (corresponding to e:= 0).
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Lemma 9.4. - Let n, Lo, Land L' be positive integers with L' ~ L, 'PI,···,tp£' be
analytic functions in C, iI, ... ,in be complex numbers, andex, (for 1 ~ i ~n, 1 ~ ). ~ L')
be non-negative rational integers with a.u +...+ a).n ~ L«. We define, for 1 ~ ). ~ £I,

fA(Zl,"" zn) = Z~>'l .,. z~>.n'P).(fIZI + ... + fnzn).

Furibe: let (1, ... , (L be elements of en. Furthermore, for L' + 1 ~ ). ~ L and 1 ~ Jl ~ L
let 8).J.' be a complex number. For 1 ~ .AS; L' and 1 ~ Jl ~ L we define 8).J.' = fA ((II)'
Finally, let E > 1and MI"'" ML be positive real numbers satisfying

M). ~ log sup' max 1f>\(z(J.')I, 1 ~ ). ~ L',
Izl=El~J.'~L

M). ~ log max 10).,/11' L' + 1 ~ .A~ L.
1 '5./1~L'

We consider the detez:minallt

Then we have

Proof. In the case L' = L, the result follows from lemmas 4.1 and 9.1. The general case
involves the same arguments. ForI ~ Jl ~ L, we define functions dIJ.'(z)"" ,dLJ.'(Z) of a
single variable Z E' C by

d).J.'(z) = {h((J.'Z) for 1 ~.A ~ L',
0)./1 for L' < .A~ L.

This means that for)' > L' the function d).J.' is constant. We claim that the function

'D(z) = det (d)./I(Z)). .
. ,1~).,J.'~L

has a zero at the origin of multiplicity ~ e,n{Lo, L'). To prove this claim, we may assume
f2 = ... = £11 = 0 and 'P).(Zl) = z~~ for some b). EN. In this case h(Zl, .. "Zn) is of the
form Z~l ... z~n with K.).i E Nand K.)'2 +...+ K.).11 ~ Lo, (1 ~ .A~ L'). Therefore either two
of the functions h are the same, and then D(z) = 0, or else D has a zero of multiplicity
IIK.III + ... + 11K.£'II at the origin, where K.). = (K.)'t, ... , K.).n)' This proves our claim.

We conclude the proof of lemma 9.4 by using Schwarz lemma like in the proof of
lemma 4.1:

log 161= log ID(l)1 ~ -8,,(Lo, L')log E + log sup ID(z)l;
Izl=E .

for Izi = E, we plainly have

log ID(z)1 ~ 10g(L!) + MI + ... + ML·

o
Here is a consequence of lemmas 9.3 and 9.4, which will give a much better upper

bound for the c.etcrminant 6a.r in the transcendence proof.
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Proposition 9.5. - Let Lo 2: 2, LI 2: 4n be integers and E > 1 be a real number. Define
L= (Lo:n) (Ll + 1). Let CPl,... , cPt., be analytic functions of one variable, let £1, ... ,£n be
complex numbers, and, for ~ = (.AI, ... , An+d E Nn+l witb Al +.: ·+An :5 Lo, An+l :5 L1,

define
h.(ZI' ,zn) = Z;1 ... z~ncp>'n+l(£IZ1 + ... +£nZn).

For the same ~, let b~I' ,b~L be complex numbers. Further, let (1, ... , (L be elements
in en. Define

1
V = -(Lo + 1)(Ll + 1)logE.

48n
Assume tbat, for eacb ~ as above, we have a positive real number M!!. for whidl

and
log L + M!!. :5 V

Finally, let e be a complex number wiil:

Then tbe determinant

bas absolute value bounded by

Proof Consider the set of ~ - (Ab ... , An+d E Nn+l satisfying Al + ... + An :5 Lo,
An+l :5 L1• This set has L elements. For each subset I, we define b.[ = det(c~~) ~"t where

c(l) _ { f~( (,t) for ~ E I,
~Jt - b~/t for ~ rt I.

Define L' = fL/21. When III 2: L', we use lemma 9.4:

log 1b.[1 :5 -0n(Lo, Ill) log E + log L! +LM!!..
~

The assumption t., ~ 4n implies III ~ L' ~ L/2 ~ 2n(Lo:n), hence by lemma 9.2 we have

because

rI 1 1(Lo + n) . 1 (.Lo + n - 1)I.L I ;:::2L ~ 2 n (L1 + 1) ~ 2n n _ 1 (Lo + 1)(Ll + 1).
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Therefore

8n(Lo,llI)10gE ~~'(Lo + 1)(L1 + l)logE ~6Vlll.

Hence, for III 2 D, we have

from the hypothesis lEI ~ e-4V we deduce

For III < L' we use the trivial estimate

log /6.11 ~ logL! + LM~~LV;
A

from the inequalities L - III ~ L - L' + 1 ~ (L + 1)/2 we get

IE/L-IIII6.I/ ~ e-2LV eLV ~ e-LV.

The number of subsets I is 2L ; the desired result follows now from lemma 9.3. 0
Exercise

1. With the notations of lemma 9.2, show that for each E > 0 there exists a number
c = c(n, E), which depends only on nand E, such that, for L ~ cL~ and Lo 2 c,
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X.- A REFINED MEASURE

In this Chapter, we prove the following result, which improves Theorem 7.1.

Theorem 10.1. - Let £1, ... ,.em be logarithms of algebraic numbers, ai = exp(£i),
(1 ~ i ~ m), (31, , (3m be algebraic numbers, D be the degree of the number Held
Q( al, ... ,am, (31, ,(3m) over Q and let AI, ... ,Am and B be real numbers, which are
2: e, and satisfy

(l~i:::;m)

and

10gB 2: h(1 : (31: ... : (3m), B 2: (50mD log A)3m

with A = max{A1, ••• , Am}. If the number

does not vanish, then

The main new point in the proof is an argument which enables us to avoid any
assumption of linear dependence between the coefficients (31,... , (3m. The proof given in
Chapter 7 shows that if a linear form (31£1+... + (3nfn - fn+l assumes a sufficiently small
absolute value, then a certain matrix is not of maximal rank; we deduce from the zero
estimate that there exists a vector subspace V of Cn+1, of codimension r 2: 1, which
contains the point ((31," . , (3n, -1), such that for some positive integer S the number of
elements in (zn+l(S)+ V)/V is relatively small; in particular we can make it smaller than
(2S - 1y+t. As we know from lemma 7.5, this implies that 1, fiI, ... , fin satisfy a linear
dependence condition over Q with some explicit bound for the coefficients.

However this is not very efficient. It is much better to use directly the information on
the upper bound for Card(Zn+l(S) + V)/V. Instead of constructing a determinant with

" analytic functions in C" (which we view as Cn+1/C(fiI, ... ,(3n,-I)), we take analytic
functions in V / C((31, ... , (3n, -1), which involve only d = n - r complex variables. This is

; explained in section 1. .
.... The tram c.:~!ldenceargument is given in section 2, where a more precise result than
..Theorem 10.1 is established. Finally in section 3 we deduce Theorem 10.1.
~.
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where the index of rows is ~ = (An-d+I, ... ', An+l) E Nd+l with An-d+l + ... + An S; Lo
i and An+l S; Ll, while the index of columns is 2. E V n zn+l(S). The number of rows is
f L(d) = (Lo:d)(Ll + 1).
,~ We show that the zero estimate of Chapter 8 gives the following result:

Proposition 10.2. - Assume tlJ,llt each Si is a multiple of 2(n + 1), and define Si -
Sd2(n + 1). Assume also that tue parameters Lo, Ll and SL ... , S~+l satisfy

§1. Construction of a non-zero determinant

Let K be a field of zero characteristic, aI, ... ,an+l be non-zero elements oiK; /31, ... ,/3n
be elements of K, and Lo, L}, SI,"" Sn+l be positive integers. Like in Chapter 3 (§6),
we denote by Z·t+l(S) the set of 2. = (Sl,"" Sn+t) E zn+l which satisfy ISil < Sj,
(1 S; i S; n + 1).

Let V be a vector subspace of Kn+l which contains the point (/31," .,/3n, -1). We
denote by d + 1 the dimension of V, by crv the canonical map from Kn+l onto Kn+l IV,
by (el' ... ,en+J) the canonical basis of](n+I, and we assume that crv( el), ... ,O"V( en-d)
is a basis of Kn+ 1IV. This means that if Z = (Zl, ... , Zn+1) E V satisfies zn-d+ 1 = ... =
Zn+l = 0, then Z = O.

We consider the following matrix

S; ~ n + 1, (1 S; i S; n + 1).and

Assume further that for all S E Z with 0 < S < 4S~+1 - 3, we have (S/3l," . ,s/3n, -s) (j.
zn+l(4S' - 3). Finally, assume that

Card((Zn+l(S') + V)IV) < n + 1Ln-d- -- d + 1 0 ,

and that there is no subspace of smaller dimension satisfying this inequality. Then the
matrix Mar is of rank L(d).

The proof of this Proposition requires some preparation.
,

Lemma 10.3. - Let C be a finite set and f :C --+ C' be a mapping. Then

CardC = L Cardf-l(u).
uEf(C)

Proof The map f induces on C an equivalence relation with Card f(C) classes, namely

{f-l(U); u E f(C)}.

o



A refined measure

From lemma 10.3 one deduces

Cardf(C) min Cardf-l(u)::; CardC::; Cardf(C) max Cardf-l(11.).
. uf;f(C) uEf(C)

The lower bound was already used in the proof of lemma 7.5. We consider here the upper
bound. When 1/;: G1 ----+ G2 is a homomorphism of Z-modules and C a finite subset of G1,

if we define k = {~- ~'; ). E C, ).' E C}, then

Card 1/;(C) . Card (k n ker 1/;)~ Card C.

Indeed, one applies lemma 10.3 to the restriction f :C ----+ 1/;(C) of 1/;to C; if ).(1), ... , ).(t)
are distinct elements in the same class t:' (11.), then 0, ).(2) - ). (1) , •.. , ). (t) - ), (1) are distinct
elements in k nker1/;.

For instance take G1 = zn+l, C = zn+l(S'), and 1/;is the restriction to zn+l of the
canonical map Cn+1 ----+ cn+l IV; since k is contained in zn+l{2S1

- 1), we deduce

Here is another simple consequence of lemma 10.3.

Lemma lOA. - Let G be a subgroup of zn+l ; for positive integers S1,"" Sn+l, define

Let at, ... ,an+l be elements in K" which generate a multiplicative subgroup of rank ~ n.
Then the number of elements in the image i~ J{* / K;ors of the Set.

{a"t ... a."~+1. s E G(S)}1 . n+l ,- -

is at least
(Card G(SJ)

2maXt::;i::;n+l s,'

Proof If a1; ... ,an+l are multiplicatively independent, then the number of elements in
this image is just Carel G{S). Otherwise the map

zn+l
(s], ... , sn+J)

1/;:

has a kernel which is a subgroup of zn+l of rank 1; this kernel is of the form Zgwith
Q = (at, ... , an+t)E zn+l ; we apply lemma 10.3 with C = G(S), C' = J{* / J{;ors' and f is
the restriction of lP to C.Let 11.= f(§..O)E fee) be such that Cardf-] (11.) is maximal:

CardC s Card f(C) Card r:' (11.).

X-3
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For each ~ E r:' (u), there exists .As E Z with ~ - ~o = .Asg. Let i E {I, ... , n + I}
be such that aj -I- 0; then all the ~s =' (Sj - s?) / aj belong to an interval of length
$ (2Sj - 2)llai/ $ 2Sj - 2, and therefo~e Cardf-l(u) $ 2Sj - 1 < 2Sj. 0
Proof of Proposition 10.2. Assume that the rank of Mar is less than is». there exists a
non-zero polynomial in K[Xn-d+l, ... ,Xn, V], of total degree ~ Lo in Xn-'-d+h·.'· ,Xn
and of degree ~ Ll in Y which vanishes on the set ~[d + 1], where

;:
:j

We use Proposition 8.1 with do replaced byd, d1 = 1 and Do = Lo, DI = LI. We deduce
the existence of a vector subspace WI of s», of dimension 8 and of a subgroup ~ of Z
such that WI x Tel>-I- Kd X K* and either

(8 + 1) Card ( (~+ (WI X K*))/(Wl x K*)) ~ (d + l)Lg-c5 and

or

!
I
I
I·

f'
f

Card((~+(WI X TeI»)/(W1 x TeI») ~(d+l)Lg-c5Ll

We are going to prove firstly WI -I- 0, secondly ~ = o.
We claim that the elements

and

!~..
!
I
i

are pairwise distinct. Indeed, if this is not true, then there exists ~ E V n zn+I(4S' - 3)
with ~ -I- 0, Sn+1 ~ o and

for n - d + 1~ i~n.

Therefore the point

belongs to V and has its d + 1 last components which vanish j hence the first n - d
components also vanish, and (Sn+I,8I, ... ,Sn+l!3n,-Sn+t) E V n zn+l(4S' - 3), contrary
to our assumption. This proves our claim.

From this claim we deduce, for any subgr~up <} of Z (including cI> = 0)

The assumption S: ~ n + 1 is used for the bound.

(1 __ 1 ) ... (1 _ 1 )
2S~ 2S:1+1

( 1) n+l 1
> I - 2(n + 1) > 2"'
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which enables us to deduce from lemma 10.3

From our choice of V and our hypothesis on Si ... S~+l' we deduce

hence

Combining this with the previous inequality, we deduce

which implies WI =I- O.
Assume now <T> =I- 0; then Tel> is a finite group, hence is contained in I<;or~p and,

according to lemma 10.4, the number of distinct points in

{O'''I .•• 0'''"+1 . s E V n zn+l(2S' - 1)}
1 n+l ,- -

modulo torsion is at least (4max{Si})-1 Card(VnZn+l(2S' -1)). The hypothesis Lo 2:: 4Si
together with the previous lower bound, shows that this number is greater than

(d + I)Lg-l L1•

We deduce that the number of elements in (~ + (WI X TeI») / (WI X Tel» is greater than
(d + I)Lg-I Ll ; since we already know that 8 is at least 1, we get a contradiction. From
the condition WI X Tel> =I- ]{d X K: we conclude <T> = 0 and 8 < d.

Let () : V -t I<d be the linear map which sends (Zl, ... , Zn+l) onto the point (Zn-d+l +
Zn+I/3n-d+I, ... ,Z71 + Zn+l/3n). Using once more the assumption that eI, ... , en-d are lin-
early independent modulo V,we deduce that () is surjective with kernel I«/3I,'" ,/371,-1).
We define W = ()-I (WI)' Hence W is a vector subspace of V, of dimension 8 + 1 < d + 1,
containing (/31,... , /371,-1), such that

Card ( ((V n zn+l(2S' -1)) + w)/w) ~ :: iLg-6.
,

We apply lemma 10.3 to the canonical map

with

-.-... ·------------....;..._--111
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and
Q.n kenp = <7W(zn+l(2S' - 1)) n kenp = (V n zn+l(2S' - 1) + W)/W

We get

Card ( (zn+I(S')+W)/W)

:::;Card ( (zn+l(s') + V)/V). Card ( (V n zn+l(2S' -1) + W)/W)

< d + 1Ld-6 • n +1 Ln-d

-5+1 ° d+l°
< n + 1L'~-6
- 5+1 ° .

Since dim W = 5 + 1 < d+ 1, this contradicts the minimality of dim V. 0
§2. The main proof

In this section we prove the following result.

Theorem 10.5. - Let fl, ... ,f11+1 be logaritbms of algebraic numbers ai = exp(fi),
(1 :::;i ~11. + 1) and 131 , ,f3n be algebraic numbers witb maxi 11311, ... , If3nI} :::;1. Assume
that tile numbers fl' ,f11+1 are Q-linearly independent. Let D be tbe degree of the
number field Q(ai, ,an+1, 131,... ,f3n) over Q and let AI, ... ,An+1, B and E be real
numbers, wllicb are ~ e, and sat~sfy

(1::; i::; n+ 1)

and
h(f31 : ... : f3n : 1) ~ 10gB,

Assume that there exist n + 3 positive rational integers Lo, Ll and S~, ... ,S~+1 satisfying
the following conditions:

s~> n + 1~-
and

(10.6)

Denne
1

. V = -(Lo + 1)(Ll + 1) logE,
48n

and assume

(10.7)
n+l

V ~ DLo log(2BS) + DLI L SilogAi + DlogL + log~> 'lSn+l),
i=1

where L := (Lo;;11)(Ll + 1), Si = 2(n + l)S: and S = maxl:5i:5n+l Si. If

A = f31fl + ... + f3nfn - fn+l

does not vanish, tlieu we lieve IAI > e-4nV.
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Proof
Step one: Liouville inequality

We begin with an easy case, when there exists a rational integer s E Z with
o < s < 4S~+1- 3 such that

In this case we write bi = s/3i, (1 $ i $ n) and bn+l = -S; hence sA = bIll +.. ·+bn+lln+l
and bi E Z with Ibi I :::;4S: - 4. We use Liouville's estimate (exercise 6b of Chapter 3):

This gives the desired bound:

n+l
log IAI 2: -D log 2 - 4D L S: log Ai - loge4S:t+1)

i=1

2: -4nV.

Therefore we shall now assume

for 0 < s < 4S:t+1 - 3.
Step two: Choice of V

We remark that there exist vector subspaces V of Cn+1, containing (/31, ... ,/3n,-l),
such that

with d = dim V-I; indeed V = Cn+l is such a space. Among them, we choose one (which
we call V) which is of minimal dimension d + 1.

Let o"v be the canonical map from Cn+1 onto Cn+1 IV. Since V 3 (/31, ... , /3n, -1), we
have

O"v(en+t) = /31O"v(ei) + ... + /3nO"V(en),

hence there exists a basis of Cn+1IV of the form (O"v(eit), ••• , O"v(c;; .n, with 1 $ il <
... < in-d $ n. For ease of notation we shall assume that {il, ... , in--d} = {I, ... , n - d}.
Writing O"v(ei) in terms of O"v(el)' ... ,O"v(en-i), we see that there exist (n - d)(d + 1)
complex numbers u~j) such that

n-d
ei + L t.l~j)ej E V,

j=l

(n-d+1$i$n+l);
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these d + 1 elements, which can be written

( (1) (n-d) 0 0 0 0)'Ui "",Ui " ... , ,1, , ... , , (n-d+l~i~n+l)

form a basis of V ; from this one deduces that V is intersection of n - d hyperplanes

n+l

Z· - '" u(j)z·J - 6 i I

i=n-d+l

(1 ~ j ~n - d).

We define
n-d

s. = e. + '" u~j)t·I I 6 I J"
j=1

(n - d + 1 ~ i ~n + 1).

Then, for z E V, we have ,
11+1 n+l
L Zi~i .' E Zj£j.

i=n-d+l j=1

In particular, since (fJl, ... , fJn, -1) is in V,

L: e,o, = rJn+1 + A.
i=n-d+l

Step three: Lower bound for 16arl
Thanks to Proposition 10.2', we know that the matrix Mar is of rank L(d) =

(Lo:d)(Ll + 1). Therefore there exist L(d) elements ~(1), ... ,~(L(d» in V n zn+l(S) such
that, if we define

then the L(d) x L(d) determinant

does not vanish. Of course, ~ runs over the elements (An-d+l,"" An+t) as in §l above,
while Jl runs over {I, ... ,L(d)}.

We use again Liouville's inequality, like in step one of the proof of Proposition 7.7 :
we deduce from Proposition 3.15

\

L~d) log 16arl ~ -U1

with
n+l

U1 = (D -1)(Lo log(2S) + logL(d») + DLo log,B + DLI 2: SilogAi.
i=l
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Step four: Conclusion. of the proof
For each ~ as before, we define a function h. of d complex variables:

n

f( ) IT (zl~ie>'n+l!?iri).>. Zn-d+l,.·· ,Zn =
i=n-d+l

For ~ E V n zn+t, if we set

we have
n n+lL iJizi = L s;ll) e, + S~11A.

i=n-d+l j=1

Therefore the corresponding value of f~ is

We define (1, ... ,(£{d) in c- by

and we consider the interpolation determinant in d va~iables:

(with the same indices as 6ar for rows and columns). We shall use Proposition 9.5 with
f. = A and

Let us check that the hypotheses of Proposition 9.5 hold with

n+l

M~ = Lo log(2ES) + DLI L s. log Ai + 10g(2L1Sn+1).

i=l

We first remark that there is no loss of generality to assume IAIL1Sn+1E < 1. Now on one
hand, for Z E C with Izi ~ E, we have

On the other hand, we have (using the estimate in exercise la of Chapter 1, with 6 = 1)

Ib~,/L I ~ 2~ar)"\n+1S~Jll; ,II
tl~
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since Ilog\adl :::;DlogAi, we obtain

n+l
log \b~'IL\ :::; Lo 10g(2S) + DLl ~ s. log Ai + log(2L1Sn+1).

i=l

Define Vd = (1/48d)(Lo + 1)(Ll + l)logE; we obviously have, thanks to (10.7),

10gL(d) + M~:::; Vd

(because Vd 2:: V = V;t) ; using again (10.7), we obtain Us + log 2 < Vd, which shows that
the conclusion of Proposition 9.5 is not satisfied; therefore

This completes the proof of Theorem 10.5. 0

§3. Proof of Theorem 10.1

There is no loss of generality to assume that the m numbers i\, ... ,.em are Q-linearly
independent (see exercise 1).

Under the assumptions of Theorem 10.1, we shall prove the estimate

in the special case where 13m = -1 and \f3i \ :::; 1 for 1 :::;i :::;m - 1 ; the general case follows
easily from Liouville's inequality (cf. part a in the proof of Proposition 7.10).

We write 71,= m. - 1 and

We define a real number U by

and rational integers Lo, Ll, S~, ... , S:t+1 by

i; = [5D ~g B J ' Ll = [24071,D log B],

S~= [ U ]
I 4(71,+ I)2DL1logAi

(1 :::;i :::;71,+ 1).

Next we define a real number V and rational integers S1, ... ,Sn+l by

1
V = 4871,(Lo + 1)(Ll + 1), S, = 2(71,+ I)S~, (1:::; i :::;71,+ 1).
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It is easy to check that V > U. We shall use Theorem 10.5 with E = e.
Our assumption B 2:: (50mD log A)3m enables us to check:

which implies B > 2S, where S = max{St, ... , Sn+d. We now use the bounds

2
DLo log(2BS) ::;;:U,

o

71+1 1
DLI " S·logA· < -U~ I 1-2'

i=l

from which we deduce (10.7). The main condition is (10.6); we use the lower bound (where
the coefficient 1/2 takes care of the integral parts)

and the upper bound

Therefore it is sufficient to check

The constant 50 in the final estimate has been chosen because for n 2:: 1,

This proves (10.6). Theorem 10.1 is then a consequence of the estimate

o
Exercises

1. Let J( be a field, m a positive integer, and V a vector subspace of K'" of dimension d.
The following properties are equivalent:
(i) If av : K'" ---t [(m/v is the canonical projection, then (av(ed, ... ,av(em-d)) IS a
basis of K'" /V ;
(ii) for Z = (Zl,"" zm) E V, the conditions Zm-d+l = ... = Zm = 0 imply Z = 0;
(iii) the restriction to V of the projection K'" ---t Kd on the last d coordinates is injective;
(iv) V is intersection of m - d hyperplanes of equations

111

Zj = L aijZi,
i=m-d+l

(1 ::;j ::;m - d).
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Hint. Compare with part b in the proof of lemma 5.7 and with step 2 in the proof of
Theorem 10.5.

2. Let J( be a field of characteristic zero, m and S positive integers, and Va vector subspace
of J(m.

a) Show that there exists x E zm(s) such that

Card( (zm(s) + V)/V) Card((x + V) n zm(s)) ~ (2S - l)m.

Hint. Use lemma 10.3.
b) Let W be a vector subspace of K'" of dimension d. Check the inequality

Card((x + W) n zm(s))~ (2S - l)d

for each x E K'",
Hint. Show first that there is no loss of generality to assume x E zm. After a permutation
of coordinates, one may also assume that the projection K'" --t Kd on the first d
coordinates maps W isomorphically onto «». Then the image of (x + W) n zm(s) under
this projection has at most (2S - l)d elements .

.c) Assume

Card ( (zm(s) + V)/V). < (2S - 1r+1

where r ~ 1 is the codimension of V. Show that V n zm(2S - 1) contains more than
(2S - l)m-r-l points, and that these points span Vasa vector space.

3. Show that for the proof of Theorem 10.1, there is no loss of generality to assume that
the m numbers e1, .•• ,em are Q-linearly independent.
Hint. Use either lemma 7.2 or lemma 7.3.

4. Reduce the constant 50 which occurs in the lower bound for IAI in Theorem 10.1.
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XI.- NON HOMOGENEOUS LINEAR RELATIONS

A generalization of Theorem 1.1, once more due to A. Baker, is the following:

Theorem 11.1. - Let .e}, ... ,.em be Q-linearly independent logarithms of algebraic
numbers. Then the numbers 1,.e}, ... , em are linearly independent over Q.

For m = 1 this gives Hermite-Lindemann theorem: is e is a non-zero complex number,
then one at least of the two numbers e, el is transcendental. For instance

e, 71', log 2, eV2,

'are all transcendental numbers.
Another consequence of Theorem 11.1 is the transcendence of numbers like

t' dt '1 ( 71' )Jo 1+ t3 = 3 log 2 +.J3 .

The measures of linear independence over Q of the m numbers .e1, ... ,.em which we
discussed earlier have been extended to the m + 1 numbers 1,.e1, ... , em; however the
consequences of such estimates concern only transcendental number theory (so far) and
have not the same importance as the homogeneous case (see Chapter 12). This is why, in
this Chapter, we speak only on the qualitative result.

We do not give here Baker's proof of Theorem 11.1, but we show how the method of
the previous chapters extends to the non-homogeneous case.

§1. Sketch of proof

According to lemma 1.3 (with k = Q, J{ = Q, £. = C, while M is the Q-vector space
spanned by 1 and C), Theorem 11.1 means that if we have

with .e}, ... ,.en+1 in C linearly independent over Q and with algebraic {3's, then the n + 1
numbers 1, {31,... ,{3n are Q-linearly dependent. From Theorem 1.1 (homogeneous case of
Theorem 11.1) we get at once f30 #- o.

To take care of the new constant coefficient {30;we introduce one more variable Zo,
and we consider n + 2 functions of n + 1variables

we shall consider the values of these functions (and of monomials in these functions) at
the n + 1points

(0,1,0, ... ,0), (0, 0,'1, ... ,0), ... , (0,0, ... ,1) and ({30,f31, ... , f3n).
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We shall also take linear combinations of these p~nts: for ~ = (81, ... , 8n+l) E
denote by ~l!..the point in Cn+1 of coordinates

(sn+dJO,81 + 8n+lfll, ..• , 8n + sn+lfln)'

It is necessary to use somewhere the fact that each function satisfies a partial differential ,
equation with algebraic coefficients by taking the derivative with respect to Zo ; if this
information were not used, one could multiply the variable Zo by a transcendental constant,
and the assumption that flo is algebraic would not be used!

For A·" (Ao, .. , ,An+l) E Nn+2 and Z = (zo, ... , zn) E Cn+1, define

hJz) = z~o ... z~n exp] An+1 (zo + £1Z1 + ... + £nZn)};

then

(~.)t f>,(z) =
8zo -

min{t,AO}

L
r=O

t! AO! \t-r Ao-r Al An {\ ( + IJ + + IJ )}''( _ )' (\ '- )' "'n+lZO Zl' "'Zn exp "'n+l Zo qZ} ... {.nZn .
T. t T. "'0 T. '

Hence for s E zn+1 tEN and A E Nn+2 we have, - , - ,

(
8 )t ,

.' -' f>..(~8) =
8zo --

min{t,Ao}

L
, A I n n+1

t. o· \ t-r ( fl )AO-r'IT( , fJ·)Ai IT An+1
8iI(t _ )1 (\ _ )1 "'n+1 8n+1 0 81 + 8n+1 1 ai .

T. T . "'0 . T • ,
i=1 1=1'r=O

These numbers are algebraic, by our assumptions (we have written ai for exp(£i), as usual).
The sketch of proof is now clear: we write a matrix whose entries are these algebraic
numbers, we select any determinant of maximal size, we estimate from above the absolute
value of this interpolation determinant, and thanks to Liouville's inequality, we deduce
that this determinant vanishes. This provides a non-trivial upper bound for the rank of
the matrix; a zero estimate implies the desired linear dependence condition on 1, fJ{, ..• , (3n. '

The new points in the proof are the following: first of all a new zero estimate is needed,
.involving derivatives. We explain this result in section 2. We shall work on a field of zero
characteristic; we need to give an algebraic expression for the derivatives; this is done as
follows: for P E C[Xo, ... , Xn, Y], the function

F(zo, ... , Zit) = P(zo, ... ,Zn, exp{zo + £lZl + ... + £nZn})'

has a partial derivative (8/ 8zo)F which is again a polynomial in the n + 2 functions
Zo,···, Zn and exp{zo + .e1Z1+ ... + £nzn}. This means that there exists a polynomial DP
such that

(8~o) F(zo, ... ,zn) = (DP)(zo, ... ,zn,exp{zo +£lZl + ... +£nzn}).
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For P = Xo we have DP = 1, for P = Xi, (1 :::;i :::;n) we have DP = O,and for P = Y
we have DP = Y. From this it follows easily that D is the derivative operator

8 }T 8
8Xo + 8Y'

The only other minor point which has to be explained is the upper bound for the
interpolat.ion determinant: we do not consider only values of functions, but also derivatives.
The relevant estimate is explained in section 3. The proof of Theorem 11.1 is given in section.
4.
§2. The zero estimate

Let I( be a field of characteristic zero and n ~ 0 a non-negative integer. We denote by D
the derivative operator (8/8Xo) + Y(8/8Y) on the ring J([Xo, ... ,Xn, Y].

Proposition 11.2. - Let 01, ... , On+ 1 be non-zero elements of I( which generate a
multiplicative subgroup of K* of rank ~ n, and let {30,... ,{3n be elements of K. Assume
that Lo, L}, Sand T are positive integers satisfying the following conditions:

T ~ 4(n + 1), S ~ 4n(n + 1), TSn ~ 2L1, T :::;2(n + 1)LoL},
and

TSn+1 > 2n+3(n + lr+2(LoLt)n+1.

For tEN, ~ E Nn+2 and ~ E zn+1, define ail.,!) as the value, at the point

(~= (8n+1{30,81 +8n+1'/31, ... ,8n +8n+1.8n,ar1 ••• a:t,+V) E J(n+1 X J(*,
of the polynomial

Consider the following matrix:
M = (a~t,~)

- ~,(t,~

where the index of rows ~ runs over tile elements of Nl1+2 with Ao + ... + An :::;Lo and
An+l :::;L1, while the index of columns (t,~) runs over the elements ofN x zn+l(S) with
t < T. If .80 1= 0 and if 1, .81, ... ~.8nare linearly independent over Q, then the matrix M
is of rank (Lo+n+l)(L + 1)n+l 1 .

If the rank of M is not equal to the number of rows, then there is a non-zero polynomial
P E K[Xo, ... , Xn, Y], of total degree at most Lo in Xo, ... ,Xn and of degree at most
L1 inY, which vanishes, together with its T first derivatives i», (0 $ t < T), at the
points (3' This enables one to check the hypotheses of Philippon's zero estimate [P] (see
exercise -1). However we shall explain here ~lOW to deduce Proposition :1.2 from a special
case of [P] (Proposition 11.6 below): we shall eliminate the vari?1,1'~' and produce a non-
zero polynomial Q E J([Xo, ... ,Xn] ·.which vanishes,' together with fts T /2 first derivatives
(8/8Xo)t, (0:::; t «; T/2), at the points

~3 = (8n+1{30, 81 + 8n+1(31, ... , 8n + 8n+lf3n) E J(n+1
for all ~ E Z'l+I(S/2).

As in ('l!;;~)ter 5 we denote by ()' the canonical surjection from J(*onto the quotient
group K* / J(tors' .
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Lemma 11.3. - Let 0'1, ... , O'n+l be non-zero elements oi K and let f30, ... ,f3n be elements
of K. Let L«, L}, S', S", T' and T" be positive integers; we set S = S' + S" - 1 and
T = T' + T" - 1. Assume

Card{O"(O'rl "'0':~++11);~ E zn+l(S')} > LdT'.

Assume further that there exists a non-zero polynomial P E K[Xo, ... , Xn, Y], of total
degree ~ Lo in Xo, ... , Xn and of degree ~ Ll in Y which seiisiies

nt P( (,) = 0 for all (t,~) EN x zn+l(S) with t < T.

Tlieti there exists a non-zero polynomial Q"E 'K[Xo, ... , Xnl of total degree ~ 2LoL1 for
which

for all (t,~) E N x zn+l(S") witli t < T".

The proof of lemma 11.3 is essentially the same as the proof of lemma 5.2. We need
some variants of lemmas 5.3 and 5.4.

Lemma 11.4. - Let FI, ... ,F; be polynomials in K[Xo, ... , Xn, Y], of total degree at
most Lo in X 0, ... ,Xu and of degree at most Ll in Y ; we assume that they have no
common irreducible factor, in the factorial ring K[Xo, ... ,Xu, YJ, of degree ~ 1 with
respect to Y. Let T be a positive, integer and (~j,r/j), (j E J) be elements of Kn+1 x K
such that

for 1 ~ i ~7', j E J and 0 ~ t < T.

Then there exists a non-zero polynomial in K[Xo, ... ,Xu], of tota.ldegree ~ 2LoL1, such
the:

(o~J'Q(Cj) = 0 for ." j E J and 0 ~ t < T.

Proof We just repeat the proof of lemma 5.3: the u-resultant R in the ring

,
11
!

I:
~'!

is a linear combination of G and H j it follows that Dt R = (a/ ax 0) tR is a linear
combination of the Dr G and Dr H with 0 ~T ~ t. The desired result easily follows. 0
Lemma 11.5. - Let P be a polynomial in the ring K[Xo, .. ; ,Xn, Yl. We decompose P
iuto a product P = QoQ~l ... Q~k, where Qo is it polynomial in J(P, ,"', Xn] (indepen- "
dent of Y), Ql,"" Qk are distinct irreducible polynomials in the ring J<[Xo, •.. ,Xn, Y],
of degree at least 1 in Y, and rI!' .. ,rk are positive integers. If Ql divides D'> P, then Y
divides P.

Proo]. Clearly, Ql divides D' P for 0 ~ t ~ rr - 1, and D> P is congruent to
7') !(Drl a,)Qu0;2 ... Q~k modulo o.. If a. also divides Drl P, then c. divides tr.o;
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Considering the degrees, we deduce that there exists a constant A =1·0 in K such that
Ql·'. xtr: a; We write

a. = L ai(Xo)yi
i~O .

where ai is a polynomial in Xo with coefficients in the ring K[Xl' ... ,Xn]. We obtain

. _ \ ~ (r1).j (rl-j)al - A 6 . t ai
j=O J

where a~rl-j) = (d/dXoYl-jai. If ai(Xo) does not vanish, then, considering the term of
highest degree (in Xo), we obtain Airl = 1. This shows that there is a unique i with
ai(XO) # 0, hence Y divides Ql. 0
Proof of lemma 11.3. We assume, as we may without loss of generality, that Y does not
divide the given polynomial P, and also that P has degree ~ 1with respect to Y. For
~ E zn+l we define a linear map T!. from the ring K[Xo, ... ,Xn, Y] into itself by

T!.(Xo) = Xo + Sn+l{30,
T~...CXd= Xi + Si + Sn+l{3i, (1 ~ i ~n),

and

- ,

These operators, which represent a translation by (!., commute with D:

DOT!, = T!,0 D,

1) We prove that the polynomials Dt 0 T!,P for 0 :5 t < T' and ~ E zn+l(S') have no
common irreducible factor of degree ~ 1 in Y.

For this we consider, as in lemma 11.5, a decomposition of Pinto a product

k

P = Qo IT Q?
i=1

where Qo E K[X) does not depend on Y, while for 1 ~ i ~ k, Qi is an irreducible
polynomial in K[X, Y] of degree ~ 1 in Y. Here, X stands for (Xo, ... ,Xn). Assume
that there is an irreducible polynomial Q depending on Y which divides all Dt 0 T8P. For
each ~ E zn+l($'), Q is an irreducible factor of T!,P; hence there exists i = i(~) with

. 1 ~ i(~) ~ k and a non-zero element c!, of K such that

Q = C!,T!.Qi(!.).

Now Q divides also DtT!,P for 0 St < T' ; from lemma 11.5 we deduce T' ~ ri(~. Let I be
the subset of {I, ... ,k} which is tonstituted of the i(~), S E zn+l(S'). Consider the map

~~ (i(~),u(a~l ... a~+V))

r,
~.

:,j
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from zn+l(S') into I x (J(*/Iqors)' For each i E I we have Ti ~ T', hence L:iElri ~
T'Carcl(I). On the other hand L:iElri ~ L:7=1 r(~ L1. He~ce Card(I) ~ LdT'. Using
our assumption on L1/T' together with Dirichlet box principle, we see that there exists a
non-zero element §. in zn+l which has the property

for some >. E K* and
is not a root of unity.

Since Y does not divide P, lemma 5.4 with

(1 ~ i ~n),

.and an obvious change of notations (with n replaced by n + 1) gives the desired contradic-
tion.
2) We now take into account our assumptions S = S' + S" - 1 and T = T' + T" - 1. We
apply lemma 11.4 to the set of polynomials

and to the set {(~i' 1]i) j 1 ~ i ~N} C J(n+l X J(* defined by

this gives the conclusion. 0 .
Thanks to lemma 11.3, to complete the, proof of Proposition 11.2, it is now sufficient

to deal with polynomials in Xo, .•• ,Xn. Here is the corresponding zero estimate.

Proposition 11.6. - Let f3o, ... ,f31t be elements of J( with f30 #- O. Let D, Sand T be
three positive integers. Assume either n =0 and T(2S - 1) > D, 01' else n ~ 1 and

S ~ 2n(n + 1), 2~T/(n+l)~D,

Assume that there is a non-zero polynomial Q E K[Xo, ... ,Xn] of total degree ::;D for
which

for all (t,§.) EN xzn+l(s) with t < T.
~.

Then ibe numbers 1, f31, ... ,f3,t are linearly dependent over Q.

Proof When n = 0, the result is straightforward. Assume n > 1 and define SI _
rS/(n + 1)1- We claim that our hypotheses imply

for
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and
T(2S1 - 1)6 > (n + I)D6 .' for 1=58=5n+1.

Indeed our assumption S ~ 2n( n + 1) gives

1 ( 2S )"(2S1 - 1)" > - --2 n+l
for 1 =5 u =5 n + 1,

because

(
1 ) n+1 1

1-- >-
4n 2

Since 2(n + 1) =5 T =5 (n + I)D, we have

for n2:1.

Dn+1 < .TJ (~) n+l
- 2 n+ 1

hence

It follows that, for 1'::; 6 ::; n,

(D) 6 < (~) (n+1)6/n < (~) 6+1

2 - n+l - - n+l

hence

Similarly, for 1 =5 6 ::; n + 1,

(
T )6/(n+l) ( 2S)6 TD6 < -- < -- 2S - 1 6

- 2(n + 1) n + 1 n + 1( 1 , )

(this is the only place in the proof where the assumption T ~ 2(n + 1) is needed j see
exercise 2). This proves our initial claim.

Define

We are going to use the main result in [Plj more precisely, we apply Proposition 5.1 of
[W] with do = d = n + 1, d1 = 0, El = ... = Ed = E and W = 1< x on. We deduce that
there exists a vector subspace V of Kn+l, of codimension 6 2: 1, such that either,

(T/(n + 1)) Card((E + V)/V) ~ D6 and (I,O, ... ,O)~V,

or
Card((E + V)/V)::; D6 and (I,O, ... ,O)EV.

We consider cwocases.

,1

I
i
;
(
i
I
!
I

,
,~
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a) If (1,0, ... ,0) E V, we take the quotient of V by K x on: let 7r : Kn+I ~ K" be the
projection on the last n components; the kernel of 7r is K x Qn, the image VI = 7r(V) of V
is of codimension 8 in K'\ and 7r(E) = Y(S}) where

The restriction to E of the diagram

7r EKu+l Kn

1 1 gIVes 1
J(tI+I/V Kn/VI (E + V)/V

1

The estimates

jj
Ii
;i

!I
il
,d

together with lemma 5.9 provide' the desired linear dependence relation between the
numbers 1, f3} , , f3n.

b) Assume (1,0, ,0) rf. V. From our assumption f30 i= 0, we deduce Card((E + V)/V) ~
2SI - 1. Therefore

Ii

D6 ~ (T/(n + 1)) Card((E + V)/V) ~ T(2S1 - 1)/(n + 1) > D,

i'
j.,
i

which shows that 8 ~ 2. Consequently the quotient VI of V by VnK x on is of codimension
S - 1 ~ 1 in K"; and again we can apply lemma 5.9 and conclude that 1, f3I,' .. ,f3n are
linearly dependent over Q. 0
Proof of Proposition 11.2. Define S" = rS/21, T" = rT/21, S' = S-S"+I, T' = T-T"+l.
Since 2S' - 1 ~ Sand T' > T /2, we have (2S' - l )" > L1/T'. This shows that the
assumptions of lemma 11.3 are satisfied. We deduce that the assumptions of Proposition
11.6 are also satisfied with D = 2LoLl and (S, T) replaced by (S", T"). Indeed, assuming
n ~ 1 (the case n = 0 is trivial), we have S" > S/4, T" > T/2, h~:, ~S" > 2n(n + 1),
T" > 2(n + 1); also T" < (T/2) + 1 < T ~ (n + I)D and

':

T (S) n+} TII ( 2S" ) n+
1

12L L )n+l < <
\ 0 1 - 4(n + 1) n + 1. 2(n + 1) n + 1

o
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§3. Interpolation determinants with derivatives
t- : i: ,.: .• , .

Here is a generalization of lemma 4.2.

Lemma 11.7. - Let it, ... ,JL be entire functions in Cn+t, (1, ... , (L be elements of
Cn+1 and Tl, •.. ,TL non-negative integers. The function of one variable

w(z) = det((8/8zotll f>..(Z(p.)) ,
1$>',p.$L

has a zero at the origin of multiplicity

I"

Proof By multilinearity we reduce the proof to the case f>..(O - (/(). for some "'>.
("'>'0, ... ''''>.n) E Nn+1, (1 :::;.A:::;,L~~In this case we have

where the binomial coefficient (/(r:o) means 0 if Tp. > "'>.0. Lemma 11.7easily follows. 0

§4. Proof of Theorem 11.1

We use the notations of section 1: assume

with f30 i= 0 and with f1, ... , fn+l linearly independent over Q. Define Qi = exp(fi),
(1 :::;i :::;n + 1). The field Q(Ql, ... , Qn+I, 131, ... , 13n) is a finite extension of Q, of degree
say D.

We denote by c a positive constant which depends only on f 1, ... , fn+ 1, 131, ... , 13n.
Next we introduce parameters Lo, L1, T and S, which are positive integers ~ 2 satisfying

and
«t: L )n+l < TSn+1o 1 _ ) ,

with L:= (Lo;;-.;tl)(Ll + 1). For instance we can take

T = [(log S)2(71+1)(n+2)],

L, =((logs)n+2],

Lo = [S(log st+1
] ,

-_ ..:._-----_.
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with S a sufficiently large positive integer. In any case the above conditions, for sufficiently
large c, imply that each of the four parameters Lo, Ll " T and S is sufficiently large (for
instance> 8n2

; also L > 2nen+1) and moreover imply that

and T ~ 2(n + I)LoL1•

Let (tll,~(Il») be any elements in N x zn+I(S) with tll ~ T, (1 ~ Il ~ L). Denote by 6
the determinant of the matrix

Each entry of this matrix is the value of a polynomial in aI, ... ,an+I, all, ... ,a~!l and
fJo,fJI , ... , fJn ; this polynomial has degree at most Ll S in each of the first 2n + 2 variables
and total degree at most Lo in the last n + lones, its coefficients are rational integers, and
the length is at most

2T(2S)Lo Li Lf ~ (2LoLJ)T(2S)Lo.

Liouville's inequality (lemma 3.14) gives: either 6 = 0 or else

1 n n+l
DL log I~I ~ -t.; log(2S) - Tlog(2LoLt) -logL - Lo Lh(fJi) - 2L1SLh(ad.

i=l i=l

According to lemmas 11.7 and 4.3, the function of a single variable z

WCz) = det(C8/8Z0r, hCze!(,»)
l!,1l

has a zero at the origin of multiplicity at least

We set

r = Smax{lfJol, 1+ IfJI/, ... , 1+ IfJnl,1.'\1+ ... + Iln+ll}

and R = e18
", and we use Schwarz lemma (lemma 4.1):

1 1 18 1
L log 161= L log IW(I)1 ~ -17L1/(n+1) + 18T + L log Iwle18.

From the relation

(
8 ) t lllin{t,Ao} t' ..\ ,) .

- f>,.(ze) - ~ . o· ..\t-r (i a )Ao-r
8zo - ~ - 6 '(t _ )' (..\ _ )' n+1 Sn+II-'O

r=O T. T. 0 T.

n n+1
ZAO+··+A ••-r IT(Si + Sn+lfJi)Ai IT eAn+tti8iZ

i=l i=l
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we deduce" for Izi :S eI8 and all ~, jL,

It plainly follows

From our choice of the parameters we deduce

~ log I~I :S_LI/(n+I).

..~,

A simple comparison with Liouville's lower bound, using again our conditions on the 1:
parameters, gives /). = O. From Proposition 11.2 we obtain the desired conclusion: the
numbers 1, f3I, ... ,f3n are linearly dependent over Q. 0

Exercises

1-
a) Deduce from the main result of [P] the following statement: with the notations of section
2, define Sl = rS/(n + 2)1,

and

If the rank of the matrix M of Proposition 11.2 is not (Lo;;:tl)(LI + 1), then there exists
a vector subspace V of tcr+1, of dimension V, satisfying one at least of the following three
conditions:
(i) one has

(ii) the space V does not contain (1,0, ... ,0), its dimension t/ satisfies 0 :S v :S n, and

T Card((E + V)/V) :S (n +- 2)2 L~+l-/l;
• 1/ + 1

(iii) the space V contains (1,0, ... ,0), its dimension v satisfies 1 :S v :S n, and

.J
1.

.1

,.•..
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Hint. Use corollary 5.3 from [W] with W = K(I, 0, ... ,0,1), do = n + 1, all =
(SI -1)/(S -1), (0 :s; v :s; n + 1), with S replaced .byLo, H 'repluced by L1, and L17••• l i;
replaced by S - l.
b) Deduce that the conditionson Lo, Ll, Sand T in Proposition 11.2 can be replaced by
the following ones:

S > max{6n(n + 2), 3}, (n + 2)L9 ?: 2S, (28t+1 ~ (n + 2t+2 L~
and

TSn+l ~ 2-n(n + 2t+3 L~+1L1.
Hint. Check, for SI = rS/(n + 2)1, the following estimates

(n + 2?L~+1c, < T(2S1 - It+1,
(n + 2? L~LI < T(2S1 - I)",

(7~:212 L~+l-II < T(2S1 -1t+I-II
, (O:S; v:S; n),

n + 2Ln+1-11 «28 _ l)n+2-11
v+1 0 1 ,

:and
(1 :s; v :s; n).

·2. Show that the conclusion of Proposition 11.6 still holds when the conditions on S, T
and D are replaced by .~

T<2(n+l) and

3~For eachk - (kI, •.. , kd) in Nd, we write IIkll for kI + ... + kd. We introduce derivative
operators: for x = (Xl, ... ,Xd) E c-, we set Dx .. Xl (8/8zt) + ... + xd(8/8zd). If f isan
analytic function in c- and ( a new variable 'in e, we have

8
DxF(z) = 8(F(x( +z)c=o.

When WI, •.• , Wt are in c- and vr in Nt, we write w = (WI, ••• , Wt) and we set
D;'" = D~\ ... D;;t' Therefore, if (1, ... ,(t are t new complex variables, then

t (8) TjD~F(z) = n 8(. (F((l WI + ... + (tWt + z») (=0'
]=1 ]

Prove the following extension of lemma 11.7:
Let h, ... ,JL be entire functions in en, (1, ... ,(L be eleIUents of en, Tl, ... , TL be

elements of N' and w = (WI, ... , Wt) be an element in (eny ..The functi~n of one variable

'l1(z) = det (D;:f>.(Z(~»)· ,
. 1~>',w~L

has a zero at the origin of multiplicity
L

~ en.(L) - L: IITlllI·
.,~=l

4. Compute a suitable value for the constant c in §4..
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LINEAR FORMS IN TWO LOGARITHMS
AND INTERPOLATION DETERMINANTS

by Michel Laurent,

§l. Introduction

This appendix is an expanded version of the manuscript quoted in the preceding chapters.
Our aim is to test numerically the new method of interpolation determinants in the

.context of linear forms in two logarithms. In the recent past years, M. Mignotte and
M. Waldschmidt have used Schneider's construction, in a serie of papers, [2],[3],[4], to get
lower bounds for such a linear form with rational integer coefficients. They got relatively
precise results with a numerical constant around a few hundreds. Here we shall take
again Schneider's method in the frame of interpolation determinants. We shall decrease
this constant to less than one hundred, when the logarithms involved are real numbers.
Theorems 1 and 2 are simple corollaries of our main result which is Theorem 3. At first
glance, the statement of Theorem 3 seems to be a bit complicated, but it is much more
precise than the above mentioned corollaries, which are only examples of applications. Let
us also mention that we have been lead in §3 to some technical lemmas which can reveal
useful in some other situations from transcendence number theory. I would like to thank
Dong Ping Ping to have detected some inaccuracies in a first writing of this text.

§2. Statement of the results

Let 0'1 and 0'2 be two real algebraic numbers which are supposed to be > 1 and
multiplicatively independent. We shall give lower bounds for the linear form

where b1 and b2 are rational integers which can be supposed to be ~ 1 without loss of
generality. Denote by D the degree over Q of the number field Q(0'1,0'2), and let aI, a2 be
two real numbers > 1 such that

(i T 1,2),

where h (Q) means the logarithmic absolute height of the algebraic number 0', as defined
in Chapter 3.

For each couple of integers b1 ~ 1, b2 ~ 1, denote

b' bI b2
= +---Dloga2 D log al

I



Our flz'at l'@/jUlt giv@i th0 Mymptetico.l vo.lue.of the conlitn.nt when 6' hmd8 to Infinity,

Th@orcnn 1. FbI' CfJfJ.ell munbef e :> 48, tlUIl',@ ~xilJtM A numbe.f b'(e) Mt":}} tlll),G

leg/AI ~ =-eD"(leg6,):1logallega:1

fel' (!JllcJl coupl@ of int(!Jg@fs 61 ~ 1, 6:1~ 1 wItl! b' ~ 6'(c),

We can of COUI'Be compute effectively such a constant b'(c) in hll'm of c. Here Ii a
concrete example.

Theorem 2. SUl'l'osetllat log at ~ 1, log 02 ~ 1 and log v ~ 2~. Tlum
log/AI ~ -87D"(O,5'+logb,)21ogalloga2.

Our main result is the following

,Theorem 3. Let J( be an integer ~ 2, let L, R1, R21 81, 82 be integers ~ 1 and let p be
a real number ~ I, Suppose tbat

(1)

Denote

(

1(-1 ) -2/(1(2-1<)

b = ((R - l)b2 + (8 - l)b1) !!k!

Suppose now ilie: O't and 0'2 are multiplicatively independent, tbat tbe numbers rb2 + sbt,
(0 ~ T' ~ R - 1, 0 ~ s ~ 8 - 1), are pairwise distinct, and tbat we beve

]((L - 1) logp + (J(- 3) log 2:> 2D log(KL) + D(K - 1) log b

+ 9£ (p - J)(Rlog ", + Slog",,) + 2D(R loga, + Slog a,)).
(2)

Then we lieve the lower bound

where
, (L8eLSIAI/(2b2) LReLRIAI/(2bd)

A = Amax b " .
2 2" 2bt

Theorems 1 and 2 will be deduced from Theorem 3 by plugging the inequalities:

O'j:$ap, (i = 1,2),

in condition (2) for specific values of the parameters K, L, R1, R2, 81, 82 and p.
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§3~ Technical lemmas

_ We shall have to investigate the determinant of a matrix whose entries are monomials in
{l'1 and (\'2. It is crucial to know what sort of monomials appears in the expansion of this
determinant. To that purpose, we shall use some combina.torial results which have been
gathered ill this part because their statements are independent from the original problem.

Lemma 1. Let K, Sand N be integers 2: ,1. 'We have

~ ([v -1] 1) ([N -v] 1) > N(2N2 + 3J{N + 3SN + 3KS + 1)
L J( + S + - 12K S .
v=l '

Proof. Denote by E the sum appearing on the left hand side of the inequality. We shall
decompose E into subsums corresponding to the congruence classes for the summation
index II modulo J( and S successively.

If II is congruent to k modulo K, where 1 S k S K, then [(v -1)/J(] = (II - k)/K,
so that we can write

t ,

l(N ) l(K )E = J( ~ ua; + J{ {;(J( - k)Sk ,

where we have denoted

, [N - II]a.; = S + 1, .
v

and where the summation index II is congruent to k modulo 1< in the sum Sk.

Let us now remark that the sequence (av) 1<v<N is non-increasing, so that the sequence

(Sk)l$k$/( of the partial stuns is also non-increasing. By Abel's summation, we get

K 1<-1 k K-l

L(I< - k)Sk = L LSj 2: L is;
k=l k=l j=l k=l

from which it follows that

the last term being equal to ((I{ -1)/2) (L:~=1av). In this first step, we have got the
lower bound

1 ~ ( J( - 1) ([N - 11]' ) 1';-" ([v - 1]. )
E 2 I( ~ II + 2 S' + 1 = J( ~ S + 1 by,
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where we have denoted bv = N - v + ((I( + 1)/2), (1 :::;v:::; N). The sequence ,(bV)l<V<N
is also non-increasing. The same argument, with J( replaced by S and the sequence- (;;v)
replaced by the sequence (bv), provides us the lower bound .

~ ([v -I], )" 1~ (' S-l)6 -S +1 bv 2: 56 v+2'b~,,:
v=l v=l, !

from which it followsthat

1 N (. S - 1) ( J( - 1)E2: KS~ v+-2- N-v+1+ 2 .

, Bt~t tile last sum IS elementarily seen to be equal to

N (2N2 + 3KN + 3'SN + 3KS+ 1)
12

and the lemma is proven.

The next lemma is also computational.

Lemma 2. Let N and S be natural integers. Then we have

~ [v - 1] < (2N - S)2
L S - 8S
v=l

Proo]. Denote by F the sum on the left hand side. If N :::;S, the sum F is equal, to zero
while the right hand side of the inequality is 2: O.Suppose now that N > S. By Euclidean
division, we can write N = (a + l)S + b, (1:::; b:::; S, a 2: 0). Then we have.

(a+l)S 1 N

F= L [~] + 2: (a+1)
v=l S v=(a+l)S+l

S(a2+a) ( )b N2-SN+b(S-b)= 2 + a + 1 = ----2S-~-...:..

N2 N S
:::;2S - '2 + 8'

because b is located between 1 and S.

Let J( and L be integers 2: 1, and let N = J( L. Denote

[
V - 1]iv = -y- , (1 :::;v :::;N),
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so that the sequence (P) 1<v<N is nothing else that the sequence of integers (0, ... ,L - 1),
repeated I< times and classified by increasing order. The next lemma will be directly used
to estimate our determinants.

Lemma 3. Furthermore let Rand S be integers;::: 1. For eacb sequence (Tl,"" TN) of
integers between 0 and R - 1, and such the: any given integer is repeated at most S times
in the sequence, we have tb« estimate

N

M - G::; LPvTv ::; M + G,
v=l

where
(L - 1)(7'1+ ... + TN)M=· . ...2 '
NLR (1 1 )

G= -2- 4 - 121' + 1:,

RS ( 1
l' = I<L ' I: - max 41'L2 '

PTOOf. In other words, the problem is to estimate the oscillation of the sum

.'~( L-1) ,
o =.~ .Pv - -2- Tv,

v=l

when (Tl' ... , 1'N) runs over the set of sequences of N integers, with value between 0 and
R - 1, such that a given integer appears at most S times. Let us first remark that in the
sum a the terms whose index 1/ lies between 1 and (N + 1)/2 are::; 0, while those with
index (N + 1)/2 ::; 1/ ::; N are;::: O. The symmetry

(1 ::;v < N),

allows us to wri te a in the form:

" (L-l) '"'" ( L-l)a = - .~ .ev - -2- TN-v+l + ~ ev - -_.- r»-

(N+l)/2$v$N (N+l)/2$v$N 2

To precise the values of the above sums, we have to distinguish two cases, according to the
parity of L. '
i) Suppose that L is odd.
Denote N' = I«L - 1)/2. In this case we have
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and a is the difference of two numbers of the shape

where (bI, ..• , bN') denotes a sequence of N' integers between 0 and R - 1 such that each
value appears at most S times. It follows that

- max(.B) + min(.B) :5 a :5 max(.B) - min(.B).

The substitution b; 1-+ R - 1 - b" shows that

. N'

m";UJ) + min(,B) = (R;- 1) ~ ([ v;/ 1 + 1)
12)= -(R - l)]((L - 1 ,
8

from which follows the upper bound

I I (R - 1)K(L2 - 1) 2 . ({3)(]' < - mIll .
- ':. 8

.

·i·~·.'f
\
~.,
'j
'!

We have to find the value min(.B). 'Let us show that

~ ([,/-1] ) [N' - v]min(.B) = ~ J( + 1 S '

ir

that is to say that the minimal value is reached for the sequence b" = [(N' - v)/ s],
(1 ~ v :5 N'). Let us first remark that for each minimal sequence (bv), we have bi ~ bj

whenever [(i - l)/K] < [(j -l)/K]. Indeed, if we denote by (b~) the sequence deduced
from (b,,) by permuting bi and bj, we have

'~r,
which must be ~ 0 by the minimal property of (b,,). As the value of the sum

I:

is invariant by substitution in each block (bI, ... ,b«), (bK+l, ... , b2K), ... , we may suppose
without restriction that the sequence (b,,) is non-increasing. By minimality, it is then dear
that the S last values bN', ... , bN' -S+ 1 are necessarily equal to zero, the S preceding ones
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are equal toone, and so on. In other terms; we have b; = [(N' - v)/S] for 1 :::;v :::;N'.
\Ve have proven the upper bound:

The second sum in the right hand side of the above inequality is equal to I«(I} -,-1)/8,
while lemma 1, with N replaced by N' ,gives us the lower bound

]((L-l) (](2(L_l)2 3](2(L-1) 3](8(L+1) )._
24]( S 2 + 2 + 2 + 1 2::

4~S (](2(L3
- 3L + 2) + 3]( S(L2 - 1))

for the sum in the mid term. Putting altogether and using the trivial estimate

(R - 1)]((L2 -1) <' R]{L2
8 8

]{(L2 ~ 1)
8

we finally get
R]{ L2 ](2 L3 ]{2L J<2

10"1 :::; 8' ~ 248 + 8S - '12$'

Neglecting the l~t term, we can write

!<71 s N~n (1- 1~'Y+ 4'Y~2) S d.
ii) Suppose now that L is even. ,

Then we denote N' = K L /2 ~ N /2. In this case, we have

: - N': . - .. ', '.

L (fv - L ~ 1) rv = L([v ; 1] + ~) r., Ni.
(N+l)/25,v5,N v=l .

The proof runs along the same line, with Sums of the. shape

N' (-[v'- 1] 1)
f3 =f; J{ + 2 - b~;

for which, with correspondiIlg notations, we obtain the upper bound
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The right term of this inequality is better written as equal to

In the same way, using lemma 1 and 2, we get finally
. I

Neglecting the third term, we obtain 10"1 ~ G:

Remark. The upper bound 10"1 ~ N LR/8 can De proven very easily in the following way.
We write'

N ( L _ 1) N ( L -1)
0" = ~ ell - -2-, r" = ~ £" - -2- (r" - Tl)

for each' complex number 77, because the average value of the sequence (tv) 1<,,<N is
(L - 1)/2. Choosing the center Tl = (R -. 1)/2 'and bounding Ir" - Tli ~ (R - 1)/2, we
get

1<71 ~ R; 1 ~ Ie. _ L; 11 ..
If we suppose for instance L odd, the last sum is easily seen to be K(L2 - 1)/4. We get

1
0"1 < K(R - 1)(L2 - 1) < N LR.

- 8 - 8

Idem for L even. The lemmas 1 and 2 have the effect to substract 1/(24-y) to 1/8.

§4. Zero estimate

Let J(, L, R1, R2, SI ,S2 be integers ~ 1. As in Theorem 3, put

R = R, + R2 -1,

Let bl and b2 be two complex numbers. For positive integers n a.nd p, denote as usual
G) = n··· (n - p + 1)/pl the binomial coefficient, and denote by A the KL x RS matrix
whose entries are the numbers

(
7'b2 + Sbl) ir is~

k al a2 ,

where (k, f), (0 ::; k ::; ]( -1,0 ::; t ::;L -1) is the index of row, while (7', s), (0 ~ r ~ R-l,
o ::; s ::;S - 1) is the index of column. It will be convenient to number the lines by setting

[i-I] [i-I]ki= L ' ei= K ' (1 s i ~KL).
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'(),,' 'l,l"f of the columns is irrelevant. Various zero estimates can show us that under
';; _,i, l:uuditions, the matrix A is of maximal rank. Here is an example.

Lennn:) 4. Suppose tllat conditions

RlS} 2:: max(K, L),

.huld. Suppose also that the numbers a} and az are multiplicatively independent and that
t.li-: RS numbers 7'bz + sbt, (0 S 7' S R - 1, 0 S s S S - 1), are all distinct. Then the rank
o] the nintrix A is equal to K L.

PTOOj. We have to show that the K L lines of A are linearly independent. If not, there would
exist a non-zero polynomial P[X, YJ, with degree in X bounded by K - 1 and degree in
Y bounded by L - 1, vanishing at the points

(0 S 7' S R ~ 1, 0 S s S S - 1).

Now proposition 4.1 from [3] tells us that the assumptions of the lemma cannot be fulfilled.
Notice that our hypotheses are stronger than those of proposition 4.1, and that the strict
inequalities (a), (b), (c) in this proposition become the large inequalities (1), because of a
shift by one for the degrees. Of course, a suspicious reader could object that the set of
points we consider, is not the same as in proposition 4.1. One can answer that, first when
R\, R2) S1, S2 are odd, the two sets of points .differ by a translation in Ga x Gm, and
secondly that if one of the parameters is even, the proof runs along the same lines!

fi5. Arithmetical lower bounds for minors from A

From now on, we begin the proofof Theorem 3. So we have five parameters K, L, R1,

R2, 81, S2 satisfying (1) and integers b} 2:: 1, bz 2:: 1 which are almost linearly independent
in the sense that the numbers rbz +sb1, (0 S 7' S R-1, 0 S S S S -1) are pairwise distinct.
By lemma. 4, the matrix A associated to this set of data, is of maximal rank N := K L.
Let ,6. be a non-zero minor of order N xN from the matrix A. For a suitable ordering on
the set of columns contained in .0., we can write

The aim of this section is to prove the following lower bound for 1.0.1.
'.

Lemma5. Denote

g _ ~ __ 1_ -l-max (_1_ ~ _,_)
- 4 12, 4,L2' 4LRz' 4LS2 '

G} = gLRN /2, G2 = gLSN/2,
M} = (L - 1)(7'} + ... +- 7'N )/2, Mz :::::(L - 1)(s} + ... + SN )/2 •
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Then we have

log/6/2 -(D -l)log(N!) + (MI + Gt)logal + (M2 + G2)loga2

~2DGllogal - 2DG21oga2 - ~(D - 1)(K -1)N log e,.' 2

(Recall that we have defined

Proof Let us consider the polynomial

N .
P(X, Y) = L sg(0') U (1'u{i) b2 ~.SO'(;) bl) X L::l l,ru(i) Y 2:::1 l'S"(i),

0' 1=1

where 0' runs over the symmetric group SN, and sg(0') means the signature of the
substitution 0'. By expanding the determinant 6, we get 6 = P(al,a2)' As

t:+ Sjbl) ~ ((R - 1)b2 + (S _l)bl)ki

ki . ki!
N

L k, = (K - 1)N/2,
;=1

(1 ~ i s N),

we easily see that the length L( P) of the polynomial P is bounded by

N! ((R - 1)b2 + (S - 1)bl )(J( -1)N/2 _ Ib(J( -1)N/2
N -N..n k·1i=I I'

To get a good lower bound for /6/, we have to notice that P is divisible by a large power
of X and Y. In a precise way, lemma 3 gives 'us the estimates

M2 - G2 $ L liSO'(i) ::; M2 + G2.

Let us denote by VI (resp. V2) the integer part of MI + G1 (resp. M2 + G
2
), and by U

1
(resp. U2) the least integer 2: MI - G1 (resp. M2 - G2). Then we can write
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where p(X, Y) is a polynomial with integers coefficients, with the same length as P, and
whose degree in X (resp. Y)is bounded by·'V} - U1 (resp. V2 - U2). As h(l/at) = heal)
and h(1/a2) = h(a2), Liouville's inequality, in the shape oflemma 3.14 from the preceding
Chapter 3, gives us the lower bound

Taking into account the above upper bound for L(P) = L(P), we get

log 16.1 2: -(D -l)log(N!) + V1logal + V210ga2
1-D(Vj - Ut) log al - D(V2 - U2)loga2 - -(D -1)(I< -l)Nlogb.2 .

·Now, from the inequalities D log aj 2: log O'j 2: 0, we get

for'i = 1,2, inequalities which imply lemma 5.

§6. Analytic upper bound for 16.1
Here is the crucial point where the smallness of IAI is to be used essentially.

Lemma 6. Let p be a real number 2: 1. Suppose that

Then, we have the upper bound

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that

so that A is 2: 0. Denotezi = bI/b2• Then we have

.. )A
log <l'2= iJ log 0'1 + b

2
•

Let us first modify slightly the matrix whose 6. is the determinant. For any complex number
1], as

A-II
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we have by muHilinearity

Then it is convenient to center the exponents fi around their average value (L -- 1)/2, We
get in this way:

where /\ =€i - L;-1 , (1 :s; i :s; N), We write now

>"irj >"iSj _ >"i(rj+Sj.B) >"isjA/b-;.
aI a2 - a1 . e

= a~i(rj+Sj.B) (1 + A'()i,j),

with

so that
2b2 (el>";/Sj A/b2 - 1)

I()i,jl < LSAeLSA/2b2. ~ 1

(here is the unique reason for which it is better to work with A' instead of A), Plugging
this expression in the determinant .6., we get the formula

where

.6.1 = det ( Ci,I

(). IC· Ir, e,

Ci,N )

(). NC· NI, 1:,

} i E I

} i ~I

and
bk·
2' ( . )k. >..·(r·+s·f3)c· . = - 1'· + S·(.:/ - 'rI • fV • ) )t ,) k.1 J ) P " •...•1 '
I' )

As 2:[:1 Ai = 0, it is licit to replace in .6.1 the quantity Ci,j by ci,ja1>";71, in such a way
that our determinant ..6.J takes now the form

} i E I

} i ~I
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where we have set

(1 ~ i ~N),

(1 ~ j < N).

Let us now choose 7] = (R-1)~,8(S-l), in such a way that

IZ.I < (R-l)+,8(S-l)
J - 2 ' (1 ~ j ~N).

A·13

We shall next givean upper bound for I~/I. Let us consider the entire function ~ 1 of the
complex variable x defined by.'

}

}

iEI

, so that 6.[ = ~1(1). Expanding in Taylor series the functions 'Pi for index of lines i E I,
we see as usual in the previous lectures, that the function ~ 1 has a zero of multiplicity
~ (v2 - v)/2 for x = 0, where we have set v = Card(I). The usual Schwarz lemma then
implies

16./1-:- 1~/(1)l ~ p-(V
2
_V)/2 max I~I(X)I

1~I=p

for any real number p ~ 1. Using these inequalities for all subsets I ~ {I, ... ,N}, together
with

IA'I'~ p-N+(l/2)

and reporting in (*), we get

As

(
1· v2

- v) N2
- Nmin (N - - )(N - v) -f =',

05,v5,N· 2 .' 2 2

Weget
16.1~ af11 af122N p-(N

2
-N)/2) max max I~ I(X )1.

I Ixl=p

Then lemma 6 is an immediate consequence of the folkrwing upper bound

Lemma 7. Foreecb subset I~' {I, ... ,N} and eecli complex number x, we heve:
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Proof Since /Bi,j/ ::; 1, expanding the determinant <I>J(x) shows that

/If

/<I>/(x)/ s N!m;x II'Pi(XZu(i) ,
i=1

where (J runs over all substitutions (J E SN. We have:

N N )ki )

IT ( ) IT (b2XZu(i) o: AiZO'(i) x
'Pi XZu(i) = k.' a1 ,

i=1 _ i=1 I'

2:>~iZu(i) = LAi(ru(i) + (38u(i) - 17)
= I:Ai (r'u(i) -I,88u(i))

= (2::= Ai7'u(i)) + (3(I:Ai8u(i))'

Now lemma 3 gives us respectively the upper bound G1 and G2 for the absolute value of
the two last sums. We get

/I:AiZU(i)/::; G1 + (3G2•

By assumption a~ ::; a2· Finally, the exponential term in the product n~1'Pi'(XZu(i)) is
bounded by a~x/GI a1X

/
G2, as was to be shown. For the monomial term, it is enough to use

the simple bound

(1 ::;j ::;N),
so that

g Ib2X~;iillk' < C2IXI((R -1; + .B(S -1»)yK-llNI2(11\t) -L

= C~bYK-1lNI
2

Remark. The determinant ~ is nothing else that the interpolation determinant of the N
functions in two variables x, y

_ bki

'P-(x y) = ~xkiaeiXeliY
I, k.' 1 ,

I'

evaluated at the N points

(1 ::; i s N),

For bounding such a determinant, the general pattern consists to expand it in Taylor
series (around the origin or any other point) of the 2N variablesej, Yi! (1 ::; j ::;N),
,tl'termined by the coordinates of the given N points.

In our special case, the second coordinate y is small, so it has been sufficient to expand
the functions 'Pi(X, y) at the order 1 in y.
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§7. End~~t,i~~,~,proofof Theorem 3

On t1ie.~ite.,suppose that the conditions 'ofTheorem 3 are satisfied and that

IA'I s p-I(L+(1/2)_

Lemmas 5 and 6 allow us to precise the value of log I~I:

-(D -l)log(N!) + (Ml + G1)logal + (M2 + G2)loga2 - 2D(G1logaI + G210ga2)
1 1

-2(D -l)(K -l)Nlogb :::;logl~l:::; Nlog(2N!) + 2(K -1)Nlog(pb/2)
. 1

+(Ml + pG1) logal + (M2 + pG2) log a2 - 2(N2 - N) logp.

The quantities involving Ml and M2 cancel on both sides of the above inequalities. We
.finally get the opposite of (2) by bounding 10g(N!) :::;N logN and replacing N, GJ, G2 by
their values. This contradiction proves the Theorem 3.

§8. Proof of Theorems 1 and 2

As al :::;ap and a2 :::;af, it is sufficient to check instead of (2) the stronger, but simpler,
inequality .

(3) K(L -l)logp + (K - 3) log2 >
2D logeK L) + D( K - 1) log b + g(p + l)D L (R log a1 + Slog a2) .

Now, we have to compare band b'. This will be provided by

Lemma 8. For any integers R ;::::1, S;::::1 and K ;::::2, wehave

5((R - l)b2 + (S - 1)b1)
b:::; K-l .

Proof. We are lead to give an uniform lower bound for

(If k!) 2/(K':-KJ

k=l

Let us show that this quantity is ;::::(K - 1)/5 for any K ;::::2, which is the meaning of
lemma 8. This is a problem of standard calculus. One can proceed as follows.First notice
that

1(-1 1(-1 1(-1

IIk! = II(K - k)k = IIkJ(-k
k~l k=I k=l

((I{ - 1)!)1(
= rrK-Ip .

k=l
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Now we are reduced to give an upper bound for Il:~lkk. Let us show that

J( -1 K2 _ K . K2 - K I<L klogk ~ 2 10g(I< -1)- 4 + 3'
k=l

for I< 2:: 2. We use Euler-Maclaurin's summation formula, in thenotations of formula
(7,2.4.) p. 303 in [1]:

f(l) +". + fen) = in f(x)dx + f(I); fen) + 1'(n) ;; 1'(1) + R1

with 7' = 1and
1 jnR1 ~ -2 . If(3)(x)ldx,

27r 1-

We take f(x) = x log x and n = K - 1, and we get

IZ=; (K - 1)2 r ) (I< -1)2 ·1 (I< - 1) 10g(K - 1)
Z:: k log k ~ . 2 logeR. - 1 - 4 + 4 + 2
k=l

10g(K - 1) l'
+ 12 + 27r2'

in which formula, it is enough to boundlog(K -1) ~ K - 2 for any K 2:: 2. Now, we use
the standard lower bound

Putting altogether, we get

(

K-l ) 2/(l(2_K)g k! 2: (K _ 1)e-;(3f2)-(2!3(K-l)) 2: K; 1,

for K 2:: 8, If K = 2, ... ,7, the inequality between the left hand side and the right hand
side is obvious to check.

The principle of the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 is as follows, In each case, we shall
define a system of parameters K,L,R1,R2,S},S2,P satisfying the conditions (1) and (3).
Theorem 3 provides us a lower bound for INI, and consequently for IAI, if we assume that
the numbers rb, + sb2, (0 ~ 7' ~ R - 1, 0 ~ s ~ S - 1) are pairwise distinct. If this last
condition is unsatisfied, Liouville's inequality furnishes a much better lower bound for IAI
t.han the one which is required.

Let Cl > 0, C2 > 0, C3 > 0, C4 > 0 and f be constants (that is to say, numbers
independent of b', aI, and a2) which shall be defined in each case, For simplicity, denote
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B = f + log b'. We set
K = [c1D3

~ logal log a2] ,
L = [c2DB] ,

ti, = [c3D3/2Bl/210g a2] + 1,

SI = [c3D3/2Bl/210gal] + 1,

R2 = [c4D2Bloga2]'
S2 = [C4D2 B logad .

Let us begin by Theorem 1 for which the computations are simpler because it suffices
to compare the leading terms for large B in the inequalities involved. First, thanks to
lemma 8, we bound

b < 5 ((R - l)b2 + (S - l)bt) < fb' = B
- K-l _e e,

if we have chosen f > log5+ log C4 - log Cl. To satisfy (1) and (3) for large B, it is enough
to choose positive constants Cl, •.• ,C4 so that:

,.

C4 > v'2Cl C2,

Clc210g P > Cl + 2g(p + 1)C2C4,
C3 = max (v'Cl, ~) .

Remark that the ratio I = RS/KL is > 2 and then the quantity 9 is > (1/4) - (1/24) =
5/24. We easily check that there exist positive solutions of the system (4) which are as
close as we wish from thelimit Values:

(4)

. 64g2(p + 1)2
C =

1 (logp)3'
2

C2 = ---,logp
C3 = max (v'Ci", JC2) ,

with 9 = 5/24. Strictly speaking, these values are not convenient because they lead to
equalities in the first two relations of (4). Now choose p = 5.8,so that

From Theorem 3 follows the' alternative: either

or there exist two integers rand s, with 11·1 $ R - 1, [s] $ S - 1 such that rb2 + sbt = o.
Obviously we may suppose that rand s are relatively prime. Then from exercise 6.a in
Chapter 3, we get
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which implies

Here above, the main term is the third, which is better than required. To conclude, one
has only to remark that for the above limit values, we have ClC2log P < 48 and that
log IN / AI = O(1og B).

For Theorem 2, the preceding arguments have to be made effective. We choose our
constants slightly larger than the above limit values. Let us set

c) = 36, C2= 1.5, C3 = 6, C4 = 6V3 + 0.04 = 10.43· .. , f = 0.49, P = 4.9.

Using systematically estimates of the type

(x - 0.04)y < [xy] ~ xy,

which are true for any real numbers x ~ 0 and y ~ 25, we easily check that for B ~ 25,
we have

R:::; 11.633D2 B loga2

S ~ 1l.633D2 B log al

'Y ~ 2.578
9 ~ 0.218

(note that the third term from the definition of 9 in Theorem 3, is bounded by 10-4
). The

lemma 8 gives us the upper bounds

b < 5((R - 1)b2 + (S - l)bl) 5(Rb2 + Sb1) ,- I< - 1 :::; I<.:::; 1.62b

from which follows log e ~ B. Inequalities (1) are consequences of the lower bounds:

R > 6D3/2 Bl/210g a1 _ 2,

S > 6D3/2 B1/210g a1 _ 1,

R2 ~ 6J3D2 B log a2,

52 ~ 6J3D2 B log al.
,

To check the main inequality (3), it is convenient to break it into two parts

(3.1) I«L -1)logp > D(I< -l)B + g(p + l)DL(Rlogal + Sloga2)

(3.2) (K - 3) log 2 > 2Dlog(KL).
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The reader will easily check that the left hand side of (3.1) is ~ 81.15D4B21ogal1oga2,
while the right hand side is ~80.89D4B2Iogat loga2' for B ~ 25. The condition (3.2) is
quite largely fulfilled for B ~ 25. By Theorem 3, we know' that either

loglA'1 ~ -I<Llogp ~ -86D4B2Iogatloga2'

or
loglAI ~ -Dlog2-DRlogal-lJSloga2 ~ -24D3B log at!oga2.

Finally, the bound (quite weak for B ~ 25)

1+ log L + log S + log R ~ D4 B2 log al log a2,

provides us the required lower bound
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; Notations

N (set of non-negative rational integers)

Z (ring of rational' integers)

Q (field of rational numbers)

R (field of real numbers)

Q (field of algebraic numbers)

~~~~'."'.

C (field of complex numbers)

Qp (field of p-adic numbers; §3.2)

Cp (completion of an algebraic closure of Qp ; §3.3)

J(* (multiplicative group of non-zero elements 9£a field K)

dimj- (dimension of a K-vector space)

rkz (rank of finitely generated Z-module)

Card (number of elements of a set)

E (Zariski closure of a subset E in Kd j §8.l.a)

gcd (greatest common divisor)

(Z) (binomial coefficient)

[x] (integral part of a real number x)

rx 1 (smallest integer ;:::x ; §5.3.f).
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(Q-vector space of logarithms of algebraic numbers) §l.O..................

........................ §2.1

h(O'), h(..9o : .,. : 19,,) (Weil's height) §3.2........................................

H( 0'), H(f) (usual height) ... §3.2•. .

M(O'), M(f) (Mahler's measure) §3.3....................................

L(f) (length of a polynomial f E C[X)) §3.4...............................

deno (denominator), Ial (house), s(O') (size) §3.4

. §3.6, §10.1

811(L) . §4.2

tc:\tors (torsion subgroup of a field 1(, i.e. roots of unity in K) . §5.1

(F + V)/V image of F C [(II under 1(11 --+ tc» /V . . . §5.3.c

E[ ell = {Xl + ... + X 1# j Xi E E, (1 $ i $ d)} . . §5.3.d, §8.0

§8.l.b

§8.l.b

T<I> ..•• §8.1

................................. §9.1

§10.1

§13.0

(Q-vector space spanned by 1 and £) §13.0
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Algebraic~indep:~l1dence Chapter 14

Algebraic subgroup §8.2

Algebraic subset §8.1 a, §8.2

Algebraic subvariety §8.1 a, §8.3

Analytic estimate §2.3, Chapters 4 and 9, §11.3, §A.6

Baker's method "......................... §12.2

Baker's theorem Theorems 1.1 and 1.11, Chapter 12

.Bezout 's theorem Lemma 5.6

Bidegree §8.1.b
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Euler §1.1

Five exponentials theorem Chapter 13 exercise 1
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Gel'fond-Schneider theorem " Theorem 1.2

Height of a polynomial §3.2, 3.4

Hermite-Lindemann theorem Chapter 11

Hilbert-Samuel polynomial §8.1

Hilbert's seventh problem §1.1

House of an algebraic number ': '. .. §3.4,
Interpolation determinant (Laurent) Lemma 2.2, Chapter 4, §9.3

Irreducible §8.1 a, §8.3

Irreducible component : ; . .. §8.3

Kronecker theorem §3.7
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Kronecker u-resultant §5.2

Leluner's problem ,.......................... §3.7

Length of a polynomial ...........................•............. §3.2

Linearly disjoint §1.3

Liouville's inequality Lemma 3.14

Mahlers measure §3.3

Pillai's conjecture Chapter 14 exercise 2

Rational subspace Chapter 1 exercise 4

Schanuel's conjecture Conjecture 14.2

Schwarz lemma Lemma 4.1

Six exponentials theorem Theorem 1.7

Size of an algebraic number . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. §3.4

Strong four exponentials conjecture '.,. : Chapter 14 exercise 1

Strong six exponentials theorem Chapter 13 exercise 2

Thue-Siegel-Roth theorem Theorem 1.6

Weil height §3.2

Zariski closure §8.1 a

Zero estimates §2.2, Chapters 5 and 8; §11.2, §A.2
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XII.- FURTHER ESTIMATES (WITHOUT PROOF)

In this Chapter we first give some indications on possible refinements for the estimates
from the preceding Chapters, next we explain the connection between the method which
has been developed in these lectures and Baker's method, finally we.give a survey ofthe
best known results so far.

§1. Refinements and variants

It's possible to improve the term (log B)2. By introducing (like in Chapter 11) one more
variable Zo, and by taking derivatives with respect to this new variable, we can replace
(log B? by (log B)(log log B) ; if, moreover, ',Ve'use the so-called Pel'dman poly'nomials (cf
[F]), then we get only log B. ;

Further improvements are possible in the case where the coefficients/3i are all
rational integers (this is the most important case for applications). Finstly the assumption
log B ;:::log A is no more needed; secondly the assumption B ;:::l/3i I'c~n be replaced by

if /3n =/:. O. Once more these refinements use Feldman's polynomials.
It's useful in certain applications to keep the dependence on E (see Proposition 7.7

and Theorem 10.5) in the final estimate: when the numbers IRil are small, then Ecan be
chosen comparatively large, and the final estimate is stronger. This improvement originates
in a work by T.N. Shorey [S].

Better results can be achieved for simultaneous linear forms [R],[Lo], [Dpp4], [H3J.
Better constants are known for n = 2 ([Mi-WI ,2,3], [La], and, for the p-adic case,

[Dpp l] ; see also [D], where a special attention is paid to the dependence on the degree D).
The first estimate for measures of linear independence of two logarithms which did not
involve the construction of an auxiliary function is the one of Laurent given in Appendix
to these notes.

The proof yields a result like lemma 7.2:-if IAI is small, then .not only do we have
A = 0 and the log <l:i are Q-linearly independent, but also we produce a vanishing linear
combination of the log <l:i with rather small coefficients in Z. This is specially interesting
for the analog of Baker's theorem on algebraic groups (see [Ma-W] and [L] pp.121-122 and
238-239; by the way, speaking of algebraic groups, see [Hl,2,3]).

The method extends to non-homogeneous linear combinations of logarithms:

If /30=/:. 0, then A =/:. 0, and we can give an explicit lower bound. The main interest of such
a result lies in corollaries for measures of transcendence of various numbers [W2J, [H2].

~...
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§2. Duality: connection with Baker's method

OUf starting point, to estimate the difference between /31el' + ... + /3nen and en+1 was
to consider (generalizing Schneider's idea) the values of the n + 1 functions ZI, .•. ,Zn and
exp{e1z1 + ... + enzn}, as well as the values of monomials in these functions, at the points

(1,0, ... ,0), ... ,(0, ... ,0,1) and (/31,... ,/3n),

as well as at linear combinations of these points (with rational integer coefficients). Baker's
starting point is quite different: he considers the n + 1functions exp(zl), ... ,exp(zn) and
exp{/31z1 + ... + /3nzn}, as well as theirderivatives, at the point (.£1,.;. ;en) j once more:
one takes monomials in the functions, and multiples of the considered point.

One can work out a proof along Baker's 'approach without constructing an auxiliary
function, but only using Laurent's interpolation determinants. The fact that derivatives
are there means that the corresponding zero estimate needs to involve multiplicities. The
scheme of proof is just the same: using the multiplicity estimate one constructs a non-
zero determinant j Liouville's inequality provides a lower bound j estimates of interpolation
determinants (involving derivatives) yield the conclusion. So far no complete proof has been
written along these lines, but there is no difficulty to do so.

There is a very interesting connection between the two approaches: one shifts from
one method to the other just by transposing matrices. This is a consequence of the duality
formula: '" "

(d)8( CUZ) (d)t( 8 VZ)- ze = - ze .dz z=v dzz=u
for sand t non-negative integers and u and v complex numbers. This formula extends to
exponentials in several variables (exercise 3).

In Chapters 6 and 7, the proofs used a generalization of Schneider's method in several
variables; the improved estimate in Chapter 10 involved the refinement of section 1 in
Chapter 9, where the main point is that we are working with a product of monomials by
a function of a J.ing,levariable. The method which is dual (namely looking at a transposed
matrix j see exercise 2) to the method in Chapters 6 and 7 is just a generalization in
several variables of GePfond's solution to Hilbert's seventh problem; the main new tact
in Baker's method (compared 'with Gel'fond's one) is that the values of the functions of
several variables are taken on a one dimensional complex vector spacejthisis just the dual'
of the argument in §9.1. Explicitly, we have the dual correspondence: . .,

- monomials Z;l ... z~n in the previous chapters correspond (in the methods of Gel'fond
and Baker) to derivatives C8j8zt)>"1 ... (8j8zn)>"n j

- an exponential of a linear form in several variables (in the previous chapters)
corresponds (in Baker's method) to a product of exponential functions in one variable
(which happends to be also an exponential function in one variable).
This explains why it's possible to give a proof of theorem 11.1 along Baker's method

by using only functions of a-single variable, while this is not possible with Schneider's
approach.

In Baker's original proof, the fact that all point's are on-a complex line was used in an
essential way for an extrapolation formula (which is not available in higher dimension);
with interpolation determinants, extrapolation is no more needed.
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There are now several ways for proving measures of linear independence of logarithms:
one can construct a non-zero determinant either by using Baker's approach (with the
multiplicity estimate] or by using the generalization of Schneider's approach (with a zero
estimate without multiplicities). Once the determinant is constructed, the lower bound
is clear (Liouville). The analytic argument involving interpolation determinants can be
perforrrredeither by looking at the determinant or at its transpose; it would be interesting
to compare the estimates which can be obtained using these different approaches.

As far as the dependence in the number m of logarithms is concerned, the most
precise known estimate involves only mm, under the extra assumption that, for a given
primeq, the q-th roots a~/q, ... , a~q generate an extension of the field Q(al,. . , , am) of
maximal degree q'" (see [BGMMS], [P-W1],[W1]). This estimate has been reached so far
only via Baker's method, thanks to a double induction procedure involving extrapolations
with small steps. It seems that the simpler proof (allued to above) along Baker's method
involving a determinant will yield a rather bad dependence in m, unless one knows better
multiplicity estimates (essentially, best possible estimates seem to be needed). ,

.§3.The state of the art

The reference [B) contains a historical survey of known estimates up to 1977. At that time
the best known lower bounds were the two main results of [B). We, describe here briefly
more recent results.

We first fix the notations (compare with Theorem 10.1: we only add a coefficient (30,
like in Chapter 11).

Let el, ... ,em be logarithms of algebraic numbers, aj = eXp(ei), (1 ~ i ~m) and
{30, ... ,{3m be algebraic numbers, such that the number

does not vanish.
We denote by D be the degree over Q of the number field Q(aI, ... , am, (30, ... ,(3m)

and by A, AI, ... , Am and B real numbers, which are 2: e, and satisfy

and
10gB 2: h(l: {30: {31 : ... : (3m).

The best known estimates (see [P-W1], [Will and [W5]) state that there exist two
positive numbers C1(m) and C2(m), which depend only on the number m of logarithms,
and which satisfy the, following property:
- General case: IAI2:, e-Ut with

- Rational case: assume {30 = 0 and ((31; ... , (311t) E Qm. Then IAI 2: e-U2 with

U2 = C2(m)Dm+210gBlogA1·• ·logAm.
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One essential feature of these estimates is that the numbers CI(m) and C2(m) can be
explicitly computed. For.instance it follows from [P-WI} that one can take

provided that one assumes Ai ~ em, log Ai ~ I log aj I (1 ::; i ::;m) and A ~ e".
In [WiiJ, the dependence in m and D is not given explicitly! but Wiistholz announces

that in a subsequent note he will determine an explicit value for the constant which is
much better than Baker's constant (16mD)20om. According to [Ri] (Chap. C, §1.1 p.236),
there is a forthcoming joint paper by Baker and Wiistholz on this subject.

Some authors state their results in tenus of the usual height of the algebraic numbers,
in place of Weil's height; the exponent of D then looks smaller (m + 1 in place of m), but
in fact the result is weaker (see (3.12)).

The proofs in [P-W] as well as [Wii] use Baker's method (see also [MaD. The proof
in [W5) involves the generalization of.Schneider's method to several variables which has
been discussed in these lectures. It's not clear' which one should give the best estimates;
in view of the duality between both approaches, one might expect that the same result;
will arise in each case; but some minor differences seem to occur in the estimates, and a
combination of both arguments could be the best solution.

Here is an explicit result concerning the value of C2(m) (see [W5] Cor. 10.4). For
simplicity we state it in the form of a lower bound for la~1 a~,~- 11.

Let al, ... , am be non-zero algebraic numbers and b1, , bm be rational integers;
assume

We rlenote by D be the degree of the mimber field Q(al, ... ,am) over Q and by AI, ... ,Am
real numbers, which are ~ e, and satisfy

(1 ::;i ::;m).

Further, let
B = max{2, Ibll, ... , Ibm!}.

Then

I b) bm• 11 >. -ual ... a - e
III -

with
U = 26m+32m3mH Dm+2(1 + log D)(1og B + log D) log Al ... log Am.

The results in [P-WI} and [W5}include another' parameter E (compare with Proposi-
tion 7.7 and Theorem 10.5) which makes the result slightly more complicated, but which
is important in many applications. In the case m = 2, better constants have already been
derived from Schneider's method in [Mi-Wl,2,3]. By the way, A.W. Glass told me that
Tahei Okada went through all details in [Mi-W2] j he pointed out a few minor corrections
which should be made in the arguments, but do not invalidate the final result. This result
is llOW superseded by [Mi-W3], and more seriously by [La].
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There is an extensive literature on the so-called p-adic case; we refer to van der
Poorten's survey [vdP], as well as Yu Kunrui's papers [Yu]; these works deal with Baker's
method. Schneider's method in the p-adic case has been worked out by Dong Pingping
[Dppl,2',3,4}, who derives also estimates for simultaneous linear relations. As suggested in
§l above, in the complex case also it is possible to derive stronger estimates for several
independent linear combinations of logarithms (see [P-W2] for Baker's method).

Another quite different direction which leads very sharp estimates from below for
linear combinations of logarithms is related with Pade approximation and with Siegel's
G-functions. We quote only one such example due to G. Rhin, involving numerical
computations by E. Dubois and Ph. Toffin [Rh]: for rational integers bo, bI, b2 with
B = max{lbd, Ib21} ~ 2, ,

Ibo + bI log 2 + b210g 31 2: B-I3.3•

, The exponent 13.3 can be replaced by 7.616 for sufficiently large B.

Open problems.

1. So far, only Baker's method gives a sharp estimate in terms of the number m of
logarithms, namely m2m in the general case, and m'" when, for instance, the numbers
0::/2 generate a number field of maximal degree 2m ; it's an interesting question to achieve
such an estimate using the method which is described in the present notes.

2. Does there exist an absolute constant C > 0 such that, for all rational p/q, [e" - p/ql >
-c?q .

Exercises

1. Improve the estimate of Theorem 10.1: replace (log B? by log B.
Hint. See [W5], but replace the auxiliary function of [W5] by an interpolation determinant,
like in Chapters 10 and 1l.

2. Let .eI, ... ,.en+I, f3I, ... ,f3n be complex numbers satisfying f3I.eI + ... +f3n.en = .en+I.
Define Cti = ell, (1 ~ i~n + 1). For Q = (Sl,.;., Sn+l) E zn+I, define

Define also .e = (.eI, ... , .en) E en.
a) Compare the numbers

for ~ = (AI, ... , An+I) E Nn+I, with the entries of the matrix in Proposition 7.7.
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b) Use exercise 2 of Chapter 11 to produce another upper bound for the determinant I~arl
in the proof of Proposition 7.7 and also of Theorem 10.5.

3. Let 71., sand t be positive integers; further let x, y, WI,.:.,Wt, UI, ... ,us be elements
of en ; furthermore let TENt and a E NS

• Define

For z E ell, define
s

(z. u)<T = I1(z, Ui)<Ti,

i=l

where z . Ui is the usual scalar product in ell (see Chapter 2 exercise 3). Define also D~
in the same way as in exercise 2 of Chapter 11. Check

D~ ((z . u)" eXZ
) z=y = D~ ((z. w)" eYZ

) z=x

Hint. See [W3].
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XIII.- GENERALIZATIONS OF THE SIX EXPONENTIALS THEOREM

Baker's theorem on linear independence of logarithms over Q (Theorem 11.1) does
not contain all known informations concerning the transcendence of the values of the
exponential function (not mentioning results of algebraic independence) i specifically, it
does not contain the six exponentials theorem (Theorem 1.6). An obvious way of giving a
result containing both statements (Baker's theorem and the six exponentials) would be to
prove the algebraic independence of logarithms of algebraic numbers (Conjecture 14.1);
this would imply the four exponentials conjecture (Conjecture 1.7). But this does look like
a difficult problem, and our goal will be more modest.

The six exponentials theorem can be stated in an equivalent way as follows; like
in Chapter 1, denote by .c the Q-vector space of logarithms of algebraic numbers; for
1 :::;i :::;d and 1 :::;J :::; e, let ).ij be an eJement of c ; assume that the £ columns of the
matrix

are linearly independent in c-, that the d rows of the same matrix are linearly independent
in Ce and that £d > f + d; then the rank of ilie matrix is at least 2.

To check that this proposition is equivalent to the six exponentials theorem, it is
sufficient to consider the case d = 2 and £ = 3 ; the statement concerning the rank of the
matrix implies the six exponentials theorem: indeed, if the six numbers eXiYi, (i = 1,2,
J = 1,2,3) are algebraic, then the matrix

(
XIYI

x2Y1

has entries in E, the two rows are linearly independent (since Xl and X2 are linearly
independent), the three columns also (since Y1, Y2 and Y3 are linearly independent), and
the rank is 1. Conversely, if the matrix

().ll ).12 ).13 )
).21 ).22 ).23

is of rank 1, if we set

Yj = ).lj, U = 1,2,3), and Xl = 1, X2 =).2t!).11,

then exp(xiYj) = ).ij for i = 1,2 .and J = 1,2,3; moreover, since the matrix is of rank 1,
t;;" . sumption on the linear independence of the rows (resp. of the columns) is sufficient

..:i'{~i
~1 ,·,;l
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to ensure that Xl,XZ (resp. YI,YZ,'!/J) are linearly independent. This shows the equivalence
between the six exponentials theorem and the statement on the rank of the matrix.

When the rank of the 2 x 3 matrix is < 2, then the three column vectors

belong to a vector subspace of C2 of dimension 1 j the six exponentials theorem says that
this can happen only when the quotients Ali / A2i are rational numbers, which means that
the subspace containing the three vectors is spanned by a rational vector (bI, b2) E Q2.

Michel Emsalem has noticed that this result can be extended to higher dimension
thanks to the so-called theorem of the linear subgroup i we do not state this theorem in
full generality (see [Rl-4], [Wl-2J, [R-W]), but only the simplest consequences. Let V be a
hyperplane of c- j th~ intersection Vn£d is a vector space over Q jif V contains a non-zero
"rational point (b1, •. ; , bd) E Qd, then this Q- vector space V n £d contains all the points
(bIA, ... , bdA), for A E L i therefore it is of infinite dimension. The result of M. Emsalem
[E] is that the converse is true: if V is a hyperplane of c- for which V n Qd = 0, then
V n £d is a Q-vector space of finite dimension, and this dimension is ~ d(d. -1). For d = 2
this is just the six exponentials theorem. ". "

A connection with Baker's theorem arises in two different ways, corresponding to the
point of view of either Gel'fond-Baker or Schneider. Let us start with Schneider's approach:
instead of working with points whose coordinates are logarithms of algebraic numbers, we
take points whose coordinates are either algebraic numbers, or logarithms of algebraic
numbers. When do and d1 are two non-negative integers with d = do + dI"> 0, we denote
by Ado,d1 the product Qdo X .cdl• Emsalem's result (which corresponds to do= 0, d = d1)

can be extended as follows: let V be a vector subspece of the product c- --:-Cdo X c«,
satisfying . " < • .

V n (Qdo X 0) = 0 and V n (0 x Qd1) . q.
Then tile Q-vector space V n Ado,dl is offinite dimension ~ d1(d -1).

Here is how one deduces Baker's Theorem 1.1: we consider a linear dependence relation

with /31, ... , /3n algebraic and .e1, ... , .en+1 in £ i we assume that .e1, ••• ,.en are Q-linearly
independent j we need only to prove that /3}, ... ,/3n are all rational numbers (see exercise
1). We choose do = n, d1 = 1 and we take for V the hyperplane of equation Zn+l =
.e1ZI + ... + .enzn in cn+l j the assumption that .e1, ••• ,.en linearly independent over Q
implies vn (Qn X 0) = 0 j moreover V contains the following points A}, ... , An+l of Qn x E:

where bii is Kronecker's symbol, and
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According to our result a.bove, the vector space V n (Qn X £) is of dimension ~ d1 (d -1) <
n + 1, hence the points AI, ... ,An+l are linearly dependent over Q, which implies that
/31,... ,/3n are all rational numbers.

Let us now take Gel'fond-Baker's point of view: the second connection with Theorem
1.1 arises by considering a hyperplane V which is rational over the field Q of algebraic
numbers (see exercise 4 of Chapter 1). Theorem 1.1 can be stated in the following equivalent
way:

If V is a hyperplane of c-, which is rational over Q, and ifVnQd = 0, then vn£d = 0
(see exercise 5 of Chapter 1).

Here is another statement which contains at the same time the six exponentials
theorem and Baker's Theorem 1.1:

If V is a hyperplane of c- for which V n Qd = 0, if V contains a vector subspace W
of c-, of dimension t 2: 0, which is rational over Q, then dimQ (V n £d) 5 d( d - t - 1).

Emsalem's result corresponds to W =0, t = 0, Baker's Theorem 1.1 to W = V,
t=d-1.

We have just seen two generalizations of Emsalem's result, which both contain Baker's
Theorem 1.1. We now combine them into a general result.

Theorem 13.1. - Let do and dl be to non-negeiive integers with d == do + dl > 0; let V
be a vector subspace of the product c- = Cdo X c«, satisfying

Let W be a subspace of of c-, of dimension t 2: 0, which is rational over Q and contained
in V. Then ihe Q-vector space V n Ado,dl is of Enite dimension 5 dl (d - t - 1).

As we have seen, this result obviously contains Baker's homogeneous Theorem 1.1 in
two different ways, with either dl = 1 and t = 0 (method of Schneider), or else do = 0 and
t = d -1 (method of Gel'fond-Baker). It also contains the non-homogeneous result 11.1 in
two different ways: if we have a relation

with algebraic /3's and with .ei in E, thenwe can either
a) (Schneider's method) choose do - n + 1, d} . 1, d = n + 2, t = 1, V is the hyperplane
of equation

Zo + ZI.e1 + ... + znfn = Zn+l

and W = C(l,O, ... ,1). The intersection V n An+1,1 = V n (Qn+l x £) contains n + 1
points AI, ... , An+l:

and
An+l = (/30,/31,... , /3n, fn+l)'

Since V n (0 x Q) = 0, Theorem 13.1' implies either V n (Qn+l X 0) 1= 0 (which means
';7,}·~'~·f,.e1'... ,.en are Q-linearly dependent), or else '\1, .. , , An+l are Q-linearly dependent

~r~_~~i::~~?c'~>~;!;;~;~~:.~.·
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(which means that £1,"" £n+ 1 are Q-linearly dependent) . Thanks to exercise 1, this
completes the proof of Proposition 11.1.'
b) (Gel'fond-Baker method) or else take do = 1, d1 = t = n + 1, d = n + 2 and choose for
V = W the hyperplane

Zo + f31z1 + ... + f3nzn = Zn+1·

We have
(f3o,£l,'" ,£n+1) E V n A1,n+l = V n (Q X £n+1);

we deduce from Theorem 13.1 that either (f3o, £1, ... ,in+1) = 0, or V n (0 x Qn+l) = O. In
the later case we get a non-trivial dependence relation between f31,' .. ,f3n over Q. From
lemma 1.3, we deduce Theorem 11.1.

The next step has been achieved by D. Roy: instead of taking some coordinates in Q,
and some in L, he takes coordinates in the Q-vector space spanned by 1 and £ ; let us
.denote by £0. this vector space:

We can ask the same questions on V n£0. as we asked before concerning V nC: when is the
dimension of this Q-vector space finite? An obvious necessary condition is V n Qd = 0;
as shown by D. Roy, this condition is sufficient.

Theorem 13.2. - If V is vector s:Jbspace of the product c- = Cdo X Cd1, satisfying

then tue Q-vector space V n (Qdo X £~) is of finite dimension ~ d1 (d - t - 1), where t is J

the dimension of the maximal vector subspace of V which is rational over Q.
Theorems 13.1 and 13.2 are both special cases ot the above mentioned 'tlieorem of the

linear 3ubgroup. . .,.;

Exercises

1. Show that the statements (i), (ii) and (iii) in lemma 1.3, as well as (iv) in exercise 3 of
Chapter 1, are also equivalent to:
(v) Let n be a non- negati ve integer, i J, ... ,£n+ 1 be elements of M, and f31 , ... ,f3n elements

of 1(. Assume i1, ..• ,in are K-linearly independent and

Then f31, ... ,f3n are all in k.

2. Deduce from Theorem 13.1 the five exponentials theorem: if Xl, Xz {resp, Y1, yz) are
Q-linearly independent complex numbers, then one at least of the five members
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is transcendental.
" , - ,

3. Deduce from Theorem 13.2 the strong six exponentials theorem: if Xl, Xz '( resp, Y1, Yz, Y3)
are Q-linearly independent complex numbers,then,.one at least ;of the siz tiurnbers '

does not belong to LQ '"
Deduce also the five exponentials theorem from this statement. ~

~4. .~
a) Let G be a subgroup of Rd. Show that the following properties are equivalent.
(i) There exists a finitely generated subgroup of G which is dense in Rd.

(ii) For each hyperplane V of Rd, the lower,b~und rkz((G + V)/V) ~ 2 holds.
(iii) For each vector subspace Vof Rd with V =1= Rd, the lower bound rkz ((G + V)/V) >

dimp, (Rd IV) holds.
b) Let R. and d be positive integers with R. > d2 - d + 1. Let (Yij, (1 ~ i ~ d,
1 ~ j ~R.) be multiplicatively independent positive real algebraic numbers. Denote by R+
the multiplicative group of positive real numbers, and by A the multiplicative subgroup of
(R+)d which is spanned by al, ... ,al, with aj = (alj, ... ,adj):

A= {(fI(Y:~,...,rr(Y~j);§.., '(Sl, ... ,Sl)EZl}.
)=1 )=1

Prove that A is dense in (R+)d.
Hint. Let G be the subqroup of R d which is spanned by AI, ... ,Al, with

Usin.q Theorem 13.1, show that for each hyperplane V ofRd, rkz((G+V)/V) ~ R.-d(d-1);
deduce from a) thai G is dense in Rd, and conclude.
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XIV.- CONJECTURES

The main conjecture for this subject is:

Conjecture 14.1. - Let et, ... ,em be Q-linearly independent logarithms of algebraic
numbers. Then eI, ... ,em are algebraically independent.

This means that a non-zero polynomial with rational (or even algebraic) coefficients
in m unknowns cannot vanish at the point (el, ... ,em). This conjecture has been stated
explicitly by A.a. Gel'fond [G]. So far, it is not yet known whether there exist two alge-
braically independent logarithms of algebraic numbers. Only the case of linear polynomials
(with algebraic coefficients) is solved, by Baker. For polynomials of degree 2, very partial
'results are known (strong six exponentialstheorem).

There are two extensions of Conjecture 14.1: the first one in the direction of transcen-
dental number theory [L1], the other for Diophantine approximations [L2]. Here is the first
one, which is known for containing any reasonable transcendence conjecture dealing with
values of the exponential function.

Conjecture 14.2 (Schanuel). - Let Xl, ... , Xm be Q-linearly independent complex
numbers. Then m at least of the 2m numbers Xl, ... , Xm, eXt, ... ,eXm are algebraically
independent.

This means that the transcendence degree over Q of the field

Q(XI,"" Xm, eXt, ... , eXm
)

should be at least m. Conjecture 14.1 is a special case of Schanuel's conjecture (when the
m numbers exp( X J) are algebraic) j another special case is Lindemann- Weierstrass theorem
(which corresponds to the case where Xl, ••• ,Xfn are algebraic).

Another kind of open problems deals 'with measures of linear independence j the
strongest conjectures are stated in [L2]. Here is one example (Conjecture 2 p.213 of [L2]).

Conjecture 14.3. - Let e be a positive real number. There exists a constant C( e) > 0
seiisiyiug the following property. Let at, ... , am be positive integers and bl, •.• , bm be
non-zero rational integers. Define

B = max{lbll,· .. , Ibm!}.

Assume that the number A = bl log al + ... + bm log am does not vanish. Then

IAI ~ C(e)mB). .
. (lbII' .. Ibm I ai ... am)1+E

One can formulate an explicit version of Schanuel's conjecture j it has been pointed out
to me that the suggestion in (W] is not the right one, in view of Bijlsma's counterexamples
[B]. The following might be more reasonable: we add a hypothesis which is a measure of
linear independence of the Xi j it's interesting to notice that the known results of algebraic
independence for large transcendence deqrees involve so far such a technical hypothe~i~.
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Conjecture 14.4. - Let Xl, ..• ,Xm be Q-linearly independent complex numbers. Assume
tllat there exists a constant K > 0 such that, for all S ?: 2 and all!i = (Sl, ••• ,sm) E zm(s),

ISIX1 + ... + S!11im I > S-IC ~

Let d be a positive integer. Then there exists a constant C > 0, depending on
XI, ... ,Xm and d (and also on K,) such tllat, for all PI, ... ,Pm+1 polynomials in
Z[XI, ... , Xm, Yi, ... , Y,n] of degree $ d generating an ideal of rank m + 1, if Hj ~ e
is an upper bound for the absolute values of the coeiiicieuts of Pj, (1 $ j $ m), then

m+l

L IPj(x1, .. ; ,Xm, eXl
,: •• , eXm )1· Hf?: liC.

j=l·

Finally, in connection with Chapter 13, we mention some very interesting results by
D. Roy [Rl], [R2] ; he shows in particular that Schanuel's conjecture is equivalent to a
conjecture on the rank of matrices whose entries are logarithms ofalge,braic numbers.

Exercises

1. Deduce the following consequences from Conjecture 14.1. Let V be a vector subspace
of c-.
a) Assume V n Qd= 0; then climQV n.cd $ ,d(d - 1)/2.
b) Assume V n Qd = 0; then dim~ V n.c~ $,d(d -1)/2.
c) Strong four exponentials conjecture. Let Xl, Xz be Q-linearly independent complex
numbers, and let YI, Yz be alsoQ~lillearly independent complex numbers. Then one at
least of the four numbers

does not belong to £0.'
Hint. See [R2].

2. Deduce from Conjecture 14.3 an effective version of Pillai'sponjecture : For .each e > 0
there exists a positive number C( e) > 0 with the following prope~ty; let x, y, p and q be
integers, all of which are ~ 2, such that x'P f. v' ; then

Hint. See (L2] Introduction to Chapters X and Xl.
. .

3. Deduce from Conjecture 14.4 the following measure of algebr~c independence for
logeritbms of algebraic numbers. Let £i, ... ,.em be Q-linearly independent elements of
.c and let d be a positive integer. There exists. a positive number. c such that for any
non-zero polynomial P E Z[XI, .. "Xm] of degree at most d, the lower bound

holds with H :;:max{H(P), 2}.

..~
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